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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents the development of an electrothermally actuated microgripper for 
the manipulation of cells and other biological particles. The microgripper has been 
fabricated using a combination of surface and bulk micromachining techniques in a 
three mask process. All of the fabrication details have been chosen to enable a tri-layer, 
polymer (SU8) - metal (Au) - polymer (SU8), membrane to be released from the 
substrate stress free and without the need for sacrificial layers. 
An actuator design, which completely eliminates the parasitic resistance of the cold arm, 
is presented. When compared to standard U-shaped actuators, it improves the thermal 
efficiency threefold. This enables larger displacements at lower voltages and 
temperatures. The microgripper is demonstrated in three different configurations: 
normally open mode, normally closed mode, and normally open/closed mode. It has 
been modelled using two coupled analytical models - electrothermal and 
thermomechanical - which have been custom developed for this application. Unlike 
previously reported models, the electrothermal model presented here includes the heat 
exchange between hot and cold arms of the actuators that are separated by a small air 
gap. 
A detailed electrothermomechanical characterisation of selected devices has permitted 
the validation of the models (also performed using finite element analysis) and the 
assessment of device performance. The device testing includes electrical, deflection, 
and temperature measurements using infrared (IR) thermography, its use in polymeric 
actuators reported here for the first time. 
Successful manipulation experiments have been conducted in both air and liquid 
environments. Manipulation of live cells (mice oocytes) in a standard biomanipulation 
station has validated the microgripper as a complementary and unique tool for the single 
cell experiments that are to be conducted by future generations of biologists in the areas 
of human reproduction and stem cell research. 
To my parents. 
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CHAPTER! 
Introduction 
Progress in biological and medical applications demands research at a cellular level. 
Every organism is the result of a series of single-cell proliferation and differentiation 
processes. Experiments performed directly on individual cells allow for a better and 
more selective study of cell functions and properties than conventional experiments 
where data is generally averaged over a large population of cells [1, 2]. This explains 
the growing interest within the medical, pharmacological and biological communities in 
techniques and tools which enable the individual manipulation of biological samples [3-
7]. 
This thesis focuses on producing a microgripper which can be used for biomanipulation. 
Biomanipulation [8, 9] entails operations such as cell transportation, positioning, 
orienting, grasping or material injection. These actions could be of crucial importance 
for the future of different areas such as genomics and proteomics [7, 10, 11], human 
reproduction [ 12-14], medicine [ 15], and cancer research [ 16]. 
Current biomanipulation techniques and tools can be classified as non-contact or 
contact. The first group -include systems tha:t use optical forces, electric fields, magnetic 
fields, hydrodynamic flows and aerostatics. The second group include systems based on 
vacuum suction, adhesive forces, acoustic traps, cryogenic and mechanical forces 
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(microgrippers, AFM, etc.) [6, 9]. Two recent reviews [ 17, 18] give a detailed account 
of different manipulation techniques. 
1.1. Microsystems Technology (MST) 
Imagine a drug delivery system that permits the controlled delivery of insulin through 
the skin without pain or blood [19, 20]; a wireless pressure sensor implanted under the 
skin that can be used to monitor hypertension patients [21]; a cochlea implant that 
allows for hearing corrections that conventional hearing aids cannot fix (e.g. problems 
in inner ear) [22, 23]; a tiny gripper that can be inserted in arteries to treat aneurysms in 
the brain [24]; an accelerometer that gives the Nintendo Wii™ console its core ability to 
sense the motion in the controller [25-27]; a micromirror array that forms the basis of 
the technology used for high definition projectors and displays [28]; inkjet print heads 
that integrated in consumer electronics lead to the manufacturing of low cost computer 
printers. 
What do all of these technologies have in common? They all use very small devices 
which not only have a reduced size compared to any existent counterpart but, in most of 
the cases, they open up new functionalities that at larger scales are simply not possible. 
They all belong to a class of devices described by Microsystems Technology (MST), 
also known as MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) in the USA, that use layer-
by-layer batch manufacturing techniques similar to the ones used to make electronic 
chips. 
The acronym MST denotes both a technology and a category of devices. MST is a 
technology that has been developing for the last 30 years. Microsystems are highly 
miniaturised devices, ranging in size from millimetres to submicrometres, that combine 
multiple disciplines such as biology, optics, fluidics, mechanics, or electronics in one 
single device and more importantly in a single silicon chip [29-32]. An MST device is 
often composed of two different conceptual parts: the microelectronics and the 
sensor/actuating structure. The latter enables physical or analytical functions to be 
peff6rined in aaditiol1 to standard mid·oprocessoi operations, arid this is pre'dsel'ywha1 
differentiates MST devices from standard microelectronic chips. MST assists to bridge 
the gap between the digital world of the computers and the physical world where we 
live. The sensors and actuators gather information from the environment by measuring 
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physical or chemical parameters, and through microelectronic processing they are able 
to respond by moving, positioning, pumping, filtering, etc. 
One of the most important driving forces towards miniaturisation of devices (by MST) 
is the improvement in performance and cost that they can confer over their macroscopic 
counterparts. In some applications just the smaller size of the device itself can be 
advantageous, for example miniaturisation can enable the shortening of the mechanical 
and thermal response times [33], the manipulation of micro sized objects in confined 
spaces without interacting with surrounding elements, or the development of 
implantable devices such as retinal or neuronal implants, and microneedles. 
In addition, improvement in device performance can also be achieved through the 
exploitation of some physical phenomena that only appear or dominate at the microscale 
[31, 34, 35]. Physical quantities (force, energy, etc.) do not necessarily scale linearly 
with dimensions and as they are reduced, new microscale phenomena appear or are 
favoured. This has been the focus of some theoretical studies [31]. A simple yet 
revealing technique was proposed by Trimmer [36] to determine how a given 
parameter, such as force, scales into the small domain. This scaling behaviour implies 
for example that at the microscale faster systems can be obtained at lower power 
consumption [37]. Thus surface effects (e.g. stiction and friction) become more 
important in the microscale whereas volume effects (e.g. gravitation or inertia) are 
relatively less important. One important implication of that is that inertial forces become 
insignificant while viscous forces and friction dominate. The latter can be exploited in 
the fabrication of a microfluidic device that separates and detects different particles with 
different size based on diffusion [30]. 
Finally, another major advantage of MST devices is the reduction in production cost per 
unit compared to equivalent macroscopic systems. Microfabrication techniques are 
inherently batch production techniques where hundreds of devices can be fabricated 
simultaneously on a single wafer in a single production run. In addition, most 
microfabrication processes and tools are compatible with IC processing. This implies 
that a large industrial base already exists and that initial pr~duction costs can be reduced 
further. 
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1.1.1. Applications and markets 
The competitive advantage of MST devices over other options has already been 
demonstrated in various areas via the successful commercialisation of different MST 
devices. Since the first launch of a MST device, the technology has had a rapid 
expanston into many different fields of engineering, physical sciences, biology and 
medicine. Table 1.1 partially summarises some existing or envisaged areas of 
application for MST and the associated devices. 
Table l.l: MST devices and applications 
Area of appUcation MST devices and appUcations 
DEFENCE Accelerometers (inertial navigation, image stabilisation), biochemical and chemical sensors, biochips, lab-on-a-
chip (detection chemical weapons, drug administration), gyroscopes (inertial navigation), magnetometers, micro-
bolometer (infrared imaging system), micro-displays, micro mirrors, micro-power sources and smart dust 
(surveillance) 
AUTOMOTIVE Accelerometer (airbag system, active suspension), oxigen sensor (emission sensor), pressure sensor (active 
suspension), temperature sensor (air conditioning, engine management system), light sensor (automatic headlight 
control) 
ENVIROMEMTAL Accelerometers (seismic detection), biochemical and chemical sensors, biochips, lab-on-a-chip (pollutants 
control), geophones (oil detection) 
IT AND Acceleration sensors Uoystick; hard disk stabilisation), inkjet printers, optical mouse, hard disk drive heads (data 
ENTERTAINMENT storage), micro-displays (portable systems) 
MEDICAL AND Active patches (drug delivery), hearing aids, accelerometers (heart pacemakers), implantable insulin pumps (drug 
BIOMEDICAL delivery), needle-less injectors (drug deliver), smart pill (drug delivery), pressure sensors (blood pressure) 
PROCESS CONTROL Acceleration and tilt sensors (vibration monitoring), biosensors (quality control in food), biosensors, gas sensors 
AND (oil platforms), magnetic sensors (rotation measurements), micro-pumps, pressure sensors, spectrometers, 
INSTRUMENTATION temperature sensors 
TELECOMS Micromirrors (switching, optical attenuation), V-grooves (optical fibre alignment), tunable filters, micro-optical 
benches, antenna~. inductors, tunable capacitors, switches( signal routing) 
HOME APPLIANCES Acceleration sensor, tilt sensor (vibration washing machines), biochips (food control), chemical sensors water 
quality), flat panel displays, microfluidic ships (dosing systems in washing machines), temperature sensors 
(cooking), electronic noses (atmospheric monitoring) 
Nowadays, numerous and diverse MST devices which could have a dramatic impact on 
everything from aerospace technology to biotechnology are being developed in R&D 
laboratories and in companies around the world [38, 39]. Some of the most renowned 
companies (other than the ones producing PC printers [28, 40]) are Texas Instruments 
[25, 41], Robert Bosch [42], and ST Microelectronics [43]. 
Fig.1.1 shows a recent forecast published by Y ole Development [ 44] that announces a 
14% compound annual growth for the MST market from 2007 until 2012. This forecast 
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takes into account the market of the 1st level packaged MST excluding the hard disk 
read-write heads. In 2009, four products will still make up 50% of the market: inkjet 
heads, pressure sensors, silicon microphones and accelerometers. The ratio at which the 
production of MST devices belonging to the various applications (see table 1) will grow 
is predicted to be variable, from a modest 3.5% growth of automotive applications to 
18% and 40% in medical and life science applications and telecoms respectively. 
MEMS market forecast 2007 - 2012 in value (USD million) 
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Fig. 1.1: Market forecast in value for 1st level packaged MEMS, detail for product type [451. 
1.1.2. MST for medical and life science 
BioMEMS [4, 5] is an emerging research field which applies microsystems technology 
to medicine and the life sciences. In general, this category of devices deals with the 
fabrication of microscale devices that are used for processing, delivery, manipulation, 
analysis, or construction of biological and chemical entities. BioMEMS is now a heavily 
researched area in a wide variety of applications from diagnostics, such as DNA and 
protein arrays, to novel materials for BioMEMS, microfluidics (see Fig. 1.1), tissue 
engineering, implantable devices such as pacemakers, surface modification, biosensors 
or drug delivery. The appearance of commercially and scientifically successful 
BioMEMS devices, such as the lab-on-a chip of Caliper Technology [46], and many 
point-of-care devices like Micronics [47, 48] have increased the need and demand for 
MST in biology and medicine. 
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The device developed in this thesis will fall in this general category of devices, i.e. MST 
for medical and life science. In particular, it is intended to work as an instrument to 
assist biological researchers in the manipulation of biological specimens. The design of 
the tool is flexible enough to envisage other uses such as a tool in minimal invasive 
surgery. However, this and any other commercial issues like drivers, market entry 
barriers and the position in the value chain are out of the scope of this thesis. 
1.2. Background and motivation 
MST can also offer the possibility to biologists and other scientists to design and control 
experiments directly at the microscale [6, 9]. Until recently, those experiments remained 
a technological challenge. Nowadays, the combination of MST devices with 
conventional technologies is making these experiments not only possible, but 
affordable. 
When studying complex interactions between and inside cells, it is often necessary to 
hold, sort and transport biological samples in dry or aqueous environments. Recent 
advances in microbiology demonstrate the need for complex micromanipulation 
strategies for the characterisation and manipulation of cells. This has become a 
challenging issue in biomedical applications [49] such as cloning, cell replacement 
therapy (CRT), gene injection, in vitro fertilization (IVF) or intracytoplasmic sperm 
injection (ICSI) [50]. Other applications such as minimal invasive surgery or research in 
fundamental biology [51] (e.g. research in cell apoptosis [10, 52], cell injection [7], 
single-cell force sensors, etc.) also require the manipulation of micro sized biological 
objects. Microrobotics and MST can then play an important role in manipulating 
biological cells, a field often referred to as biomanipulation [9]. 
MST technology, when used appropriately to address the right problems, can be the 
enabling technology for these kinds of experiments. Reference [53] gives a global 
overview of MST applications in biology and medicine and, in particular, experiments 
involving cells or cell biology. 
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1.2.1. Biomanipulation 
1.2.1.1. Non-contact manipulation techniques 
Non-contact techniques based on optical tweezers [54-56] have been around for more 
than thirty years and offer the possibility to manipulate particles from the size of few 
microns down to a single atom. Optical tweezers use the force (- pN) generated when 
light interacts with matter, absorbing, refracting or reflecting photons and exchanging 
momentum. Optical tweezers have been used to manipulate some living cells that have 
particular sizes, shapes, and adherent properties (e.g. yeast cells, red blood cells, and 
spermatozoa) and provides a powerful method to investigate different aspects of cell 
biology [55]. They are more "cell friendly" than many alternative methods because of 
the non-invasive character of light. However cell photo damage remains an issue [18]. 
This problem seems to have been solved with the use of near infrared (780-950 nm) 
lasers, however the question as to whether the incident laser beam might induce 
abnormalities in the cell's genetic material still exists [57]. Another drawback of these 
systems is their cost, which is in the range of -$10-1 OOK. Overall, commercial optical 
tweezers are adequate for positioning and manipulating objects but are incapable, 
without further modification, of ultra-sensitive position or force measurement [58]. 
Other non-contact techniques use, for example, electric (e.g. dielectrophoresis (DEP) 
and electrophoresis) or magnetic fields and can be used for particular manipulation 
tasks. Different system configurations with high accuracy in cell positioning and 
separation have already been established. Dielectrophoresis is based on forces generated 
by the gradient of an electromagnetic field and it has been used in microfluidics to 
manipulate a variety of biological cells such as bacteria, yeast, and mammalian cells [9]. 
Electrophoresis is used to size-sort DNA strands and produce DNA fingerprints. 
Although the method works well for trapping and transporting over short distances, the 
heat generation can be an issue over longer distances. Biomanipulation using magnetic 
forces generally requires the adhesion or introduction of magnetic beads into the cells. 
This has been found not to damage the viability of the cells [59] and results in a very 
flexible manipulation system. However, they involve a detailed consideration of field 
strengths and their generation and confinement and even then equipment tends to be cell 
specific. 
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1.2.1.2. Contact manipulation techniques 
The fact that non-contact biomanipulation techniques have certain limits in terms of 
applied forces, size of the samples, optical and electrical interaction, and cost makes 
contact manipulation techniques desirable. 
Vacuum technology is a common contact technique. Tools such as glass micropipettes 
have been used for over one hundred years [60]. However, this manipulation technique 
requires a very skilled operator and it can easily damage the cell membrane or 
cytoskeleton [ 61, 62]. It can hold cells, but doesn't give real control, e.g. for cell 
discrimination, and is not easily scalable to all dimensions. 
Also, a large number of what is called lab-on-a chip MST devices for the direct 
manipulation and transport of cells can be used. Such a device generally consists of a set 
of micro channels, pumps and valves, that direct, separate and hold cells in position for 
subsequent analysis. 
Finally, the route involving microgrippers, which act as a pair of miniature tweezers, 
has been effectively demonstrated at very different lengths scales: from the 
manipulation of DNA and bacteria ( <1 Jlm) to the manipulation of larger single cells 
and clusters. Microgrippers seem to be a promising approach to biomanipulation as they 
are cost effective, offer flexibility over the range of cells that can be manipulated, 
provide an intuitive tool for an average human operator, and offer robustness. 
These microgrippers are distinguished from the grippers made by conventional 
machining by the overall small size. In an MST microgripper the size is comparable to 
the size of the objects to be manipulated and therefore they are able to operate m 
confined spaces or without greatly affecting the neighbouring objects (see Fig. 1.2) 
Active research in contact techniques and microgripper for micro and biomanipulation 
is being carried out in different institutions in the UK, Europe and around the world. As 
will be shown in the review chapter, numerous MST prototypes exist. However, only a 
few among them can be used for the effective manipulation (pick and place and 
transport) of living cells in air as well as in liquid environments. 
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Fig. 1.2: Tips of precision conventional tweezers compared to a meso-scale microgripper fabricated 
in this work (The microgripper shown in this image could be further reduced in size by a factor of 
ten) 
Although some of them show good manipulation capabilities, little effort has been paid 
to the thermal or geometrical optimisation of the structures. Thus no extra 
functionalities apart from the gripping action can be added to the rnicrogripper tool. In 
this context, the rnicrogripper design proposed in this thesis provides a thermally 
efficient device for biomanipulation, with bi-directional movement and with the 
possibility to integrate additional functionalities such as force sensors. 
1.3. Thesis objectives and organisation 
This dissertation focuses on the full development - design, modelling, fabrication, 
testing, and simulation optimisation - of a microgripper, and on the demonstration of 
the gripping operation by the manipulation of micro sized objects in air and liquid 
environments. 
The thesis - containing 7 chapters - is organised as follows: 
Chapter 1 presents a general introduction to microsystems and the different advantages 
that they confer over their macroscopic counterparts. It also includes background and 
motivation behind this work. The relevance of MST devices for biological and medical 
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applications, and in particular for biomanipulation, is highlighted. Different contact and 
non-contact techniques are presented. 
Chapter 2 shows the state-of-the-art in microgrippers. The microgrippers have been 
classified as a function of their actuation mechanism. Quantitative and qualitative data 
about performance and overall adequacy of the tool for biological manipulation is 
provided. Each of the microgrippers presented has advantages and disadvantages which 
depend on the final manipulation application. At the end of the chapter a resume table is 
proposed with the grippers that have potential in biomanipulation. The increasing 
scientific effort in the field of microgrippers demonstrates the contemporary nature of 
this work. 
Chapter 3 includes the description of the microgripper: design constraints, choice of 
actuation mechanisms and lay-out. For the microgripper presented here, in-plane 
electrothermal actuation has been adopted. An alternative in-plane polymeric thermal 
actuator that completely eliminates the heat generation in the cold arm has been 
designed and is described in detail. In the second part of the chapter, after a brief 
introduction to microfabrication techniques and materials, the particular fabrication of 
the microgripper is explained in detail. Two alternative fabrication flows have been 
designed. Both lead to a stress-free polymeric (SU8) microgripper with integrated 
resistors and accessible contact pads. Viable prototypes have been produced. 
Chapter 4 proposes an analytical tool for the description of the behaviour of the 
microgripper. The complete tool consists of two different analytical models, 
electrothermal and thermomechanical. The electrothermal model predicts the 
temperature distribution along the parts of the microgripper for an initial input current 
or power. This temperature distribution, and in particular the difference established 
between the parts, is what ultimately determines the deflection of the system. Once this 
temperature is calculated and used as an input, the thermomechanical model can predict 
the in-plane deflection. As opposed to existing models, the thermal model includes the 
heat exchange between the hot and cold arm that are separated by a small gap. A set of 
~ -
semi-empirical formulae are proposed to calculate the heat losses to the ambient and 
between the arms by conduction, as opposed to convection. The construction of the 
model is validated using finite element software. In theory both models, electrothermal 
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and thermomechanical, are highly coupled through the dependency of the material 
properties with temperature. How this variation of the properties affects the final results 
is evaluated. This analytical model provides a simple and fast tool to simulate U-shaped 
thermal actuators. The model has a general validity and is not limited to the particular 
geometry used in this thesis. 
Chapter 5 reports on the detailed electrothermomechanical characterisation of various 
microgrippers. The electrothermal characterisation is performed using infrared 
thermography, its use in polymeric thermal actuators reported here for the first time. 
After a brief introduction to different methods to measure temperature, infrared 
thermography is described with particular emphasis on its associated benefits and 
limitations. Overall, this technique provides a fast and reliable tool to obtain 
temperature measurements with high spatial resolution in both static and dynamic 
modes. High quality infrared experimental data is used in this chapter to present the 
thermal mapping of different devices, and to present the characterisation data. In the 
second part of the chapter the mechanical behaviour of the micro gripper is reported. The 
deflection of the different non-loaded microgrippers is measured in air as well as in a 
liquid environment. In addition, a set of manipulation experiments are presented. Live 
testing, failure mechanisms and the difficulties associated with the manipulation tasks 
are explained. 
In Chapter 6, the experimental results are compared to the predictions provided by the 
FEA and analytical models. The effect of the material properties and environmental 
conditions on the deflection results and the agreement with the analytical models is 
discussed. In the final part of the chapter, a set of simulation based predictions is 
presented. These simulations are based on both the electrothermal and 
thermomechanical model, and help to analyse the effect of different geometrical 
parameters (gap, shape and overall scale) on the performance of the microgripper, and 
ultimately to optimise the design. 
Chapter 7 summarises the research carried out, highlighting the particular 
achievements and suggests a future research direction. First experim~nts ~anipulating 
single oocyte cells are also presented. 
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CHAPTER2 
A Microgripper survey 
The mam goal of this chapter is to present an overview of the state-of-the-art in 
microgripper technology. Previous reviews [63, 64] primarily account for the very first 
microgripper designs that appeared in the mid to late nineties. This review focuses on 
more recent advances, prototypes and commercial microgrippers developed since 2000. 
2.1. Background 
In recent years, research and development in systems and tools for the gnppmg, 
positioning and release of micro-sized objects has boomed. An essential component of 
these systems is the gripping unit and, in particular, the end effector or microgripper 
tool. The latter brings the macroscopic part of the system into contact with the 
microscopic object which is to be manipulated. Furthermore, it permits the handling and 
positioning of the object without inducing damage. The microgripper ultimately 
determines the reliability and effectiveness of the overall manipulation system. For this 
reason, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of published prototypes in 
recent years. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 which shows that more than two thirds of the 
published grippers have been developed since 2000. 
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Fig. 2.1: Total number of published microgripper prototypes per year. (Source Web of Knowledge 
(Word search: Microgripper*); Number of prototypes that have become a commercial 
microgripper; and number of prototypes that have demonstrated the manipulation of biological 
particles in liquid solution. 
The emergence of the research field of micromanipulation can be justified by an 
increase in the demand for (micro)manufacturing [64-67] and biomedical technology [7 , 
68-70]. 
From a medical and biological technology perspective m1crognpper devices have 
applications in many areas. In microsurgery (minimal invasive surgery) and drug 
delivery, catheters, endoscopes and "active pills" [71] may require the inclusion of 
clamping devices that permit them to be attached to different parts of the body such as 
the digestive tract [72]. In areas of assisted medicine such as in-vitro fertili sation (IVF) 
or intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), the manipulation of small biological cells 
and particles is also required. Some growing areas of more fundamental research such 
as genomics, proteomics and cancer research at a cellular level, require the manipulation 
of single cells and other biological particles such as DNA [7, 73] . All of these areas 
require that the manipulation is carried out in liquid environments in order to protect in 
vivo samples. Microgripper devices, when designed to operate in liquid environments, 
can offer a flexible, cost-effective alternative to other existing techniques. 
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However, the number of commercial m1crognppers available is still very low when 
compared to the number of research prototypes. Table 2.1 shows a list of microgrippers 
that are commercially available [74-81]. This indicates that not all of the design and 
manufacturing challenges have been solved and, more importantly, that there is still 
room for research and exploration in this area. 
Table 2.1: Characteristics of commercial microgrippers 
Company Actuation principle Performance Material Ref. 
Nascatec Nanoscale technologies GmbH Electrostatic (Comb drive) Displacements up to 170 !lm Silicon [77] 
Zyvex Electrothermal (Chevron) Displacements up to 30 11m for a Silicon [79] 
voltage up to 10 V 
MEMS precision instruments Electrothermal (linear expansion) Displacements up to I 00 11m for a Silicon [74] 
voltage up to 18 V and I 00 rnA 
current. 
Bartels mikrorechnik Shape memory alloy Ni-Ti [80] 
Kleindiek Nanotechnick GmbH Piezoelectric Gripping area (4 ± l!lm): Force> 200 Tungsten probes [76] 
!lN: temperature range (273-353 K): 
Resolution 15 nm 
Kloche Nanotechnick GmbH Piezoelectric Size of the objects (20-5000 !lm): [75] 
maximum stroke 700 11m: gripping 
force 20 mN 
Piezosystem J en a Piezoelectric Displacements up to 300 11m for a [81] 
voltage up to 150 V and a 
temperature below 80 "C.(initial gap 
300!lm) 
Preiser Scientific Piezoelectric Polymer actuator+ [78] 
stainless steel tips 
In the research arena more actuation mechanisms than the ones showed in Table 2.1 
have been explored. The different microgripper prototypes can be classified in families 
and subfamilies based on their driving mechanism, and the particular choice of actuator. 
There are three main families which include microgrippers driven by electrical, 
magnetic and thermal effects. These three families contain subfamilies. For instance, 
m1crognppers controlled by electrical effects include: electrostatic ([82-91]), 
piezoelectric[92-104], and electroactive polymer [7, 105-107] actuation. Thermally 
driven microgrippers include shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators [72, 108-115], 
thermal expansion actuators[73, 97, 116-128], and hydraulic and pneumatic 
microactuators[ 106, 129-134]. Magnetically driven micro grippers include: 
electromagnetic and magnetostrictive actuators [ 135-137]. 
The following sections will describe and discuss a selection of the most relevant 
prototypes and commercial microgrippers along with the principles of their various 
actuation mechanisms. 
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2.2. Microgripper review 
2.2.1. Electrostatic microgrippers 
Electrostatic actuation is the mechanism most commonly used in the design of 
microactuators. In industry, it is already used in microresonators, switches, 
micromirrors and accelerometers. There are several reasons for its popularity. First, 
scaling effects favour electrostatic force at the microscale. The devices can be fabricated 
using standard materials such as silicon or electroplated metals and therefore well 
mastered batch fabrication processes for high aspect ratio structures such as Deep 
Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) can be used. This allows for IC compatible processes 
which enable microelectronic control systems to be fabricated on the same substrate as 
the electrostatic actuator. 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Fig. 2.2: (a) Lateral (FJ and perpendicular (F,) forces experiences by two charged parallel plates. 
(b) Pure perpendicular force (c) Pure lateral force (Comb basic unit) 
Electrostatic actuators are designed to exploit either the perpendicular force Fz (Fig. 2.2 
(b)) or the lateral force Fx (Fig. 2.2 (c)) which is experienced by two charged plates, 
separated by a dielectric material and subject to a potential difference (V). There are 
different design configurations to generate and exploit electrostatic forces. These 
include lateral electrostatic comb drives, parallel-plate (PP), scratch drive actuators 
(SDA), curved electrodes and wobble motors. 
The most common design of actuator is the lateral electrostatic comb drive where a 
number of elementary electrostatic actuators (Fig. 2.2 (c)) create a parallel structure of 
equally spaced fingers. This, in theory, results in a purely lateral force (Fx) [138]. The 
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magnitude of the force depends on the number of fingers, the gap in between them, the 
thickness and the applied voltage. The main advantage of this design is that the 
behaviour is linear with a constant force makes for easier control of the displacement. In 
addition, they have very good mechanical quality factors due to low internal damping 
and the lack of squeeze film air damping. The main downside, however, is the high 
voltage requirement (hundreds of volts) if large displacements are required. 
In parallel-plate (PP) actuators, the positive charges on one plate/beam attract the 
negative charges on the other plate/beam with a Coulombic electrostatic force Fz which 
is in the direction of the electric field. Compared to the comb drive where the direction 
of movement is perpendicular to the electric field, they can produce more force per 
applied volt in a smaller chip area. However, they are less stable than comb drives due 
to the 'pull-in' effect which limits the maximum displacement and applied force. As the 
plates/beams approach one another, the electrostatic force increases faster than the 
restoring spring force, and at a critical distance (governed by a critical pull-in voltage) 
the plates become unstable and snap together. For a PP actuator, the displacement of the 
actuator is ultimately limited to one third of the unbiased gap before pull-in occurs. As 
with comb drives, and electrostatic actuators in general, actuation voltages are also 
relatively high for large displacements. 
Comb drive actuators can also enter unstable control states. These instabilities appear 
because of the electrostatic forces that also act in the z direction of the fingers. If the 
interdigitated fingers are not equally spaced then this will cause an offset in the force 
and pull the fingers to one side. There are other electrostatic actuators such as the 
scratch drive actuator (SDA) which are relatively more stable and can produce higher 
forces [ 139]. 
Some general characteristics of electrostatic actuators are that they can produce large 
displacements (up to 150 Jlm [140]), low forces (J..LN-mN range) at low power and high 
driven speeds (kHz and above). Their inherently high mechanical quality factors make 
them excellent for resonant structures. 
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Fig. 2.3 :(Top) Electrostatic polysilicon microgripper [82] (Bottom) Electrostatic microgripper with 
amplification mechanisms [85] 
The mam disadvantage of electrostatic actuators is the high actuation voltage 
requirement. This, however, is not a fundamental limitation of the actuator since design 
improvements can be introduced which improve dramatically the displacement 
capabilities for a given voltage [141 , 142]. In addition, recently proposed polymer-based 
electrostatic actuators, fabricated in PMMA or SU8, could further reduce the voltage 
requirements [143, 144]. 
Several microgrippers [82, 85, 89] have been developed which use an electrostatic comb 
drive as the actuation mechanism. Kim et al. [82] proposed the first microgripper of this 
type in the early nineties. The monolithic structure (Fig. 2.3 (top)) was composed of an 
electrostatic comb drive which consisted of one central electrode and two drive 
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electrodes that included the microgripper's jaw. The microgripper could only be 
operated in an open mode, i.e. it requires power during the manipulation operation. The 
two jaws in this design have an equipotential and this stops electric conduction 
occurring as the gap is reduced. This microgripper, in its overhanging configuration, 
grasped objects of approximately 2.7 j.lm of diameter for an applied voltage of 45 V. 
However, there are a few disadvantages to this particular design. First is the limited 
aspect ratio of the beams that can be produced in polysilicon using standard 
micromachining techniques (maximum thickness 2.5 j.lm). This in tum limits the size of 
the structures that can be grasped. In addition the structure was fragile and prone to 
breakage during various stages of operation and fabrication, especially during the bulk 
micromachining release step. Finally the jaws of the microgripper are an active part of 
the driving mechanism and have limited range of displacement. Volland [85] found the 
solution to some of these problems by designing a new electrostatic microgripper also 
based on a comb drive (Fig. 2.3 (Bottom)). First, the microgripper was built in thick 
silicon using silicon-on-insulator (SOl) technology (up to 10-40 microns) which 
provided better structural rigidity. Second, the linear motion of the comb drive was 
converted into a rotational motion by flexible hinges. This resulted in an amplification 
of the jaw displacement range that was not limited by the possible contact between jaws 
and electrodes. This microgripper provided 20 j.lm of in-plane displacement for an 
applied voltage of 80 V. The actuation voltage is still relatively high, but recent efforts 
by the same author include an optimisation of the design to obtain the same 
displacement at approximately half of the applied voltage [89]. The company Nascatec 
GmbH has adopted this design for its proposed microgripper [77]. 
Various microgrippers have been based on parallel plate/beam actuation ([145], [83], 
[86, 87]). Molhave et al. [86, 87] (Fig. 2.4 (a) and (b)) designed two nanogrippers based 
on parallel beam electrostatic actuation. In both cases, the beams deflect in-plane when 
a voltage is applied. In the second version of this design [87] the jaws are insulated from 
the electrodes. This allows not only the successful manipulation of single nanotubes but 
also enables electrical measurements to be performed on the samples 
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Fig. 2.4: Electrostatic microgrippers developed by Molhave et. al. for the manipulation of carbon 
nanotubes (a) The arms belong the electrostatic beams [86] (b) The gripping arms are independent 
of the electrostatic beams [87] 
Another interesting, but less practical, microgripper uses a third type of electrostatic 
actuator, a scratch drive actuator (SDA) [139]. It is produced in an eight mask surface 
micromachining process. This actuator has some advantages such as highly precise 
quasi-static motion and demonstrates the principle of the actuator but the complicated 
fabrication flow and the slow speed of the jaws (less than 20 J ..Un!s) make it impractical 
as a microgripper. In addition, SDAs are based on frictional effects which limit the 
lifetime of the system. 
More recently, a microgripper (Fig. 2.5) has been published that not only seems to solve 
most of the existing problems but also adds some advantages to electrostatic 
micro grippers such as a force sensor [90]. The latter adds the possibility to measure in-
situ the force applied in between the jaws. In this design an electrostatic comb drive 
moves one of the jaws permitting the grasping operation. At the same time the other jaw 
is connected to another comb drive that is used as a capacitive sensor to measure the 
force. 
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Fig. 2.5: Electrostatic microgripper with integrated sensor structure by Beyeler et al. [90] 
None of the reported electrostatic based rnicrogrippers has been demonstrated to 
function in liquid environments with total immersion of the gripper. This is due to the 
high voltage requirements. Electrostatic microgrippers cannot be operated in fluidic 
media when completely submerged due to reasons such as electrode screening and air 
trapped between the combs. 
2.2.2. Piezoelectric microgrippers 
A material property known as piezoelectricity allows certain materials to be used as 
sensors as well as actuators . On the one hand, piezoelectric materials can "sense" by 
generating an electrical response when they are mechanically stressed. On the other 
hand, they can move with a precise motion when an electric field is applied to them. 
Thick and thin films of piezoelectric ceramics (most commonly lead zirconate titanate 
(PZT) or barium titanate) can be deposited using sputtering and sol-gel techniques. 
Piezoelectricity can also be displayed in polymers such as polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF), which in addition is pyroelectric i.e. capable of converting changes in 
temperature into electrical output. Recent studies have reported the piezoelectric 
properties of conducting polymers such as polyaniline and polypyrrole. All of these 
polymers have the advantage of requiring one order of magnitude less input voltage 
than ceramic materials for equivalent displacements. This could have potential 
advantages in biological applications. 
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Piezoelectric actuation offers some advantages over other actuation mechanisms such as 
speed, resolution, accuracy, reliable positioning, output force and low power 
consumption. However, it can only generate displacements of a few microns and 
requires high voltages. 
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Fig. 2.6: (Left) Geometrical configuration of the duo-bimorph used in [100] (Right) Working 
principle duo-bimorph with the electrical configuration resulting in displacements By, Bz. 
Actuators exist in different forms: multilayer stack, single or multilayer 1 DOF bending 
actuators, single or multilayer 2- DOF bending (see Fig. 2.6) actuators and monolithic 
bulk actuators with electrode stacking [100]. They are normally integrated in large scale 
devices but they are difficult to implement at the microscale and they require hybrid 
fabrication processes. This is a major disadvantage when compared to electrostatic 
actuators. 
Most of the recently reported microgrippers require hybrid fabrication processes where 
the assembly of the piezoactuator to the end effector is one of the most difficult tasks. 
So far only one monolithic microgripper has been reported in the literature, designed by 
Breget et al. [146]. The gripper is 3 em long and opens and closes 18 J..Lm at the tip for a 
voltage of 150 V. Leaving aside fabrication and assembly complexity, the advantages of 
piezoelectric microgrippers as tools that provide more precise positioning of objects 
(compared to other actuation mechanisms) and less consumed power has been 
demonstrated on different occasions. Also, a few commercial microgrippers are already 
available in the market. 
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Fig. 2.7: (Top) Drawing of a microgripper composed of two micro PZT cantilevers [[101] (Bottom) 
Piezoelectric microgripper presented in [100] 
Although none of the commercial microgripper companies report the integration of 
force sensors, four of the microgrippers found in the literature incorporate them in their 
designs [94, 96, 99, 104, 147]. Carrozza et al. showed the integration of strain gauge 
sensors in 2000 [104, 148]. In these papers, due to the relatively large size of the 
commercial sensors, the force was not measured at the tips of the microgripper. This 
was achieved by Park et al. [96] in the design of a two finger microgripper with 
incorporated piezoresistive sensors at the silicon tips. Perez et al. have also integrated 
silicon piezoresistors into a bi-directional rnicrogripper composed of two piezocerarnic 
parallel bimorphs [99]. In all of these design, however, the sensors have to be assembled 
to the microgripper structures manually, which can result in misalignments of the 
sensors and the piezoceramic fingers [ 149]. In addition to that, the sensing capabilities 
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of PVDF actuators, although not yet integrated m microgrippers, are also being 
investigated. 
D Paly1iliam fall 
Fig. 2.8: (Top) Drawing of the Piezoelectric design proposed by Jericho et al. [98] for the 
manipulation of bacteria (Bottom) Fabricated microgripper 
Biological manipulation has also been demonstrated with the use of piezoelectric 
microgrippers. Jericho et al. [98] proposed an interesting design of microgripper (Fig. 
2.8) which could manipulate bacteria in a biological fluid. In this design, the end 
effector and the actuators were linked with the help of a long activation bar. In this way 
the extended arms are sufficiently far away from the actuator to make operation in 
fluidic media is possible. The design proposed by Jeon et al. [101] also showed promise 
in biomanipulation. It required low actuation voltages, and could be coated with 
appropriate polymers. The actuators could be deposited using standard microfabrication 
processes and possessed good displacement range (up to 50 j.lm). Potential problems 
with this design include the difficulty in controlling the actuator stresses accumulated 
during fabrication and the fact that the gripper obscures the view of the object during 
manipulation (Fig. 2.7). 
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2.2.3. Electromagnetic microgrippers 
Electromagnetic actuators can provide several advantages when compared to 
piezoelectric and electrostatic actuators. They can produce larger displacements, at 
moderate forces and at low power, and can operate in ionic fluid environments. The 
main disadvantages are the heat dissipation in the coils while maintaining constant 
forces, and the difficulties presented in the miniaturisation of the electromagnet. 
There are two main designs of electromagnetic actuators. One uses electrical currents to 
produce attractive forces between two solids, and the other uses permanent magnets to 
produce a magnetic flux through current carrying wires. Other magnetic field driven 
actuators include electrodynamic, magnetostrictive and magnetorheological [150]. 
The voice coil motor (VCM) is one of the secondary types of electromagnetic actuators. 
Once the difficulties in producing it on a small scale are overcome, it has several 
advantages which include large strokes, linear response (Force versus Current) making 
good control possible, and it requires simple cost effective electronic circuits. 
VCMs are already widely used in optical data storage devices. A microgripper has been 
reported based on this principle [137]. The performance of this microgripper with 
operating voltages of a few volts and strokes and forces of up to 180 J..Lm and 600 mN 
respectively is an ideal candidate for manipulation tasks such as tissue probing. The 
downside, however, is that it has an extremely complicated process flow. 
Another interesting magnetic microgripper based on Lorentz forces is the one proposed 
by Suzuki in the early nineties [135, 136]. For a maximum voltage of 2.5 V, strokes of 
up to 450 J..Lm in air and 150 J..Lm in water could be achieved. Initial problems related to 
stiction during fabrication were also solved by the author developing a dry release 
method based on naphthalene [ 151]. 
2.2.4. Shape memory alloy microgrippers 
In shape memory alloy (SMA) microactuators, the physical work is produced by a solid 
state phase transformation that occurs in the SMA material, generally Ti-Ni, when it 
passes through its transition temperature. When the material undergoes a phase 
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transformation (can plastically deform by up to 10% ), it passes from a martensitic state 
(soft and deformable) at low temperatures to an austenitic state (hard and difficult to 
deform) at high temperatures. 
To exploit the shape memory effect (SME), the material has to be trained first, by 
forcing a high stressed deformation at elevated temperatures. This can be achieved 
during fabrication by using stresses accumulated during deposition or by external means 
such as applying forces. Once this is done, every time the material is heated above the 
transition temperature, by external or internal (Joule) heating, it will recover its initial, 
trained, shape. Hence, it generates work. On some occasions, when using for example 
SMA wires, mechanisms such as springs to recover the coiled shaped are needed. This 
is also necessary when using one-way SME. 
SMA actuators have several advantages in performance such as high force/weight ratio 
(able to produce stresses up to 500 MPa), large displacements, low operating voltages, 
superelasticity (the ability to sustain large recoverable strain and to resist stress without 
the occurrence of plastic deformation) and they can be fabricated in thin films. There 
are however, some processing and operation problems. These include [152]: low energy 
efficiency (typically less than 10% [153]), slow response, limited temperature range (up 
to 70 °C), high processing temperatures (500 °C), large hysteresis, non-linear complex 
thermomechanical behaviour (and therefore difficulty in controlling force and 
displacement), on some occasions mechanical biasing (providing recovery force) is 
required to enable cycling, high cost of the films, difficulties controlling material 
properties and, finally potential degradation and fatigue problems. 
Some of these general disadvantages can be partially solved by using different 
fabrication techniques. For example, the large hysteresis can be reduced adding Cu to 
the composition of TiNi [108]. Fatigue issues can be avoided by using an intermediate 
R-phase transformation of the material [110, 154]. Despite the highlighted 
disadvantages SMA actuators are ideal for actuation purposes where high force is 
required. For example electrostatic actuators only exert a fraction of the force. 
Two major types of microgrippers exist as a function of the role played by the SMA 
material. In the first type [ 109-111, 113] the SMA material is shaped into a compliant 
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structure and it provides both the actuation mechanism and the gripper operation. This 
type of design requires the SMA material in a thin film or a commercially available 
sheet film form. The thin film form is sputter deposited during fabrication . The material 
properties of the thin film depend highly on the deposition process and are difficult to 
control. Monolithic microgrippers are generally driven by current-induced thermal 
expansion, and have shown displacements of up to 400 J.lm for a gripping force of 50 
rnN. 
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Fig. 2.9: (Left) Out-of-plane SMA microgripper by Lee et. al ([108]) (Right) Monolithic compliant 
microgripper by Buttgenbach [112] 
In the second type of rnicrogripper [108, 114, 155, 156], the design consists of two 
parts; the actuation structure and the gripping mechanisms. The SMA material is used 
exclusively to create the actuator mechanism whilst another material (e.g. Si or a 
polymer or even an SMA which exploits superelasticity) is used to create the end-
effector of the micro gripper. In this case, the choice of type of SMA material that can be 
used is wider as it is not restricted to thin film form, and it can be used in preformed 
sheets, wires or springs [72, 115, 157]. 
All of the SMA based grippers offer similar advantages such as high actuation forces, 
ranging from 13 to 50 rnN, large displacements (ranging from 100 to 500 J.lm), and low 
voltages, generally between 2-5 V. The latter could be important when compatibility 
with CMOS is required. 
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Kohl et al. overcame the difficulties associated with the control of position and 
associated force [ 1 09]. They integrated a displacement photosensor and used a feedback 
control algorithm to improve the positioning accuracy from 25 J..lm in the first version of 
the microgripper [110] to 2 J.Lm in the most recent one [109]. 
Despite some intrinsic limitations, SMA actuators and microgrippers continue to have 
great potential as an alternative to other mechanisms of actuation for applications where 
very high output forces and/or displacements are required. Menciassi et al. [72] reported 
clamping mechanisms to realise different tasks within the gastrointestinal tract using an 
SMA wire. 
2.2.5. Micro-Pneumatic and micro-hydraulic microgrippers 
Based on well known macroscopic hydraulic and pneumatic principles, these 
microactuators convert the pressure exerted by liquids or gases in a confined space into 
force and displacement. The main advantages of these kinds of actuators are the high 
energy density, the possibility to exert high forces, and the possibility to operate in any 
environment due to the passive nature. The main disadvantage is these actuators require 
an interface to an external macroscopic source of air and liquid. 
The micro gripper designed by Schlick et al. [ 129] and Buttenfisch [ 130] (see fig 2.10 
left) are based in micro-pneumatics. The Schlick microgripper proved the principle but 
only permits the manipulation of relatively large parts with dimension of 200 to 3500 
J.lm. Another structure based on micro-pneumatics, is the one developed by Ok et al. 
[ 132] where the fingers of a microcage are actuated by the pneumatic deformation of a 
membrane that is situated underneath the centre point of cage. When a pressure is 
applied the fingers open; when the pressure is released the fingers close. 
Hydrostatic actuation has also been exploited in microgrippers designs. For example 
Mutzenich et al. [ 131] proposed a design based on a technique similar to a Bourdon 
Tube. In-this design, pressure changes induced through the heating of a co~ntained fluid 
act as the driving force. Modelling work [158] has been carried out recently but no 
prototype or experimental results have been published so far. 
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Finally, another hydrostatic actuator has demonstrated the use of phase change materials 
(PCM) (see fig. 2.10, right). In this case the hydraulic pressure is obtained by the 
volumetric expansion that PCM materials suffer when they change from solid to liquid 
[134]. Paraffin wax, already used in the past for other applications [159], is heated by a 
resistor and the volumetric expansion experienced during melting is used to move a pair 
of silicon prongs up or down. Displacements up to 300 J..lm can be achieved with an 
applied voltage of 10 V. This is an important design since it does not require 
macroscopic systems that provide air or fluid pressure. 
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Fig. 2.10: (Left) Pneumatic microgripper [130] (Right) PCM microgripper [134] 
2.2.6. Electroactive polymers microgrippers 
There are several electroactive polymers (EAP) that can be used to produce actuators. 
They exist in dry and wet versions. 
The main dry polymer is PVDF (fig. 2.11) since, as reported in section 2.2.2, it also 
exhibits piezoelectric behaviour. Another dry example is the polymer elastomers that, 
due to charge accumulation in the electrodes, suffer a longitudinal compressive stress 
when a voltage is applied across their thickness. The most critical issue for this kind of 
polymer is that they require an electrical field of the order of 100 V/J..lm. 
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There are two mam wet polymers: Ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) and 
conducting polymers such as polyaniline (PANI) and polypirrole (PPy). All of these 
polymers are characterised by a change of shape or size when they respond to an 
electrical stimulus. 
Electrode damps 
Fig. 2.11: (Top) PPy- Platinum- PVDF trilayer finger gripper [160] (Bottom) Sequence of Parylene 
C cage in water by increasing the temperature from 23 °C to 27 °C [106]. 
IPMC are materials that bend in response to an electrical stimulus as a result of the 
mobility of the cations in the polymer network. IPMC swell in water due to their ionic 
and hydrophilic nature. Anions are fixed in the polymer membrane, while cations are 
free to move in the fluid. When an electrical field is applied, the cations diffuse towards 
the negative electrode, which causes the composite polymer to deform. Thus strips of 
IPMC can bend dramatically when an electrical voltage is applied across their thickness 
and they can generate force and large displacements. On the other hand, they also show 
a change in voltage ( -m V) across their thickness when they are bent. Thus, they can 
also be used as sensors. They only require a relatively low voltage (1-10 V) for 
activation at low frequencies . The main disadvantages is that the strain response to 
electrical stimulation is not linear and still needs to be understand better in order to 
control and improve these actuator designs. The typical two IPMC are Nafion® 
manufactured by Dupont and Flemion® manufactured by Asahi Glass. 
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Conducting polymers are thought to change in volume due to swelling of the polymer 
during oxidation reduction reaction. The polymer is normally in contact with an 
electrolyte and there is ion transport in and out of the conducting polymer. They require 
only a few volts to produce a few % size change (3% in-plane and 30% out-of-plane). 
Therefore they can be used for bending actuators (unimorph or bimorph layers) as well 
as linear actuators and can exert considerable force. They are perfectly suited for ionic 
media such as blood or other body fluids. Their main disadvantages are that they have a 
slow response time and poor efficiency. In addition, they cannot operate easily [69] 
without an electrolyte. 
Electroactive actuators have also been incorporated in several microgrippers. The 
common feature of all of them is that they are very slow (- 10's of s response time). But 
they all require on the other hand very low voltage, which makes them ideal for 
underwater applications. The actuators are always bending actuators. Different 
configurations of grippers have been published: cages (two three fingers), robotic arms 
and two finger tweezers. 
2.2. 7. Other microgrippers 
Finally, a few microgrippers have been published that exploit other mechanisms such as 
opto-pneumatic [161], where the energy of a laser is used to expand a liquid and push a 
piston; opto-mechanic [162], where the energy of a laser is used to strain a layer of 
carbon nanotubes in aU-shaped configuration, and simple mechanic[163, 164]. 
In the latter case the objective is to produce a very rigid end-effector that does not 
require an actuation mechanism. This therefore does not have any failures associated 
with the actuator. In addition, the simplicity and passive structure allows an easier 
integration of sensor structures. 
2.2.8. Electrothermal microgrippers 
In recent years, a variety of thermal actuators that exploit the differential thermal 
expansion of heated microstructures have been demonstrated [ 165-172]. In most cases, 
the material used to build the actuator is a conductive material which can be used as a 
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self-heating element as well as an expansion material. In these cases, the geometry of 
the system is limited by the conduction path. Electrothermal actuators consume 
considerably more power than comparable electrostatic or piezoelectric actuators. 
However, the combination of conductor and polymeric materials enable the production 
of more efficient and flexible designs with, for example, geometries not limited by the 
conduction path. This method of actuation is used for the devices presented in this 
thesis. The mechanisms of actuation will be further discussed in chapter 3. 
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Fig. 2.12: The three main types of electrothermal actuators: (a) C-type (b) U-shaped (c) V-shaped 
(E =Young's Modulus) 
Typical thermal actuator designs that enable out-of-plane and/or in-plane displacements 
include: bimorph [ 166- 169] (also known as C-shaped), pseudo-bimorphs (also know as 
U-shaped) [165, 167, 168, 172], chevron (also known as V-shaped) [171], and 
bidirectional (BTV A) designs [170]. Fig. 2.12 depicts the three main types of thermal 
actuators. 
The first type, C-shaped (Fig. 2.12 (a)), relies on the asymmetric expansion m an 
isothermal multi-layer beam composed of materials with different coefficients of 
expansiOn. For a g1ven temperature change in the structure, different induced 
expansiOns in the layers produce out-of-plane bending. Recent work includes the 
evaluation of new material combinations for the optimisation of force and displacement 
output parameters [173] . 
The second type, U-shaped (Fig. 2.12 (b)), rely on the asymmetrical heating and 
expansion of a materially homogenous structure. The beams composing this actuator, 
which have different lengths and/or cross-sections, are connected in a U-shaped 
configuration. When a current flows through the conducting path, resistive (Joule) 
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heating occurs and a temperature difference is established between parts with various 
geometries. For a typical U-shaped actuator, the thin hot arm expands more than the 
cold and flexure arms. This causes a net in-plane deflection. In general, the expansion of 
the actuators depends on the temperature difference established between opposite arms, 
the separation gap and the relationship between different geometrical parameters such 
as the total length and the length of the flexure compared to that of the hot arm. In 
recent years, numerous design variations have appeared which optimise the structure 
thermally and/or mechanically. Examples include the inclusion of two hot arms that 
eliminate the parasitic heating of the cold arm; the inclusion of a third arm that allows 
bi-directional movements; the shortening of the arms to produce larger forces. Many of 
these optimisation efforts have been intended to improve the thermal efficiency of the 
system. 
The third type of actuator, V -shaped, also relies in the asymmetrical heating and 
expansion of a materially homogenous structure. In this case, the beams are fixed by 
two supports at an angle creating a V shaped structure. When a current passes from one 
support to the other, the beams expand due to Joule heating and an in-plane rectilinear 
motion is obtained. These actuators have also been subjected to optimisation, and 
spring -like actuators have appeared [ 120, 17 4]. This new type of spring like planar 
actuator consists of a number of chevron sections constrained by insulating beams. 
Different configurations of the insulating beam can produce outward and inward 
displacements. An original circular version has been proposed by [ 120]. 
Fig. 2.13: SEM picture of a cage microgripper capturing a 65 IJ.m particle[l18]. 
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All of these actuators have been used in microgrippers. The C-shaped thermal actuator 
is normally used in a cage configuration. Chan et al. [ 117] were the first group to 
demonstrate a microgripper that could manipulate biological cells (Dario cells) in an 
aqueous environment. This was possible because low voltages ( < 3 V) and low 
temperatures (- 60 °C) were necessary to activate the Parylene C - Platinum fingers. 
The use of a high coefficient of expansion polymer maximises the amount of deflection 
per unit of input power. Earlier papers have used other combinations of materials such 
as polyimide-Au [169], but higher voltages (7 V) and temperatures (up to 260 °C) were 
required. Luo et al. [118] proposed a similar concept of microgripper in a cage 
configuration (Fig 2.13 ). The main difference with the previous micro grippers is that 
this design operates in closed mode where power is required only for the release 
operation. The use of diamond like carbon (DLC) and nickel fingers allows the 
fabrication of pre-curved fingers that become flat when the power is applied. By varying 
the thicknesses of the layers, different cage sizes can be obtained. Recently, this design 
has been further improved with the addition of a polymeric layer [127]. The fingers 
were composed of a trilayer structure SU8/DLC/Ni and required only 300 K to open 
compared to the 700 K needed for the DLC/Ni combination. The cage-based 
microgrippers have proven to be appropriate for holding micro-sized objects in position. 
However, for micromanipulation it is necessary to move the sample from one place to 
another. 
From this perspective, micro grippers based on the U-shaped or V -shaped actuator are 
more flexible than cage-like structures. Two commercially available microgrippers 
distributed by Zyvex [79] and based on the developments published in [175, 176] are 
driven by a V-shaped actuator mechanism (Fig. 2.14). Their BB and SM-BB models 
operate in a closed and open mode respectively and are fabricated from silicon. They 
have recently added a high coefficient of expansion polymer (SU8) coated with nickel 
to their silicon grippers. A priori this would mean that lower voltages are required for 
actuation. Despite the fact that successful manipulation of cells (normal rat kidney cells) 
has been demonstrated in [ 177], these improved devices have not entered commercial 
production. 
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Fig. 2.14: Electrothermal microgripper using a V-shaped thermal actuator and commercialised by 
Zyvex [79] 
Other microgrippers have been published using original variations of the V-shaped 
actuator. In these cases spring-like actuators are used [ 120, 125] . The design is original 
in both papers but they suffer from very high operating temperatures (300-1 000 °C). 
Finally, four other rmcrognppers have been published that exploit the U-shaped 
principle [73, 119, 122, 123]. Molhave et al. proposed a nanogripper fabricated in gold 
[122]. The main feature of this design is that it offers integrated piezoresistive force 
feedback. This was the first time that an electrothermal rnicrogripper included a sensing 
structure. The design is however still at the early stage and improvements have to be 
made to the structure in order to obtain a practical rnicrogripper. So far it lacks the 
necessary aspect ratio and enough sensitivity in the piezoresistor. Hashiguchi et al.[73] 
fabricated a silicon microgripper coated with AI at the tips. It demonstrated, for the first 
time, the ability to manipulate biological particles (DNA molecules) in aqueous 
solution. A power of 200 m W was necessary to open a 1 J..lm gap. On a larger scale, 
Chronis et al. [123] also demonstrated the manipulation of Hela cells. The rnicrogripper 
made from SUS polymer and gold, opened up to 12 J..lm for a low voltage (l.S V) and a 
temperature change of 20 oc. These parameters make this microgripper an ideal 
candidate for single cell manipulation. Finally, Nguyen et Al. [119] also proposed a 
SUS microgripper covered by a titanium/platinum layer. At slightly higher voltages (up 
to 10 V) than the previous one, it offers considerably larger displacements (up to 
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100 f.!m). In addition the temperature of actuation remains below 100 oc and it also 
offers bidirectional movement. 
To finish this section, it would be interesting to cite another commercial microgripper 
([74]) based on a developed reported by Keller et al. [178] in the late nineties. The 
Hexsil microgripper is formed by a linear thermal expansion structure plus an 
amplification compliant mechanism. Displacements of up to 100 f..lm were achieved 
with voltages up to 18 V and currents of 100 rnA. Although not offered as a commercial 
product, manipulation of cells has been demonstrated on the company web page. 
Despite the requirements in terms of voltage, the manipulation is achieved by mounting 
the actuator in the handle of the manipulator. 
2.3. Conclusion 
This chapter has reported a multitude of different microgrippers with a wide range of 
properties and applications. Therefore to conclude, table 2.2 shows the best performing 
microgrippers in each actuation class. 
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CHAPTER3 
Micro gripper design and 
microfabrication 
This chapter is divided into two main sections: one dedicated to the conceptual design 
of the microgripper, another dedicated to the physical fabrication of the device. In the 
first part, aspects such as the reasons for a particular choice of thermal actuator, 
optimisation strategies, and the description of the microgripper itself are treated. In the 
second part, after a brief introduction to microsystems technology, the choice of 
materials and the fabrication processes are presented. 
3.1. Design criteria and choice of actuation mechanism 
The starting point of this design is the realisation of a pair of miniaturised tweezers that 
can be used by a human operator under a microscope. As such they will be composed of 
an actuation mechanism and a pair of tightened arms (prongs). Through the application 
of electrical power the prongs will open or close, and therefore grasp. One of the main 
advantages of this design is the intuitive nature of the mechanism, which should 
minimise the learning time of any human operator. The microgripper should be attached 
to an XYZ micromanipulation stage which allows precise positioning. 
The main objective of the microgripper design is to provide a tool for the manipulation 
(transport, and pick-and-place) of cells and other biological particles. As such, certain 
requirements have to be met by the design: 
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Operation in air as well as in conductive liquid biological environments 
Operation at relatively low temperatures (T < 100 °C) to avoid the overheating 
of the sample and the surrounding media 
Operation at low voltages to avoid electrolysis which occurs at approximately 
2 V. 
Suitable range of displacements determined by the minimum and maximum size 
of the samples to be manipulated. In the case of human cells, this range would 
be -2- 150 ~m ( ±20% of size variation within cells of the same type) 
Low handling forces in the order of nN to a few ~N 
Prongs thermally and electrically insulated from the actuation mechanism. 
Dimensions of the order of the samples. Structural thickness between 10 and 
150 ~m. 
Biocompatibility 
Disposability 
Able to follow sterilisation protocols 
In addition other attributes, such as ease of fabrication and ease of use by a human 
operator, also play a significant role in the viability of a prototype. From a fabrication 
point of view, monolithic solutions are therefore preferable to complicated hybrid 
designs which often require multiple sequential assembly steps. Equivalently, solutions 
that facilitate the manipulation task for a standard human operator, for example using 
transparent flexible materials, will be preferred. Finally, the possibility to include 
sensing capabilities, although non essential for all manipulation tasks, will be 
considered here as beneficial since it can improve the overall quality of a microgripper 
device. The inclusion of force sensors, for example, permits the accurate control of the 
grasping forces and therefore could be used to prevent potential damage to delicate 
samples. They could also provide extra manipulation functionalities such as the 
possibility to apply forces directly onto the samples in order to study their mechanical 
properties [ 13]. 
The actuation mechanism for the microgripper has to be chosen in order to satisfy all of 
the design requirements. It is now possible to discriminate between the actuation 
mechanisms briefly described in Chapter 2. 
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Generally, electrostatic and piezoelectric actuators have the advantage of low power 
consumption and high speeds, but they require high actuation voltages. The speed 
criterion is of less importance in biological manipulation because manipulation tasks are 
generally performed by human operators. High input voltages, however, can be a 
problem when manipulating specimens in a fluid environment. They produce 
electrolysis in water or any other conductive fluid and make the manipulation of 
particles extremely difficult due to, among other things, bubble formation. Electrolytic 
gas generation in conducting fluids is completely avoided at electrode potentials below 
2 V and this must be the target in terms of actuation voltage for unencapsulated devices. 
Electrostatic actuators also have other problems when operating in conducting ionic 
fluids. These include electrode potential screening and anodisation. To overcome this 
problem, the use of a high-frequency ac square wave signal (± V) with an average 
voltage of zero has been proposed [179, 180]. Since the square wave has the effect of 
rapidly alternating the anode and the cathode, there is no net build up of gas at either 
electrode. This can solve the problem in electrolytes with ionic strength of up to 10 
mmol/L. However most biological media have strengths above 10 mmol/L and up to 1 
mol/L. In addition, if manipulation in and out of liquid was required, sticking problems 
would take place. Magnetic actuators integrate elements that are difficult to miniaturise, 
and result in expensive hybrid fabrication process with little flexibility 1• Fluidic grippers 
produce large deformation and high forces but the models and techniques are still at the 
early stages of development. Electroactive polymers that deform by exchanging ions 
with the media are good candidates for fluid trapping (i.e. a cage), but have limited 
actuation control and are restricted to out of plane motion. In addition they cannot 
operate in air. SMA (shape memory alloy) actuated microgrippers could be used in 
biological media but they have poor actuation control, they often require hybrid 
fabrication processes, and have limited operating temperature range. They are ideal 
when high forces and displacements are necessary [72]. However, for single cell 
manipulation other mechanisms of actuation can be much more favourable. 
Electrothermal actuation 1s the preferred mechanism for biological manipulation. 
Electrothermally driven microgrippers can be easily produced using standard 
1 Recent advances in magnetic actuators include the fabrication of polymer magnets which should provide 
an easier way to produce smaller magnets using standard microfabrication techniques [ 181] 
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microfabrication techniques in monolithic designs. When made out of conventional 
materials, such as single crystal silicon, polysilicon and metals, they operate at high 
temperatures and require high voltages. However, with the appropriate combination of 
polymeric and conductive materials, large deflections at low input voltages ( <2 V) can 
be achieved. In addition, due to the low Young's modulus of polymers, only gentle 
forces are produced and the damage of delicate samples is unlikely. Polymeric 
electrothermal grippers demonstrate additional advantages such as good 
biocompatibility and transparency. The main drawback of this kind of actuation is the 
high power consumption, which can increase considerably in fluidic media due to 
increased heat losses to a fluidic ambient. That is why it is important to clearly 
understand during the design and modelling phase of a thermal actuator how to best 
raise the temperature using minimum power 
3.1.1. Electrothermal actuators for microgripper applications 
In Chapter 2, a general overview of thermal actuators integrated m different 
microgrippers was given. In general terms they can be divided as a function of the kind 
of motion they produce. Thus some actuators produce an out-of-plane motion (C-shaped 
or BVTA), two others produced in-plane motion (V- and U- shaped), and finally some 
of them combine in and out-of plane movement in a single device. 
Out-of plane actuators have not been chosen for this work because, although they have 
demonstrated good holding capabilities, for example in cage-like devices [118], they 
cannot be used directly to move and position particles. This considerably reduces their 
flexibility and practical use as a manipulation tool. 
Combined in- and out-of-plane motion, although potentially useful in some 
applications, has not been considered as an essential characteristic of a genenc 
rnicrogripper, and therefore is not developed in this work. Moreover it potentially has 
some disadvantages. On the one hand, the addition of a secondary degree of freedom 
can complicate the fabrication flow requiring many more mask processes. On the other 
hand, multiple degrees of freedom can add difficulties to real manipulation tasks. The 
latter is due to the limited focal depth of an optical microscope at high magnification 
that would require continuous refocusing as the actuator moved up and down. 
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In-plane actuators, however, generate an in-plane movement of the jaws of the 
microgripper that can facilitate, and be used directly for, any manipulation task. The 
reasons for that are twofold: First, the sample is always between the jaws and therefore 
in direct view of the objective of the microscope; second, for a given opening of the 
microgripper, the sample is always on the same focal plane as the jaws. For these 
practical reasons, it seems apparent that an in-plane actuator is a good solution for the 
design of a reliable microgripper able to hold, position and transport particles. 
When looking at the main two types of in-plane actuators, U-shaped and V-shaped 
actuators, it can be seen that the main difference is the kind of motion that they produce. 
The first one rotates around a vertical axis at the anchors and induces an arc movement 
of the tips. This is essentially the movement required for a gripping action. The second 
type, however, produces a rectilinear motion. Thus, when using this kind of actuator for 
a microgripper application, the rectilinear motion has to be converted into rotational or 
gripping motion. This requires additional compliant mechanisms which complicates the 
design and fabrication. 
In general, single V -shaped actuators produce smaller displacements when compared to 
U-shaped actuators. To some extend this is due to the fact that single chevron actuators 
are composed of long slender structures prone to buckling and stiction which limits the 
practical lengths of the beams. On the other hand, they produce more force than U-
shaped actuators and, on some occasions, they are more thermally efficient as no heat is 
dissipated in a so called "cold arm". In terms of overall performance, both standard in-
plane actuators have pros and cons [181, 182], and there is often a trade off between 
power consumption, ease of fabrication, peak temperature, generated force, and 
displacement. However, in both cases there is still room for optimisation [120, 174, 183, 
184]. 
Leaving aside the typical V -shaped actuator, this work focuses on the thermal 
optimisation of a typical U-shaped actuator in order to produce a simple rotational, low 
temperature, and low power consumption driving mechanism that can be used in the 
design of a micro gripper for biological manipulation. 
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3.1.2. Overview of the standard U-shaped actuator 
The typical U-shaped actuator is generally built of a single conductive material that is 
used at the same time as a structural material and a current carrying resistor. This 
reduces considerably the choice of geometries which is limited by the conduction path. 
The geometry of a standard U-shaped actuator is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The basic 
structure is composed of three beams called hot, cold and flexure arms. They have 
different lengths and cross-sections and are disposed in a parallel configuration, with the 
longer hot arm positioned facing the cold and flexure arms. Both beams are connected 
to each other at one end, and to an insulated substrate via the anchors at the other end. 
The hot arm is the active heating part of the structure whereas the other arm provides 1) 
a return path for the electrical current and 2) mechanical amplification and flexibility 
via the flexure. 
Flexure \ Coldarm 
Fig. 3.1: Sketch of a standard U-shaped thermal actuator 
When a current is applied to the anchors, the hot arm, which has a smaller cross section 
and is therefore more resistive, will heat more than the cold/flexure arm, and so will 
expand more. Since both arms are connected at one end, a differential expansion will 
result in a net rotational motion around the z axis. In order to keep the actuator in a 
particular position, a constant current has to be supplied to the system, which is 
dissipated in the form of heat. 
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The net expansion and deflection depends mainly on the temperature difference 
established between the hot and cold/flexure arms and it is a function of the driving 
power, the geometry, the environmental conditions, and the materials used. The exact 
relationship between all of these parameters is not simple and requires the solution of a 
highly coupled electro-thermo-mechanical problem. Thus, since Guckel proposed the 
first U-shaped actuator in 1992 [165], numerous authors have studied the behaviour of 
this type of actuator, trying to establish the best geometry and conditions to obtain 
maximum performance . This has been done using analytical as well as numerical 
approaches. 
Key geometrical parameters are the total length of the actuator, the relationship between 
the lengths and widths of the arms, and the separation between them. For a given 
temperature change, the deflection of the actuator will be proportional to its total length, 
and will be larger for actuators with narrower hot arms and with smaller separations 
between hot and cold arms [ 185]. Also there will be a critical length for the flexure. If it 
is made too short, the device will become stiffer and will produce lower deflections. If 
the flexure is made too long and thin, the effective difference in temperature between 
the arms will be reduced due to extra heating generated in this region of the cold/flexure 
arm. Finally, particular geometrical configurations will affect the way the thermal 
actuator loses heat to the ambient, and this will have to be taken into account if 
thermally efficient devices are to be achieved. 
Electrothermal actuators consume considerably more power than comparable 
electrostatic or piezoelectric actuators, and therefore it is important to look at the 
thermal efficiency of the device. Various works have been published that optimise the 
basic U-shaped actuator for different applications. 
On some occasiOns, the optimisation consists of modifying some environmental 
conditions in order to improve the heat loss mechanism. An example of this is the 
inclusion of a trench in the substrate underneath the hot arm that reduces considerably 
the heat losses to the substrate. With this insulation, the temperature difference within 
the cold arm which readily loses oheat to. Hie' substrate IS maximised [186]. Another 
example demonstrated by Mankame et al. [ 187] is the inclusion of a thermal insulator 
material between the thermal ground and the base of the actuators. This increases the 
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overall temperature of the device but produces a more efficient structure as it minimises 
the heat losses along the actuator to the anchors. The latter is generally the dominant 
heat loss in thermal actuators. 
In other implementations, optimisation through the modification of the basic design is 
proposed. These design modifications include the addition of low resistance materials 
on the cold arm that reduce the total resistance of the arm and therefore the heat 
generated [188], and the inclusion of two hot arms to eliminate the parasitic heating of 
the cold and flexure arm [167]. 
Finally, another way to increase the deflection for a given input power in electrothermal 
actuators is the use of materials with high coefficients of expansion. In this case, the 
combination during fabrication of conductive and polymeric materials is required but a 
major flexibility on the design is achieved. Due to the high CTE and relatively small 
Young's modulus, polymeric thermal actuators have the potential to generate larger 
displacements but at the expense of lower output forces. Different polymeric actuators 
have been successfully demonstrated in the works of [119, 123, 124, 169, 189, 190], 
where more efficient devices have been proposed. Polymers have been included in the 
design of nearly every thermal actuator: in a standard U-shaped actuator [123], a two 
hot arm actuator [119], a C-shaped actuator [169] and a chevron actuator [189]. 
3.2. Microgripper design 
Fig. 3.2 shows the schematic of the microgripper proposed in this thesis. The design is a 
compliant mechanism that deforms in a particular controlled manner when a current is 
applied. The design consists of two parts: an actuation structure and a pair of extended 
arms (prongs). The actuation structure, composed of two thermal actuators positioned 
face-to-face, is able to move in-plane when a current is passed. The extended jaws are a 
pair of cantilever beams that amplify the motion of the actuators and act as end 
effectors. Both parts, the actuator and prongs, are built of the same structural material, 
the polymer SU8 [191], and are fabricated at the same time. This produces a single 
monolithic structure. The overall size of the structure will· depend on the range of 
deflections and forces required for each application. 
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: two U-shaped : 
'-------- -- --- ----- ---- -~- --- --- ---- .... -... --... -. 
: thermal actuators : 
postioned face-to-face : 
, ~ • Hot areas • : J • Cold areas : 
' ' ................................................................................
. 
. 
Extended arms 
(prongs) 
Fig. 3.2: Schematic of the proposed microgripper 
3.2.1. New architecture of the thermal actuators 
The principle of operation of the micro gripper is basically the well established U-shaped 
thermal actuator. The actuators are made of a multi-layer structure which encapsulates a 
conductor between two or more layers of dielectric material. 
Multilayer structure Encapsulated structure 
with accesible contact pads 
• Thick SU81nyer • Conducting luyer • Thin SU81uyer 
f.lectricul 
contact pads 
Fig. 3.3: Basic 3-layer structure composed of SUS-metal-SUS {left). In the final device (right), the 
metallisation is encapsulated between two layers of SUS. 
A generic multi-layer structure (Fig. 3.3) would consist of a thick layer of polymer 
(SU8) which forms the anchors and the microgripper and gives structural rigidity to the 
whole structure, one or more thin conducting metallic layers (gold) patterned into 
heating electrodes, and finally one or more thin polymer layers (SU8) that encapsulate 
and insulate different metallic layers. 
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The choice of this particular combination of dielectric and conductive materials has 
enabled the design of a much more flexible actuator geometry which is not limited 
anymore to a particular conduction path. As opposed to standard U-shaped actuators 
(Fig. 3.4 (a)), with the new architecture (Fig. 3.4 (b)) the asymmetrical heating is 
achieved by embedding a resistor in just one arm of the actuator and not entirely relying 
on the geometry of wide and narrow beams (arms). This, for example, makes it possible 
to design a microgripper such as the one shown in Fig. 3.2 where both arms have 
identical external dimensions. When a current is passed through the conducting layer, 
the arm containing the resistor (hot arm) will heat more than the other arm (cold arm) 
and so will expand more. As no heat is generated in the cold arm, the difference in 
temperature between both arms will be maximised. In addition, the fact that the 
structure is polymeric minimises the heat losses to the anchors, which increases the 
overall temperature of the system per watt of input power. 
(a) Standard 
configuration 
(b) Our 
configuration 
Conductor 
• Polymer 
The resistor goes through 
the bot arm only 
Fig. 3.4: (a) Standard U-shaped configuration actuator where the resistor goes through hot and 
cold/flexure arms; (b) Actuator configuration where the resistor goes through the hot arm only. 
3.2.2. Microgripper operation 
Multiple configurations exist for the microgripper, some examples are shown m 
Fig. 3.5. 
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(a) 
(c) 
Net motion 
~ ~ 
CLOSED MODE 
Net motion 
~ ..... 
BIDIRECTIONAL 
MODE 
(b) 
(d) 
Net motion 
~ ~ 
OPEN MODE 
Net motion 
.......... 
BIDIRECTIONAL 
MODE 
Fig. 3.5: (a) Microgripper in closed mode configuration (photo detail of the resistors embedded in 
the internal beams of the structure); (b) Microgripper in open mode configuration (photo detail of 
the resistors embedded in the external beams of the structure); (c) Microgripper in bidirectional 
mode configuration (photo detail of the resistors embedded in the internal beams of the structure 
and in one of the external beams); (d) Microgripper in bidirectional mode configuration (photo 
detail of the resistors embedded in both the internal and external beams of the structure). 
Fig. 3.5(a) shows a configuration where the two hot arms of the actuators are facing 
each other in the internal part of the structure. Thus when a current is passed, the 
microgripper opens from its original position increasing the gap between the prongs. 
With this closed mode configuration, the electrical power is needed only for the 
gripping and release operations and no actuation is needed when holding the object. 
Fig. 3.5(b) shows a second possible layout. In this case, the two cold arms which have 
the common flexure/cold arm structure are facing each other in the internal part of the 
structure. When a current is passed, the microgripper closes from its initial position, 
reducing the gap between the prongs. With this open mode configuration, the actuators 
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need to be operated continuously to ensure the gripping of the sample. Fig. 3.5(c) shows 
a layout that combines both open and closed mode configurations, and produces a 
microgripper with bidirectional motion, at least in one of the prongs. The orange circuit 
in the image allows for the opening of the prongs when a current is passed. The yellow 
circuit in the image allows for the closing of the right hand prong when a current is 
passed. Finally, Fig. 3.5(d) shows a layout that combines both open and closed mode 
configurations, and produces a microgripper with bidirectional motion in both prongs. 
When a current is passed, the orange circuit allows for the opening of the prongs while 
the yellow circuit allows for the closing of the prongs. It is worth noting the orange and 
yellow circuits are electrically independent. In Fig. 3.5 (c) and Fig. 3.5 (d) the cold 
arms, in the external part of the structure, have the same overall geometry as the hot 
arms. 
In the configurations presented so far (except Fig. 3.5(c)), the hot arms of both actuators 
of the microgripper belong to the same circuit. However another set of configurations 
could be conceived which use independent electrical circuits for each arm. 
Particular in-plane and out-of-plane geometries have been chosen for the tri-layer 
structures (polymer-metal-polymer) fabricated in this thesis (more detail in the 
fabrication section). However, larger deflections would be obtained at the same power 
by increasing the total length (e.g. increasing the length of the prongs) and/or changing 
some of the materials, and there is clearly scope for further optimisation. 
At first sight, four main advantages are provided by this new configuration of the 
thermal actuator: 
Bidirectional movement 
Free volume/ surface space to incorporate force sensors, micro channels or other 
systems that increase the functionality of the micro gripper 
Increased power efficiency due to the insulation of the anchors (reducing the 
overall heat losses to the thermal ground) 
Increased therrrtal efficiency of the system through the elimination of the heat 
produced in the cold/flexure arm. A thermally efficient device maximises the 
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asymmetrical heating for a gtven input power. (The thermal efficiency of 
different devices is discussed in detail in Chapter 5 section 5.5.2) 
The last point is of particular relevance because the maximum achievable deflection of 
the microgripper is ultimately limited by the thermal damage of the heated parts of the 
device. 
3.3. Microsystems technology overview 
Microsystems technology enables the fabrication of complex 3D systems using batch 
fabrication techniques. With dimensions in the meso-, micro- and nanoscales, this 
technology combines multiple engineering disciplines such as electronics, mechanics, 
optics and fluidics. In the early years, microfabrication was almost exclusively based on 
thin and thick film processes and materials borrowed from the IC industry. Nowadays, 
however, new materials, processing techniques and design methods are developed 
specifically for microsystems devices. 
3.3.1. Techniques and material selection for electrothermal microgrippers 
In microfabrication there are three main standard routes to create three dimensional 
structures: bulk micromachining, surface micromachining and replication techniques. 
Bulk micromachined structures are fabricated by removing material directly from the 
substrate. In surface micromachining the structures are created by sequentially 
depositing and etching layers of different materials on top of a substrate. Replication 
techniques involve the casting or imprinting and subsequent peeling away of a material 
from a microfabricated mould. 
Microfabricated structures are formed using a sequence of individual fabrication steps. 
These steps can include wafer cleaning, lithography, doping, thin film metal deposition, 
etching, electro-deposition, soft lithography, injection moulding and hot embossing. A 
variety of materials can be used during the fabrication process. 
A typical IC fabrication flow uses a limited number of materials. These are chosen 
primarily based upon their electrical properties. Microsystems devices however, 
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integrate multiple and novel materials that can be used as substrates as well as structural 
materials (see Table. 3.1 ). 
Table 3.1: Microfabrication materials 
MEMS materials 
Substrate 
Deposition 
Silicon 
GaAs 
Metals 
Glass 
Sapphire 
Ceramics 
Plastics (polymers and other 
organics) 
Silicon 
Silicon compounds 
Metals 
Ceramics 
Plastics 
Other biomaterials 
When designing a prototype, it is important to bear in mind that the choice of material is 
determined as much by the design of the device itself as by the possible 
microfabrication routes. The materials must allow the device to work within the 
technical specifications (range of displacements, temperature, voltage requirements, 
etc.). The materials must also allow for a reliable fabrication process, and be cost 
effective. This common sense approach to the design process is the main difference 
between a 'one-off' demonstrator prototype that intends to prove a fundamental 
principle, and a prototype with a commercial aim. 
Furthermore, in the design of microtools for biological application aspects such as 
biocompatibility or chemical compatibility have to be taken into account. 
Biocompatibility is the ability of a material to interface with a natural substance without 
provoking a natural response. There are a few studies about the biocompatibility of 
MEMS materials that can be used as guidelines. 
3.3.1.1. Silicon 
Silicon is used as both a substrate and a structural material. Silicon microfabrication was 
a well established technique in IC processing and was used to produce the first 
microgripper in 1990 [192]. Nowadays, silicon in its different forms is still the most 
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widespread material used in microfabrication because, in addition to its excellent 
physical properties [ 193] and the wide range of existing and well known silicon based 
processes ( eg. MUMPs [ 194]) it opens up the possibility of integrating microelectronic 
and microfabricated devices on a single die. Silicon is easy to etch using both wet and 
dry processes which can show either anisotropic or isotropic etching. 
As shown in the review chapter, a few silicon (or polysilicon) based microgrippers have 
been reported. The main problem when using silicon based thermally actuated 
microgrippers for biological applications is the relatively high operating temperatures 
which are required, the electrical conductivity of the structure and the high output forces 
associated with a high Young's modulus. As shown in [124], these problems could be 
overcome to some extent by using Si-polymer composites, where the added complexity 
to the fabrication processes could counteract some of the potential benefits. 
3.3.1.2. Metals 
Commonly used metals such as gold, platinum, nickel and aluminium can be easily 
deposited by evaporation, sputtering and/or electroplating. In microfabricated devices 
they can be used for electrical interconnects or electrodes, and as structural materials. 
Metallic thermal actuators provide several advantages when compared to silicon 
devices. They have a higher CTE and therefore undergo larger deformations for a given 
temperature difference, or equivalently for a given stroke they require less power. They 
have more stable electrical properties which are independent of doping levels. They are 
simpler and less expensive to fabricate, and they can be deposited readily on a wide 
range of substrates, e.g. a circuit board. 
However, there are three main reasons why metallic thermal actuators are not integrated 
in microgrippers for biological manipulation. The first one is that the structure is 
intrinsically conductive. Thus, when closing the prongs a potential difference is created 
across, and a current flows through, a biological sample. This could damage the 
specimen. The second is that metals are gener~lly good conductors of heat. This means 
that in an all-metal device, it is difficult to thermally isolate the actuators from the jaws. 
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It is therefore possible that the jaws can reach relativell high temperatures [195] which 
could also damage any specimen. Finally, in order to make practical microgrippers, high 
metal thicknesses up to 150 Jlm are required. These require high aspect ratio polymers 
moulds for an electroplating process. 
3.3.1.3. Polymers 
Polymer fabrication has several advantages over silicon and glass micromachining. 
From a commercial perspective, polymers are highly cost effective mainly because their 
bulk price is cheaper, and because of the ease and the speed with which they can be 
processed. Furthermore, in many biological and medical applications disposable devices 
are mandatory, which stresses the need for low cost materials and processes. 
There are two main routes to polymer fabrication: replication techniques and direct 
fabrication (i.e. photolithography on a solid substrate). Replication techniques include 
processes such as injection moulding, hot embossing or casting and are mainly based on 
macroscopic manufacturing processes adapted to the microscale. These are very good 
techniques for producing large volumes of relatively simple chips. However they are 
typically not compatible with silicon processing and this can be difficult for the 
production of hybrid structures. 
Table 3.2: Some material properties of a sample of polymers used in microfabrication 
Material Tg 
Melting CTE Thermal UV- Visible light 
[oC] /degradation [ m/oC] conductivity roq PP [W/mKJ transparency transparency 
PMMA 106 
PDMS -125 
sus 240 
Polyimide 400 
205 
400 
>340 
620 
70 
310 
50-102 
3 
0.19 
0.15 
0.2 
0.2 
opaque 
>230 nm 
>350 nm 
opaque 
good 
good 
good 
good 
Effect organic 
solvents 
soluble to many 
swelling with many 
mostly no effect 
mostly no effect 
Polymers can be spin deposited with a wide range of thicknesses (sub micron to 
millimetre). They can act as standard photoresists (e.g. for etch masking) or as a 
structural material in a microsystems device. Polymers which can be patterned for 
2 Relative to the maximum temperature that a biological specimen can resist. (generally temperatures 
above 60 o C would produce irreversible damage) 
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structural applications are particularly useful for microfabrication. The general material 
properties of commonly used polymers can be found in Table 3.2 
PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) behaves as a positive resist and is widely used in 
different areas of microfabrication particularly in hot embossing. However, it cannot be 
patterned using UV lithography and requires X-ray, electron beam or ion exposures via 
expensive and specialised equipment. 
Polyimides (PI) resists can also be used as structural components for microdevices. 
Some polyimides are photodefineable using standard lithography and etching 
techniques. Photodefineable Pis are however more limited when compared to other 
negative resist such as SUS that allow for higher aspect ratios and layer thicknesses. 
PDMS is an elastomeric polymer with good biocompatibility and is biodegradable. One 
of its main drawbacks is its poor chemical stability against organic sol vents [ 196]. 
SUS is now a widely used negative resist for high resolution! aspect ratio applications. It 
has good mechanical properties, is chemically stable and is biocompatible. Various 
microgrippers have been reported which use SUS as a structural material [97, 119, 123, 
124]. SUS has been selected for the fabrication of the microgripper in this thesis. A 
more detailed description of the material, properties and processing is given in the 
following section. 
3.4. Microgripper fabrication 
The operation of the microgripper described in section 3.2 requires that the actuators 
and prongs are completely overhanging, i.e. that the substrate underneath the device is 
eliminated. In addition, it is desirable that the range of displacements is as large as 
possible. Longer actuators can be used to produce larger displacements but apply less 
force. This is not a problem since the microgripper is intended to work primarily in low 
or zero handling force situations. 
The actuator lengths chosen for the different designs presented m this thesis are 
2000 J.lm and 1500 J.lm with a gap between the arms of 60 J.lm. The thicknesses of the 
devices have to be consistent with the size of the samples to be manipulated (20 -
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150 j..lm). In this thesis two thicknesses have been chosen, 30 j..lm and 100 j..lm. Finally, 
in order to optimise the use of the device layout and be able to incorporate additional 
features such as force or displacement sensors, the metallisation layer (heater) should be 
insulated from other parts of the device. Moreover to avoid undesired out-of-plane 
bending of the devices the resistor should be ideally centred within the thickness of the 
device. Both things can be achieved by encapsulating the resistor within the SUS 
polymer. The fabrication processes in this thesis have been chosen to accommodate all 
of these geometrical and operational requirements. 
In this thesis, two fabrication processes that produce stress-free polymeric SUS 
structures with encapsulated gold resistors and accessible electrical contacts pads are 
presented. Three sets of polymeric microgrippers using three different fabrication flows 
will work as a demonstrator for the manufacturing processes. 
3.4.1. SUS as structural material 
The polymer SUS is the structural material for the microgripper and is responsible for 
giving mechanical robustness and chemical stability to the whole structure and in 
particular to the support anchors. The viability and overall quality of the fabricated 
microgrippers relies upon the successful processing of this polymer 
3.4.1.1. SUS background 
SUS is a chemically amplified solvent-developed, near-UV, negative photoresist that 
was first developed and patented by ffiM [ 197] in 19S9 for the fabrication of printed 
circuit boards and packaging. A few years later, in 1996, SUS was successfully adapted 
for microsystems fabrication [19S, 199]. Now, SUS is broadly used in a range of 
applications. It is used either used structurally or as a mould in micromolding [200], for 
the fabrication of microparts [201], microvalves, protective layers for surface acoustic 
wave devices [202], inkjet printer heads, image sensors, AFM probes, microchannels in 
microfluidics [203], biosensors [204], and microreactors to name but a few. This 
diversity of applications has been possible because SUS combines very good physical 
and cliemibil properties witli the e~rs'e ofp'focessing~ an-d a low-cost. . ' 
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Fig. 3.6: Idealised structure of the SUS monomer 
1,2 epuy l'iDs 
~ 
CH 
I "-0 -CH, 
SU-8 photoresist consists of an epoxy resin (EPON®) dissolved in an organic solvent, 
along with an onium salt which acts as a photoacid generator. 
The epoxy resin EPON® SU8 3 is the main constituent of the material and it 
consists of a multifunctional glycidyl ether bisphenol-A novolac [199]. The 
idealised structure for a single molecule of the polymer is shown in Fig. 3.6. On 
average, a single molecule contains 8 reactive epoxy groups, hence the "8" in 
SU8. The 8 functional side groups provide a very dense three dimensional 
network of crosslinking when the resin is cured. 
Two orgamc solvents can be used for the formulation of SU8: gamma-
butyrolacetone (GBL) for the standard SU-8 and cyclopentanone for the SU8-
2000 series supplied by MicroChem [191].The quantity of solvent determines 
the viscosity and thereby the range of thicknesses achievable with a single spin 
[198]. 
The photoacid generator (PAG), present in a low mass percentage (2-10% of the 
weight of the SU8), consists of a mixture of triarylsulfonium 
(TSS)Ihexafluoroantimonate salt4. This salt mixture is the initiator of the photo 
transformation of the SU8 from a low-molecular-weight material to a highly 
crosslinked network. Upon UV -exposure, the triarylium-sulfonium based salt is 
converted into a strong acid and some side products. Then, during post-exposure 
3 Available from Shell Chemical 
4 CYRACURE® UVI from Union Carbide 
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baking (PEB), the strong acid catalyses the polymerization (or crosslinking) of 
the polymer. The baking is necessary to accelerate the crosslinking reaction. The 
glass temperature (Tg) of the uncured SUS is approximately 50°C and therefore, 
at ambient temperature (Tambient < Tg) the molecular motion would be 
effectively frozen and any reaction would be very slow. In the case of SUS, the 
polymerisation is achieved by a process called cationic polymerisation [199] 
where the epoxy rings are opened and cross-linked using an acid as a catalyser. 
During PEB the acid reacts with the epoxy side groups producing radicals 
attached to the backbone of the SUS molecule. Upon a cross-linking reaction 
between two such radicals, from the same or a different molecule, the acid 
molecule is regenerated and can induce further polymerisation (chemical 
amplification) [205, 206]. 
SUS has a high functionality, which yields good sensitivity, and a low molecular 
weight, providing high contrast and high solubility. These properties combined with a 
low optical absorption in the near UV spectrum range makes SUS an ideal candidate for 
the fabrication of high aspect ratio structures using standard UV lithography. Layers of 
polymer up to 2 mm [201] in a single spinning process, with high aspect ratios of up to 
190:1 have been demonstrated [207]. The use of SUS allows the production of thick and 
high aspect ratio structures faster and less expensive than other techniques such as X-
Ray LIGA [20S], microstereolithography [209], and DRIE [210]. 
Although, the best properties of the SUS polymer were found in thick and ultra-thick 
photoresist applications where it is used as a mould for etching or electroplating [20 1, 
211] its potential as a structural material is also well recognised. 
Once the SUS is crosslinked it becomes mechanically and thermally stable and resistant 
to most organic solvents and acids. Unlike other polymers, SUS is compatible with 
standard Si processing which adds great flexibility to the kind of devices that can be 
produced at a reasonable cost [212]. It is also compatible with most of the chemicals 
used in analytical appiications, which is why it is used widely in rnicrofluidics. 
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SUS can also have very good optical properties. Pure SUS exhibits an optical 
transparency greater than 9S% from 500 to S50 nm. Its transparency enables relatively 
good optical detection [213] through the layers and in some cases, the creation of 
optical planar waveguides and lenses [214]. 
Finally, the surface of the SUS includes some unreacted epoxy groups that can be used 
to functionalise it. This, together with its low Young's modulus (30 times smaller than 
silicon) and its biocompatibility makes it interesting as a cantilever material in 
biological sensors. 
The downside is that SUS does suffer from some noteworthy fabrication limitations 
which include adhesion selectivity, mechanical stress, resist stripping difficulties, a 
large coefficient of expansion, and a low degradation temperature. However, as will be 
shown in the following sections, these limitations can also be positively exploited by the 
careful choice of device design, process flow and materials. 
3.4.1.2. Single layer SUS processing and material properties 
Fig. 3.7 illustrates a basic process flow for the fabrication of a single SUS layer. A 
typical SUS process consists of five steps: deposition, soft baking, exposure, post 
exposure baking (PEB), and development. The easiest way to deposit SUS on a 
substrate is by spin coating. The spin curves depend on the composition and viscosity of 
the type of SUS used. The soft baking step is necessary to drive off the solvent in the 
layer and the bake time depends on the intended layer thickness. After baking, the SUS 
is exposed to UV light through a mask which includes clear and opaque areas. Once the 
crosslinking of the layer is initiated by this exposure, the process is catalysed with a 
PEB. Finally, the unexposed resist is removed with a developer (GBL or PGMEA), 
whilst the exposed crosslinked SUS remains insoluble. 
Although conceptually simple, the processing of SUS is a challenging task because the 
overall quality and properties of the fabricated structures are very sensitive to the 
processing conditions [215-223]. 
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It has been reported that soft-baking conditions of a thick SUS film are critical for its 
lithographic quality [223, 224]. It has been demonstrated that low soft-bake 
temperatures increase the exposure sensitivity, reduce the stress between the SU8 and 
the substrate and minimise crack formation [217] . Also, although the level of solvent 
retained in the layer is identical, a two step soft-baking produces better results than a 
single baking step [225]. 
1. 
2. 
~ ~~--~~~----~ 
MMt 
3. 
4. 
s. 
Deposition and soft baking 
- standard spin-coater 
- vacuum hotplate 
- baking times depending on layer thickness 
uv exposure 
- contact mask 
- exposure dose depending on layer thickness 
and substrate material 
Post exposure baking (PEB) 
- vacuum hot plate 
-baking times depending on layer thickness 
~exposed/crosslinked SU8 
Development 
- inmersion development 
- times depending on layer thickness 
- ultrasonic bath is sometimes recommended 
- rinse with clean PGMEA 
HardBake 
-Not always required but can help to relax the 
stress in the structures 
Fig. 3.7: Typical process flow for a single layer of SUS 
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The energy and the uniformity of the exposure is also an important parameter to control 
for good pattern quality [219-221 , 223 , 226]. If long and high exposure doses (> 
300 mJ/cm2) are applied to the layer, a thin solid crust due to the heating can form on 
the top surface, causing loss of resolution (Fig. 3.8). A way to alleviate the problem is to 
divide the exposure in 10 to 15 seconds intervals with a 60 seconds resting time in 
between. 
Fig. 3.8: Same feature processed with the same masks and parameters except the time of the UV 
exposure. (a) 12 seconds (b) 15 seconds (c) 18 seconds (d) 21 seconds. Samples (c) and (d) started to 
detach from the substrate. 
As with other photoresists, the exact exposure time and dose is chosen to depending on 
the thickness of the layer, the quality of the mask and the substrate reflectivity. 
Overexposure can lead to "reflective notching" which is caused by the reflection of light 
from the substrate underneath the exposed areas into the adjacent non-exposed ones. 
Low exposures can induce a low level of crosslinking at the substrate layer interface 
which causes poor adhesion. 
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Finally, thickness variations within the layers due to "edge bead" and soft bake 
conditions, can also affect the contact between the mask and the SU8 layer which can 
cause exposure non-uniformities. This causes residual stress, cracks and poor adhesion. 
The PEB is the heating process that accelerates the crosslinking of exposed areas 
rendering them insoluble to organic developers. 
To obtain the desired SU8 microstructures, it is important to understand how the 
temperature affects the crosslinking and development of the resist. In principle, the use 
of temperatures above the T g of the unexposed SU8 should be avoided in order to 
decrease the diffusion of the acidic centres into unexposed areas, which would affect the 
accuracy of thin line pattern. 
However, the value of the polymer's Tg begins to grow rapidly as it cross-links and 
consequently the diffusion rate of the acid decreases dramatically. For a fully cross-
linked polymer the Tg exceeds 200 °C [227]. Using a two step PEB can help to ensure 
that the polymerisation process happens in the areas where the initial acid concentration 
was exceeding a certain threshold. 
The development is an important step in features with a high aspect ratio which often 
requires optimisation of the time, and strong agitation. A hard baking process is 
sometimes added to completely finish the crosslinking of the SU8 and guarantee the 
size stability of the structures [198]. All of these processing aspects have been taken 
into account during the development of the fabrication processes presented in this 
thesis. 
Another important question is how the processmg conditions affect the material 
properties of the SU8 [228]. This has been extensively studied by Feng et al. in [216, 
229] where the planar and volumetric thermomechanical properties have been 
calculated. Table 3.3 shows some values of the material properties calculated by 
different authors. Leaving aside the particular testing equipment and methodologies, the 
noticeable spread of values reported by different authors can be mainly attributed to the 
- .. - '-~- -·-·- -·-
differences in the fabrication conditi~ns .. However the affect of a variation of the CTE 
on the performance of the micro grippers will be studied in Chapter 6. 
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Table 3.3: Thermomechanical properties of SUS 
Property Type Value Ref. 
Young's Modulus [GPa] in-plane 4.02 [198] 
in-plane 4.95 [254] 
in-plane 3.2 [130, 216] 
out-of-plane 5.9 [216] 
Poisson ratio in-plane 0.33 [216] 
out-of-plane 0.29 [216] 
Shear Modulus [GPa] in-plane 1.21 [216] 
out-of-plane 0.3 [216] 
Tensile strength [MPa] 34 [130, 254] 
(yield stress) 106 [216] 
Elongation at break [%] 8 [216] 
Residual stress on Silicon [MPa] 19-16 [198] 
Coefficient thermal expansion (CTE) [ppm/K] in-plane 87.1 [228] 
in-plane 102 [216] 
out-of-plane 278 [216] 
volumetric 452 [216] 
Thermal conductivity [W/ mK] 0.3 [229] 
0.2 [206] 
Densiti [K~m3] 1218 [216] 
3.4.2. Multilayer metal/polymer processing 
The main goal of this fabrication work was to produce completely released SU8 
structures with integrated electrodes using standard surface micromachining processing 
and equipment. In order to reduce the complexity of the fabrication process, a key aim 
was to minimise the number of masks required. 
Two different fabrication flows have been developed and will be presented in the 
following sections. In essence, the two fabrication processes consist of 4 fabrication 
steps in a 3-mask surface micromachining process. The two processes are illustrated in 
Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10. The deposition and patterning of the 3 active layers is 
qualitatively the same. Only the pre-coating of the wafer and the release steps are 
different between the processes. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
• Si • OMNICOATTM • SlJS-2 
Spin deposition of0\1NICOAT nl on u Si substrate 
MASK I: Deposition. UV-patterning, and development1' 1 
of SUS-2 (layer thickness 1.5 ~tm) 
MASK 2: Thermal evapor·ation of gold and patterning 
using the photoresist SIR13 (layer thickness 300 nm) 
MASK 3: Deposition, UV-patterning, and development' 
of SUS-50 (layer thickness 100 ~tm} 
Release from the Sl substrate during the development step 
Gold • Photoresist • Uncrosslinkcd SUS-50 • Sll8-50 
1
•
1The SU8-2 and SUS-50 are processed as explained in Fig. 3.7 
Fig. 3.9: Process 1: Fabrication process based on diminished adhesion. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
• SU8-2 Gold 
MASK I: Deposition, UV-patterning, and development' 
of SUS-2 (layer thickness 1.5 ~tm) 
MASK 2: Thermal evaporation of gold and patterning 
using the photoresist Sl813 (layer thickness 300 nm) 
MASK 3: Deposition, UV-patterning, and development'"' 
of SUR-50 (layer thickness 100 f.un) 
Dry release process using XeF1 
• Photoresist • SUS-50 
( 1' 1 The SUS-2 and SUS-50 are pr·ocessed a explained in Fig. 3.7 
Fig. 3.10: Process 2: Fabrication using XeF2 release. 
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3.4.2.1. Mask fabrication 
Both processes use the same mask patterns. Mask 1 and Mask 3 define the whole 
structure of the microgripper and Mask 2 defines the contact pads and the heaters. 
Fig. 3.11 shows a 3D representation of the processes and the patterns defined with each 
mask. 
Mask 1 and Mask 3 are identical in the layout of the actuators but differ in the layout of 
the anchor. Mask 1 defines the access holes for the electrical connection whilst Mask 3 
provides the mechanical support to the contact pads and a stress release path. Mask 2 
defines the contact pads and the heaters embedded in the SUS structure. SUS is a 
negative tone resist and therefore the structure of the rnicrogripper will be defined by 
the clear areas in the mask whilst the dark areas will protect the SUS from UV exposure. 
The masks used in this thesis have been made in-house [230], using a camera that 
photoreduces a macroscale printed pattern into a rnicroscale one on a glass emulsion 
plate with a minimum feature size of 20 ~m. 
(a) (b) 
Mask 1 Mask2 
(c) Mask 3 
(d) 
Accesible contact pads 
SU8 Gold 
Fig. 3.11: (a) Silicon substrate with thin SUS-2 patterned on top (mask 1); (b) Conformal deposition 
of evaporated gold and patterning (mask 2); c) Deposition and patterning of the thick SUS-50; (d) 
Release of the structure leaving the contact pads accessible (note that the contacts pads are placed 
on what before was the bottom of the structure in contact with the Si wafer) 
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3.4.2.2. Conducting layer 
In order to produce electroactive devices, the SU-S polymer (which is intrinsically a 
dielectric), has to be provided with electrically conducting elements. Different 
approaches can be used to achieve this. 
One is the incorporation of conductive particles in the SUS polymer to create a 
conductive composite. This has been reported in the literature by adding silver particles 
[231], multiwalled carbon nanotubes [232] and gold nanoparticles [233] to the SUS. 
Apart from processing difficulties that can reduce the overall quality of the conductive 
SUS structures (e.g. light scattering during patterning); the use of conductive 
composites implies that the SUS itself has to define the structure and the conductive 
path. This limits considerably the design possibilities. 
-
.-;nn~"'r -~ .. 
Fig. 3.12: (a) Gold coated microgripper after delamination of the metallisation layer (b) detail of the 
delamination (c) Out-of-plane deflection due to accumulated thermal stresses during the metal 
deposition. 
A second option is the deposition of a metal film over an already patterned SUS 
structure. This is a very fast and easy way to produce initial prototypes. However, the 
functionality of devices produced in this way is often limited by the low adhesion 
between the SUS and some metals [234] and, as in the case of conducting polymer 
composites, by the fact that the conductive path has to be defined by the SUS itself. This 
approach has been used to create polymeric thermal actuators [119, 1S9, 235]. In these 
cases, the delamination of the metallisation due to the mismatch between the 
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coefficients of expansion at the SUS/metal interface as the devices heat up is a clear 
limiting factor. Deposition of gold through a stencil mask and over an already detached 
SU8 structure was used to produce one of the first microgripper prototypes of this 
thesis. Fig. 3.12 shows an image of the microgripper after the metallisation has cracked 
and detached from the SU8. 
Finally, the last approach is to pattern the metal heaters prior to the patterning of the 
thicker SU8 layers. This allows the conducting paths to be defined independently from 
the polymer structure and leads to more design possibilities. In some cases the resistor 
can be patterned directly onto a sacrificial layer and remains adhered to the SU8 after 
processing [236, 237]. However, as in the previous case, this method is again prone to 
delamination of the metallisation due to the low adhesion and accumulated stresses. A 
way to minimise this problem is to encapsulate the metallisation between two layers of 
SU8 [204]. This is the approach used in this thesis. Gold was used because of some 
good material properties such as good biocompatibility [238], a low Young's modulus, 
a high coefficient of expansion compared to other metals, ductility and reasonably good 
adhesion to SU8 without the need for adhesion promoters [234, 239]. 
The thin SU8 layer has a double purpose: 
to work as an adhesion layer for the gold metallisation 
to encapsulate the resistors of the micro gripper. 
Encapsulation is important because it can stop the mechanical failure of the device due 
to resistor delamination. It is worth noting that the precise failure mechanisms of thin 
metallic interconnect on elastic and deformable substrates is still an active research area 
[240-246]. What seems to be clear is that metal films when "well adhered" to a flexible 
substrate can withstand higher strains (>20% [247]) than free standing films (1 %-2% 
[248]). The fact that the metallic film is adhered on both sides to a deformable substrate 
could further improve this stretchability of the films. 
It has been found that during the testing of the microgrippers that in general the failure 
of the metallisation originates from localised heating rather than excessive stretching. 
The gold metallisation works well until the device reaches the glass transition 
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temperature of the device. At that stage the reflowing of the polymer can induce cracks 
in the metallisation which in tum can generate either an effective reduction of the 
resistor section and therefore localised hot and highly resistive areas or complete 
breakage of the conductive path and direct electrical failure 
A 2" Si wafer with a patterned SU8 layer of 1.5 J..lm thickness was used as a substrate. A 
filament evaporator Edwards 306 was used for the deposition of a 300 nm thick gold 
layer. Standard photolithography with a positive photoresist (Shipley S1813) was used 
to pattern the conductor lines and the contact pads. No electroplating of the contact pads 
was performed for the microgrippers. All of the samples tested in this thesis were wire 
bonded and these bonds reinforced with conductive silver paste. 
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Fig. 3.13: (a) Surface measurement on Gold (b) Surface measurement on SUS (c) 3D view of the 
roughness of the metallisation on SUS 
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The AFM images in Fig. 3.13 show that the gold metallisation follows the relief of the 
underlying SU8 with an average roughness of 32 nm. It will be shown in chapter five 
that the electrical properties resulting from the deposition are consistent with standard 
reported values for thin films. 
3.4.2.3. Multilayer SUS processing 
One of the advantages of SU8 is that, using standard UV -photolithography, it can be 
easily processed with multiple layers and hence mask patterns. This can be done using 
several techniques. 
One is based on the definition of photolithographic masks that contain overlapped and 
ever smaller clear areas in successive layers [249]. When the design of the device 
prevents this particular configuration of the masks, it is also possible to add an 
embedded mask of another material to act as a UV shield. In this case the SU8 is used 
as a structural and sacrificial material. This is a very reliable technique when the 
metallisation is incorporated in the first layer. The inclusion of metallisation layers in 
the middle of the structure, i.e. fully encapsulated, will risk the crosslinkage of 
undesired areas due to the radiation generated during metal evaporation, especially 
when using e-beam evaporation. Embedded masks have been created to block UV rays 
at different stages of the patterning. Materials such as the SU8 2010 coated on top of 
SU8 2100 [249], SU8 with an added absorber of UV radiation SC1827 resist [250], the 
positive resist AZ4562 [251], copper [252] or aluminium [235] have been used. Bridged 
structures can be also obtained by controlling the exposing dose for a particular layer 
thickness [253] or by controlling wavelength used for the UV exposure [235]. Finally 
the use of other materials as sacrificial layers that fill the patterns is also possible. Fig. 
3.14 shows different suspended stress-free structures using AZ5462 as sacrificial layer. 
A common difficulty with all of these multilayer processes is the adjustment of the 
processing conditions in order to obtain features without distortions, accumulated 
stresses or cracks as the number of layers increase. 
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Fig. 3.14: Suspended structures realised with AZ4562 resist sacrificial layer 
The rnicrogrippers were produced using two layers of SU8. However, as shown in 
Fig. 3.15, multiple layers can be required when adding bi-directional movement to the 
rnicrogripper. In that case the multilayer structure will be composed of thin 
SU8/Auffhin SU8/Auffhick SU8. In all of the cases the layers of SU8 are developed as 
they are patterned. In the basic microgripper (only one resistor) the thin layer of SU8 
( -1.5 !J.m) composes the first structural layer. This layer is directly patterned and 
developed. Due to the small thickness of the layer it is possible to reliably spincoat 
another thick layer of SU8 without requiring the presence of an unexposed SU8 
sacrificial layer. As no risk of UV exposure of the sacrificial layer exists, the second 
structural SU8 layer can be patterned with the most convenient design layout. 
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(a) ~)~----------------1 
• I st thin layer of SU8 
• 2nd thin layer of SU8 
• thick layer of SUB 
resistor opening 
resistor closing 
Fig. 3.15: (a) Top view of the microgripper with bidirectional movement (b) Cross sectional view 
3.4.3. Release of the devices 
A necessary step for many applications is the complete release of the fabricated 
structures from the substrate. One of the standard techniques is the wet etching of 
sacrificial layers composed of materials such as Ti [254], Cr/Au/Polystyrene [189], Cu 
[255], KOH [256], Ti/Cutri, polymers [222, 257]. If the choice of the geometry is right, 
the wet release process gives good results. However it is normally time consuming 
[258] and the release of several square millimetres can take a few hours. Dry techniques 
have also been developed to release SU8 structures and membranes. These include the 
dry etching of a polysilicon layer using SF6 in a plasma reactor[237] or XeF2 [123], and 
the use of reduced adhesion layers such as self assembled monolayers (SAM) [236], 
fluorocarbons [259] or Omnicoat™ (Microchem Corp., MA, USA) [260]. 
In this thesis two release mechanisms are used after fabrication. This includes the 
controlled peeling of the structures during development of the SU8 using Omnicoat™, 
and also the dry etching of the silicon substrate using XeF2 . The first process is faster 
and cheaper but requires careful control of the geometry of the devices in terms of 
surface and thicknesses to work reliably. The second process is more expensive but is 
independent of the geometry. In both cases suspended free structures of SU8 with 
minimal stress and out-of-plane deflection are produced. 
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3.4.3.1. Process 1: Peel-off of SU8/Au/SU8 structures from Si 
Process 1 is a release process based on the diminished adhesion that is induced between 
the substrate and the SU8/Au/SU8 membrane. The addition of an Omnicoat™ seed 
layer and a particular choice of processing parameters for the SU8 allows the membrane 
to peel away from the substrate during the final development step. This process is based 
on previous work by Bohl et al. where suspended membranes of SU8 were successfully 
released [260]. In the case of the microgripper an additional metallisation layer is 
required and the processing parameters have to be carefully controlled. 
(a) (b) 
Su8/0mnicoat/Si Su8/Si 
Fig. 3.16: Black and white optical photos through a microscope (a) SUS drop on a silicon wafer 
coated with an Omnicoat™ layer (Contact angle= 127.5 °) (b) SUS drop directly on a silicon wafer 
(Contact angle= 139.1 °) 
Omnicoat™ is normally used to improve the adhesion between metals and the SU8; 
however it also reduces the adhesion between the SU8 and silicon (Fig. 3.16).This 
adhesion reduction alone does not produce a reliable release. It is also necessary to 
control and maximise the stress in the structure. Delamination of the SU8 due to the 
mismatch of the coefficient of thermal expansion between SU8 and the substrate, to the 
large amount of tensile stress generated during the crosslinking process (16-19 MPa), or 
due to inhomogeneous exposure is a well know problem of the SU8 processing. This 
fabrication process exploits these problems beneficially. 
The stress in the membrane depends on the size of the surface in contact with the 
substrate and the thickness of the layers. However it is also know that in large exposed 
areas the SU8 is likely to crack during development. Thus in order to maximise the 
contact between the membrane and the substrate without increasing the surface of the 
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microgrippers the masks were designed with an external frame (see Fig. 3.17). The 
corners of the frame are the point where the delamination starts. 
Fig. 3.17: Peel-off structure using diminished adhesion. Detail of the residual bowing of the 
membrane and frame. The stress is minimal at the actuator tips. The masks used for the final 
devices enable the fabrication of eight devices per fabrication run. 
Gold is a noble metal that does not generate an oxide and has poor adhesion to silicon. 
The gold contact pads are directly in contact with the Omnicoat/silicon and it is 
important that they delaminate from the substrate whilst still attached to the SU8. 
During the fabrication of the microgripper the contact pads (2 x 3 mm) stick 
preferentially to the top SU8. This is consistent with recent studies where it was 
demonstrated that the order of the processing affects the adhesion of SU8 to gold [239]. 
For the final device layout, perfect adhesion is achieved between the SU8/Au/SU8. 
However when the surface of the resistors on the anchors was increased the membrane 
delaminated preferentially between the two layers of SU8. The reason for that could be 
the mismatch between the gold and the SU8 that increases the internal stress and 
depends on the size of the surface, and also the level of exposure used. Overexposures 
and very low exposures will improve the adhesion between gold and SU8 whilst 
medium range exposures will weaken the bond [239] . 
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Fig. 3.18: Detail of the tips of the jaws with a marked negative side wall in the thick SUS layer 
An increase of the stress accumulated in the layers is also obtained by underexposing 
the thick layer of SUS (last5 deposited layer during the fabrication process and blue in 
Fig. 3.1S). This underexposure will cause a variation in the degree of cross-linking 
through the thickness of the layer. This in turn will produce a differential shrinkage 
between the thin (red in Fig. 3.1S) and thick layers and a differential surface stress that 
will help during the release. The exposure however has to be high enough to provide a 
good bonding between the two layers of SUS. Excessively low exposures will produce 
low concentration of crosslinking at the interface and there is the risk of the developer 
attacking the interface and inducing unwanted delamination. A low exposure also 
generates negative sidewalls that can be clearly seen in the profile of the thick layer in 
Fig. 3.1S. This does not have a negative impact on the operation of the rnicrogripper and 
in some occasions can be beneficial to minimise the contact surface between the 
samples to be manipulated and the jaws. 
It is also known that the rate of cooling after the PEB has an impact in the accumulation 
of thermal stress; the slower the rate the lower the stresses. Thus for a reliable peeling of 
the structure a fast cooling is desired. A critical step for the success of the release 
5 When the microgripper is mounted and tested the device is turned up-side-down leaving the thin layer of 
SU8 and the gold on the top of the structure. 
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technique is to keep the sample at ambient temperature for approximately 5 minutes 
before the development step. 
During the fabrication trials it was also noted that when the three layers of the 
membrane are processed in quick succession in one single fabrication run the rate of 
success is higher than when the substrate is left for a few hours before the deposition of 
the thick layer of SU8. The reason for that could be the moisture on the surface would 
diminish the adhesion between the gold and the SU8 and the relaxation of the stress in 
the first thin layer of SU8. 
Fig. 3.17 shows a released structure using the peeling process. The advantage of this 
process versus other wet or dry alternatives is that it is faster, simpler and cheaper 
because it only requires the deposition and processing of Ornnicoat™ which is achieved 
with a standard spin coater and baked on a hot plate for 2 minutes . In addition, the 
silicon substrate can be cleaned and reused for subsequent processing. The limitations 
of the process reside in the determination of the exposure doses, and heating steps of the 
layers for different thicknesses and contact surfaces. In the case of the geometry of the 
rnicrogrippers and the masks used, only the membranes with a thickness of 
approximately 100 J.Lm are reliably and consistently released. 
3.4.3.2. Process 2: Dry release using XeF 2 
The release process using XeF2 is extremely reliable and does not depend on geometry 
but takes longer and is more expensive. 
Fig. 3.20: (left) Top view of the released SUS-gold membrane after the dissolution of the Si wafer. 
The membrane is still attached to a Silicon ring that was protected with a metal mask. (Right) Side 
view of the release membrane. As with process I, eight devices are fabricated simultaneously. 
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All of the microgrippers with an overall layer thickness of 30 f..Lm were released by 
completely etching away the Si wafer in XeF2 (Fig. 3.20). However, with a careful 
design of the masks only the silicon around and below the microgrippers would need to 
be etched to release the cantilevers. As in the previous fabrication process there is a 
slight out-of-plane bending of the microgrippers (Fig. 3.20 (right)) which indicates an 
accumulated residual stress during the processes. This out-of plane bending however 
does not affect the correct operation of the micro gripper. Since with this second process, 
the requirement of inducing stress during the fabrication of the SU8 layers is eliminated, 
the parameters of the fabrication can be optimised to obtain vertical side walls (Fig. 
3.21). 
Fig. 3.21: Microgrippers processed using process 2 before the release step. Approximately vertical 
sidewalls between the substrate and the SUS can be observed. 
3.4.4. Post-processing 
After the release step, the nucrognppers are separated from the frame by manually 
cutting with a scalpel at the connecting points. The microgrippers are glued and wire 
bonded to a PCB board that is used as attachment to the manipulation station. The gold 
metallisation is at the same level of the SU8 and other electrical connections could be 
envisaged between the PCB and the microgripper. For example, the use of conducting 
tape could serve for two tasks: attaching the microgripper to a harder substrate, and also 
to provide electrical connection to the contact pads. 
No hard baking steps have been performed on the tested microgrippers. The hard baking 
step before release was tried for some samples but it resulted in high crack generation 
and failure of the metallisation during testing. The reason for that could be the reflowing 
of the SU8 during hard baking affecting the morphology of the metallic film. 
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CHAPTER4 
Micro gripper models: 
electrothermal and thermomechanical 
This chapter focuses on the development of an analytical tool which consists of two 
different models, electrothermal and thermomechanical, that are coupled in an iterative 
manner. The electrothermal model predicts the temperature distribution developed along 
the beams of the actuators for an initial input current or power. This temperature 
distribution determines the deflection of the system and is used as an input for the 
thermomechanical model, which provides data on the in-plane deflection. The chapter is 
organised as follows. 
In the first section, a literature survey on different models describing the behaviour of 
typical U-shaped thermal actuators is presented. This survey highlights that the area of 
modelling of thermal actuators is not fully characterised yet. In particular, two aspects 
deserve a more detailed investigation: the dependence of heat dissipation coefficients 
with the scale and configuration of the system, and the characterisation of the heat 
exchange between microbeams that are separated by a small fluid gap. In the second 
section, these two aspects are treated and a thermal analysis of a generic microbeam 
system is presented. The analysis is alsO extenoea. to cover -rru.iltiple .b'eams which lose . 
heat to the ambient as well as between each other. Different heat transfer mechanisms 
are considered in tum and their relative importance as a function of dimensions is 
established. In addition, empirical formulae are provided to calculate heat losses to the 
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ambient and in between internal parts through conduction, as opposed to convection or 
radiation. In the last part of the chapter a thermomechanical model is proposed. Both 
models will be validated using a commercial finite element analysis program. 
4.1. Modelling thermal actuators: a literature survey 
The principle of actuation of the microgripper is based on aU-shaped thermal actuator 
(see Chapter 3), which has been studied extensively in its embedded actuation version 
i.e. where the same material is used to produce the heating and the desired expansion. 
Usually fabricated from polysilicon, it has been demonstrated in many previous studies, 
and different analytical and finite element (FE) approaches have been used to model its 
response [116, 165, 168, 185-187, 261-267]. 
~~ 
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Fig. 4.1: Detail of heat dissipation routes of a volume element of the hot arm. The heat generated 
within the hot arm is dissipated through conduction to the anchors along the beam, and to the 
surrounding atmosphere by conduction, convection and radiation. 
Modelling and simulating thermal actuators requires the knowledge of the heat input to 
the device via Joule heating, and also the mechanisms by which this heat is dissipated 
within the y tern. All three heat dissipation mechanisms, i.e. conduction, convection, 
and radiation, should be considered when fully calculating the steady state temperature 
distribution. 
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At steady state, the heat generated within the device has to be balanced by the heat 
conducted through the solid beams to the anchors and by the heat lost to the 
environment. For the volume element shown in Fig. 4.1, this heat balance can be 
expressed6 as follows 
q gen = qCOND + q cond + qconv + qrad (4.1) 
where qgen is the heat generated within the volume element, qcoNo is the net heat 
conducted through the volume element, and qcond, qconv, qrad are respectively the heat rate 
lost into the ambient by conduction, convection, and radiation. The contribution of each 
of these mechanisms to the overall heat loss process is an important part of the heat 
transfer analysis and has to be assessed carefully. As will be shown, the relevance of 
each mechanism can be considerably different depending on multiple factors such as the 
configuration of the actuator and the surrounding media. 
(a) (b) 
HOT COLD 
~' -; - Q Substrate - . 
, ', Thot -..,.-
T, b::l:l:m] ; Gop~' 
+ Heat loss to the subsn·ate 
Ts > Tltot 
Fig. 4.2: (a) Top view and cross-section of an actuator suspended a few microns above the substrate 
(b) Cross-section view. 
Most of the existing analytical models describe actuators that are mainly fabricated in 
thin structural layers ( -1-3 J..Lm), separated from the substrate by a small fluid gap ( -1-
2 J..Lm) [170, 171, 185, 263, 265, 267-270]. This particular configuration (Fig. 4.2) 
greatly influences the thermal behaviour of those systems and the associated models 
have limited generic applicability. Heat loss from these actuators is generally dominated 
by conduction across the device to the anchors 7, which are considered as heat sinks, and 
by conduction through the thin air gap from the device to the substrate. 
6 
"q" denotes in this work heat rate but for simplicity in the notation the dot above the q has been omitted. 
7 This is true for short actuators and for very good thermal conductors 
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The heat conducted through the air gap to the substrate, qcond· is taken to be proportional 
to the difference in temperature between the substrate, Ts, and the actuator, T, with a 
constant of proportionality related to the size of the fluid gap, s, the conductivity of the 
fluid atmosphere, Koo, and the particular geometry of the microbeam. 
F wdx Koo 
q cond = (T - Ts ) 
s (4.2) 
where w multiple by dx (Fig. 4.2) is the area of the beam facing the substrate. F is a 
geometrical shape factor which accounts for the heat loss to the substrate by the other 
dimensions not facing the substrate [116, 269]. It is dependent on geometry, and the 
value is found either numerically for particular geometries and shapes [271], or using an 
empirical expression first proposed by Lin et al. in [263] and shown in equation (4.3) 
F = [tlw*((2*~)+1))+1 
t 
where t is the thickness of the beam. 
(4.3) 
The convective heat loss from the faces not facing the substrate, qconv. is described by 
Newton's law of cooling as in equation (4.4). The heat loss is characterised by a 
constant called the convection coefficient, h. 
q conv = h ( W + 2t) dx (T - Ts ) (4.4) 
In principle, h is dependent on multiple parameters such as the geometry of the actuator 
or the ambient conditions, and is difficult to determine. In these models, however, the 
particular value of h does not crucially modify the result of the analysis as the 
contribution of convection to the overall heat dissipation process is usually small. Table 
4.1 shows the contribution of convective heat losses at different values of h = 10, 100 
and 1000 W m-2 K 1• Also shown in Table 4.1, is the contribution of radiation, where 
heat losses are expressed as 
(4.5) 
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where E and Eoo are the emissivities of the actuator and the ambient respectively, and cr is 
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant with a value of 5.67 x 10-8 W m-2 K 4. 
From Table 4.1, it can be concluded that for a typical configuration of U -shaped thermal 
actuator above a substrate and a particular length scale, neglecting convection and 
radiation, while keeping only conduction through the air gap, is justified. The values in 
Table 4.1 have been calculated integrating dx over the length of a generic beam. 
Table 4.1: Energy and heat losses at different temperatures and different values of h for a typical 
thermal actuator fabricated in polysilicon with dimensions and conditions t = 2.5 fJ.IIl, w = 2 fJ.IIl, s = 
2 fJ.IIl, length 200 fJ.IIl and T. = T_= 293 K. 
Heat loss 
[mW] 
at 300 K 
at600 K 
at 1000 K 
Heat loss 
[mW] 
at 300 K 
at600 K 
at 1000 K 
Heat loss 
[mW] 
at 300 K 
at600 K 
at 1000 K 
Qcond 
2.57E+00 
7.37E+00 
1.70E+01 
qcond 
2.57E+00 
7.37E+00 
1.70E+01 
2.57E+00 
7.37E+00 
1.70E+Ol 
Qconv 
1.28E-03 
3.68E-03 
8.48E-03 
qconv 
1.28E-02 
3.68E-02 
8.48E-02 
1.28E-Ol 
3.68E-Ol 
8.48E-Ol 
qrad 
3.26E-04 
3.16E-03 
4.73E-02 
qrad 
3.26E-04 
3.16E-03 
4.73E-02 
3.26E-04 
3.16E-03 
4.73E-02 
Egen 
1.82E+Ol 
2.46E+01 
3.33E+Ol 
Egen 
1.82E+01 
2.46E+Ol 
3.33E+Ol 
1.82E+Ol 
2.46E+Ol 
3.33E+01 
Even though this analytical approach has led to relatively accurate predictions in device 
performance, it seems to break down for: 
a) very thin air gaps [272] where the shape factor F overestimates by a factor of 2 
the heat losses to the substrate. 
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b) particular actuator geometries [273] where neglecting radiation and convection 
lead to unrealistic predictions of the maximum temperature, exceeding the 
melting point of the material. 
c) overhanging configurations [187], where the actuator is suspended from the 
anchors in a fluid atmosphere. In those cases, heat losses to the surrounding 
ambient gain significance. 
Atmosphere 
Substrate 
Fig. 4.3: Overhanging microgripper 
The microgripper has an overhanging configuration (Fig. 4.3), and so an assessment of 
whether the existing analytical and FEA models can describe the system is particularly 
relevant. In overhanging actuators, the heat loss to the ambient has been treated 
differently by different authors . 
• In some analytical models, it has been treated as a mass transport (convection) 
phenomenon [171, 187]. These models have been generally extrapolated from 
larger scale analysis, with heat losses into the ambient described by global 
convective heat transfer coefficient h (see equation (4.4)) whose value has been 
extracted from standard macroscopic engineering tables (See Table 4.2). Implicit 
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in the use of these convection values is the assumption that macroscopic thermal 
analysis is directly applicable at the microscale. However, caution needs to be 
exercised in applying techniques developed for larger scale structures to the 
microscale [274, 275]. 
11 In other cases, as in the metallic mesoscale device presented in [255], both 
convection and conduction to the ambient are neglected, and it is assumed that 
conduction to the anchors is the main heat loss mechanism. This is mainly valid 
for metallic actuators where the thermal conductivity is much higher than the 
thermal conductivity of the surrounding media. However its applicability to poor 
heat conductors has to be assessed. 
11 Finally, some authors include values for heat losses to the ambient that have 
been fine tuned with experiments. Those values of heat transfer are valid only 
for a particular experiment and system configuration. Therefore, once again, the 
general applicability remains uncertain. 
Table 4.2: Typical values of the convection heat transfer coefficient (h) [276] 
PROCESS 
Free convection 
Gases 
Liquids 
Forced convection 
Gases 
Liquids 
Convection with phase change 
Boiling or condensation 
2-25 
50-1000 
25-250 
50-20000 
2500-100000 
FE modelling techniques have also been used to model thermal actuators, especially 
when complex geometries, temperature dependent material properties and temperature 
dependent heat transfer coefficients have to be modelled. In those cases, the correct 
implementation of the thermal boundary conditions is crucial. Two main approaches 
have been proposed to take into account heat losses to the atmosphere. 
• First, to apply to all of the exposed faces of the devices an effective heat transfer 
coefficient that accounts for any kind of heat loss. In these cases, heat 
coefficients are extracted either from standard macroscopic engineering tables or 
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• 
from semi-empirical formulae derived from macroscopic thermal analysis. As 
explained earlier, this assumes the direct scaling of macroscopic theories. 
Second, to place conductive air elements in the gaps within the actuator and 
between the actuator and the substrate and to apply a convection coefficient to 
the exposed air surfaces and/or actuator surfaces [277, 278]. This is an important 
technique because it not only accounts for the heat loss through conduction to 
the surrounding ambient, but also for the heat exchange between tightly spaced 
parts at different temperatures. However, once again, it is not clear in the 
literature to which boundaries those conditions apply, and how to obtain the heat 
transfer coefficients at the exposed surfaces. Geisberger et al. [278] calculated 
these heat transfer coefficients and applied them to the exposed surfaces of the 
actuator and the air. At 300 K, the temperature dependent convection coefficient 
for an infinite flat plate has been calculated to be 1101 W m-2 K 1• However, 
Artre [277] calculated the heat transfer coefficients for a similar structure as 
being approximately half of this value, i.e. 500 W m-2 K 1. 
In conclusion, both analytical and finite element models have used a broad range of 
values for the convection coefficient h from 10 - 1000 W m-2 K 1. This coefficient 
characterises the heat losses to the ambient, and its correct implementation in the 
models is crucial, especially when downsizing the actuators where the surface to 
volume ratio increases. 
Leaving aside the manner in which different authors treat heat losses to the ambient, 
there are two other parameters that are rarely treated in the models: 
• Most of the existing thermal models are applicable only to thermal actuators 
where the boundary conditions at the device anchors are considered to be 
identical to the conditions at the anchors, i.e. either with constant temperature 
equal to the ambient temperature or with identical thermal resistance [ 187]. 
Sometimes, however, fabrication limitations, or design requirements demand 
larger flexibility in the mgg~l_1), Ihj~ i~_ p@:icl}l_~Jy _ impoxtapLwhen _different 
·-+:;o-_, ____ _,,. __ ;~-- .:·· ,,,,;--::. _.,_, ....... -· .-~· -.- ._ -- --~--·-· .. -. -- --- -- . 
thermal boundary conditions at the anchors and material properties have to be 
modelled. First attempts to integrate these features in analytical electrothermal 
models can be found in [279]. 
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• In addition, even if the effects of the heat exchange between closely spaced arms 
has been observed [123, 188], it has never been explicitly formulated in the 
models. 
In the case of the microgripper, the actuators are not an embedded U-shaped type. In 
this design, the conducting layer is intended only to provide heating and not to produce 
any mechanical effects which, unlike the standard U-shape, have to be avoided. Second, 
the microgripper has an overhanging configuration, high aspect ratio beam structures 
and a relatively small air gap separating the arms. This can affect considerably the 
thermal behaviour of the system. Finally, the two actuators integrating the microgripper 
belong to the same electrical circuit and the same well-insulated anchor. This will 
introduce boundary conditions at the beginning of each actuator that will have an impact 
on the overall performance. 
In this context, there exists the need to develop further the existing analytical and FEA 
models to characterise the microgripper more accurately. A good understanding of the 
physics underlying the thermal behaviour of the device should provide more complete 
and accurate simulations. Moreover, this understanding should promote a more efficient 
use of those simulations, and consequently a better performance of the overall 
modelling process. 
4.2. Development of analytical models for the microgripper 
Describing the behaviour of the microgripper (Fig. 4.4) requires the solution of a highly 
coupled electrothermomechanical problem. The power input to the system is a function 
of the electrical current and the resistance, which in tum is dependent on temperature. 
Even though the temperatures of operation of the microgripper are low or moderate, as 
will be shown later, the impact of the temperature dependency of the resistivity is non-
negligible. Therefore a coupled electrothermal model is needed to solve the power and 
temperature distribution simultaneously. The thermomechanical behaviour (strain) 
appears through the dependency of the Young's modulus and the thermal coefficient of 
expansion with temperature. The strain is dependent on the temperature distribution but 
the temperature is not dependent of the strain. This allows the decoupling of the 
problem into two separate problems and models. Once the steady-state temperature is 
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calculated from the electrothermal model, it can be used as an input for the mechanical 
model and for the calculation of the strain field . 
/r· . .. . ··········;,~~;;;,n·r ·······........ ... . .... 
/ Flexure .............. . 
. / beam (arm) Jaw beam (arn;)"" ............. . 
,/ '··························...... Cold .................. / 
' ··· ·· ·· · ······b.~am (ann) / 
······························ ............................... ...... ... .. / 
.----------·· 
Fig. 4.4: Simplified representation of a thermal actuator as an assembly of microbeams: hot, cold, 
flexure and jaw beams (also called arms) 
A number of simplifying assumptions have to be made to obtain a closed form solution 
of both models. First, the analytical electrothermal model for the microgripper will be 
reduced to a 1 dimensional (I D) problem. At the core of this model is the representation 
of the microgripper as an assembly of ID slender structures, i.e. microbeams (Fig. 4.4) , 
with different constant lengths and cross sections. Hence, the underlying assumption is 
that for all elements, the width and thickness of the beams are considerably smaller than 
their length, and that any variation of the temperature across the section of the beam is 
not significant compared to its length variation. Moreover, the beams are considered to 
be constructed of a single effective material. The geometry and thermal conductivity of 
the effective material is calculated considering that the thermal resistances of all the 
layers of the beam are connected in a parallel circuit, i.e. the thermal conductance of the 
beam is given by an aggregate term expressed as 
(4.7) 
where i is the layer number, Ki is the thermal conductivity and A; is the cross-sectional 
area. 
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In addition, the temperature dependence of the resistivity and the thermal conductivity 
are taken in an iterative manner, i.e. for each input power. The segments that have 
embedded resistors are also treated as one-dimensional electrical resistors. 
T~hor 
Differential element 
I T anrhor = T suhstra:U. = T ambient I I ambient 
Fig. 4.5: Overhanging configuration of one of the actuators to be modelled in detail. Detail of the 
differential element on the hot arm. 
Fig. 4.5 shows a more detailed representation of the configuration of the system. Due to 
symmetry only one half of the microgripper will be modelled (Fig. 4.4). Current is 
injected into the gold metallisation and joule heating leads to differential heating and 
expansion of different parts of the structure. Typical dimensions for the width, w, 
thickness, t, and length, L, of the arms of the microgripper are defined in Table 4.3. 
These values will be used through this analysis. 
Table 4.3: Typical dimensions of a single actuator of the microgripper 
Parameter w t L 
Units [!MD] [~] [~) 
Hot arm 140 30 2000 
140 100 2000 
Cold arm 250 30 1640 
250 100 1640 
Flexure 40 30 360 
40 100 360 
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As can be seen, the actuator is attached to the substrate at its anchors in an overhanging 
configuration surrounded by a quiescent fluid atmosphere. For the purpose of this 
preliminary thermal analysis, the anchors will be considered here as perfect heat sinks 
with an infinite thermal conductivity to the substrate. Moreover, their temperature, Ta, 
will be considered to be equal to the ambient, T.,, and substrate temperature, Ts. This is 
not necessarily correct because of the thermally insulating nature of the material of the 
anchors which would probably lead to a localised heating but, at this point, we assume 
that this condition describes the heat transfer mechanisms reasonably well. Later, during 
the development of the detailed analytical models, the particular case where the 
temperature of the anchors is different to the temperature of the substrate and the 
ambient (Ta ;t: Ts = T"") will be examined in detail (Chapter 6, section 6.1.6). 
A lD model enables a meaningful, yet simple, analytical model to be constructed. It 
confers several advantages. It reduces the computation time during the simulations, 
especially when a number of design iterations are necessary. It also allows for the 
formulation of a simplified set of coupled equations with a closed form solution that are 
suitable for optimisation purposes and for the identification of problems. Its main 
disadvantages however might be the intrinsic limitations in the assessment of the 
temperature distribution within the cross-section of the beams, the impact of the heat 
exchange between the two sides of the microgripper actuators when the hot arms of 
opposite actuators are in close proximity, and the second order deflection upwards due 
to the bimorph effect. These aspects should be verified by a combination of 3D FEA 
simulations and experiments, which are given later. 
4.3. Heat transfer analysis overhanging configuration 
From the system configuration, the relevant heat transfer mechanisms are (Fig. 4.5 and 
Fig. 4.6): 
• Heat generation via Joule heating, qgen 
• Heat conduction along the microbeam structures to the anchors on the 
substrate, qcoNo 
• Radiation heat exchange with cooler surroundings, qrad 
• Heat transport into the ambient by conduction, qcond, convection, qconv or a 
coupling of both mechanisms, qconctl qconv 
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• Intra device heat exchange (heat transfer between closely spaced bodies) , 
Here it will be considered that the upper, bottom and external sides of the beams 
dissipate heat only into the ambient while the internal faces of the beam exchange heat 
between each other. 
T subsfnlh.· 
(b) 
Iqlosses 
Differential 
element 
Iqlosses 
(a) 
,.Conduction ...... ,.Heat exchange 
• Heat generation 
Fig. 4.6: (a) Cross-sectional scheme of the heat transfer mechanisms taking place between two 
beams at temperature T hot and T cold (T hot> T cold). Joule heating generated in the hot arm is 
dissipated by conduction, convection, radiation and heat exchange (b) Heat losses in a differential 
element of the hot beam 
The temperature distribution along the arms of the actuator and the associated heat 
equations are obtained by applying an energy balance to a generic differential element, 
dx, of the beams. At thermal equilibrium, the heat generated within the differential 
element has to be entirely dissipated to maintain the steady-state temperature. For the 
differential element, shown in Fig. 4.6 (b), with thickness, t, width, w, and total length 
of dx, the energy balance gives 
qgen =(qcONDix -qcOND ix+dx)+qcond +qconv +qrad (4.8) 
where qgen is the heat generated within the infinitesimal volume element, (qcoNolx-
qcoNolx+dx) is the net conduction heat rate flowing through the volume. 
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As explained earlier, the absence of the substrate underneath the actuator, and its 
associated conductive heat losses, can mean that other heat dissipation mechanisms such 
as convection gain significance. 
4.3.1. Heat generation within the hot arm 
The heat generated within the differential element, qgen. is due to the current (I) flowing 
through the conductor layer and is given by 
/2 p 
qgen =-A dx 
Au 
(4.9) 
where p and AAu are the resistivity and cross-sectional area of the conductor 
metallisation respectively. 
In equation (4.9) other heat generation terms such as the one resulting from the coupling 
of electrical and heat transport in the presence of a thermal gradient, have been 
deliberately omitted. In [274, 280] it is shown however that there is a relevant second 
order phenomenon called Thomson heating that could perturb the thermal behaviour of 
microscale heaters at certain length scales. This effect occurs in a conductor that is 
exposed to a temperature gradient. The flow of current along the conductor when a 
constant temperature gradient is maintained results in either generation or absorption of 
additional heat. This effect competes with the Joule heating and, for the volume element 
in Fig. 4.6 (b), it can be expressed as 
(4.10) 
where~ is the Thomson coefficient(= 2 ~V K 1 for gold [281]). 
Using equation (4.9) and (4.10) the ratio between the Joule heating and the Thomson 
heating can be estimated and is given by 
Joule I R 
c:-:-~-= 
Thomson fJ AT (4.11) 
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Given the low value of the Thomson coefficient for gold ( -1 o-6) it can be seen that for 
voltages <2 V (design requirement for the microgripper) the ratio is of the order of 103. 
Therefore the Thomson heating can be safely neglected. This result is also consistent 
with the fact that the Thomson effect is significant when dealing with materials such as 
doped semiconductors where an excess of holes and electrons can induce large positive 
or negative values of the thermopower depending on the charge of the excess carriers 
[282]. 
4.3.2. Conduction along the arms of the microgripper 
Using Fourier's law of heat conduction, the heat conducted through the volume element 
can be expressed as 
(4.12) 
where Ki and Ai are the thermal conductivity and the cross-sectional, and LKAi = KA is 
an aggregate conduction path for the beams composed of i layers. This describes the 
heat loss along the actuators beams to the anchors. 
4.3.3. Radiation heat dissipation 
Any matter with a temperature above zero Kelvin emits electromagnetic radiation. The 
amount of radiation emitted by a body per unit area depends on its absolute temperature 
T and the temperature of the surrounding ambient T"" (equation (4.5) in section 4.1). 
When the temperature difference (T-Too) is small compared to T, as it is the case of 
polymeric actuators, equation (4.5) can be expressed by the first term of a Taylor 
expansion centred at T ""' 
(4.13) 
where hrad is defined as the coefficient of radiation. 
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4.3.4. Heat dissipation into the surrounding ambient 
When modelling thermal actuators, it is generally assumed that the global heat loss into 
the ambient is proportional to the temperature difference. As explained earlier, it is 
modelled using Newton's law of cooling with a simple constant of proportionality, h, 
named the coefficient of convection. When h is known, the calculation is 
straightforward using equation ( 4.14 ). However, one of the key difficulties of any 
convection problem is the determination of h because it depends on numerous 
parameters related to different fluid properties, flow conditions, object surface geometry 
and size, etc. For the infinitesimal element dx shown in Fig. 4.6 (b), the heat lost by 
convection from the sides of the beams not facing each other (qconv) will be given by 
qcanv =h (2w+t) (T-T00 )dx (4.14) 
This is often referred to as 'convective heat loss' and modelled accordingly. This 
modelling approach that uses a constant value for h independently of the particular 
geometry of the system, derives from a scaling down of models used in larger 
geometries where true mass transport (convective) heat dissipation is an important heat 
loss mechanism. However, as will be shown later, great care needs to be exercised in 
applying models appropriate for one length scale to another. Indeed a closer inspection 
of semi-empirical models for convective heat loss suggests that mass transport effects in 
air are negligible in systems with the dimensions characteristic of the microbeams. This 
is why, in the next two subsections, the impact of size and geometry of the actuators in 
the values of the coefficient of convection h will be analysed. 
4.3.4.1. Convection heat transfer in microbeams: background theory 
Convection heat transfer occurs between a moving fluid (gas or liquid) over a surface 
when there is a temperature difference. Assuming that no forced external flows exist, 
the motion of the fluid is caused by buoyancy forces due to density changes near the 
heated surface, and heat transfer is described by the natural convection. 
Hot objects, however, transfer heat into the ambient by a coupled conduction-
convection mechanism and not by convection only. This coupled mechanism arises 
from the fact that the heat is transferred into the ambient by a conduction mechanism at 
the limit of the hot surface and, that it is the resulting energy from this conduction 
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mechanism that is carried away by convection (mass transport). In principle, convection 
is essentially determined by the boundary layers developed around the heated surfaces 
(Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b)). In this particular case, it is mainly dependent on the characteristics 
of the thermal layer. 
(a) Quiescent 
fluid 
Ts>T~ ~ 
"-.. Boundary 1 g 
8T layer 
i.." ~ Conv 
++ 
z.u L Control surface q, - q" coml- conv 
y,v 
(b) 
Quiescent 
tluid 
~ 
~ 
Boundary 
layer 
Fig. 4.7: (a) Boundary layer development on a vertical heated plate and detail of a control surface 
where~ is the thickness of the thermal boundary layer, Lc is the characteristic dimension of the 
surface, and q" cond and q" conv are the heat flux entering and leaving the control surface. (b) 
Boundary layer development around a heated horizontal cylinder. 
If we could determine the temperature distribution, T (0, y, u, v), in the boundary 
thermal layer, the determination of h and therefore the determination of the heat lost 
will be possible using equation ( 4.15) [276] 
Koo *dT ldy ly=O 
h = ------'--
Ts -Too 
( 4.15) 
where aTtay I y=O is the temperature gradient perpendicular to the surface (x=O) (see 
.. ·.··:·. . . ; ·~-~ -. 
Fig. 4.7 (a)). 
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However, the equations that provide a complete account of the physics in the boundary 
layers in steady-state (Navier-Stokes equations8), and provide the velocity vectors, u, v, 
and the temperature, T, are highly non-linear and coupled; analytical solutions for the 
variables are extremely difficult unless some simplifying approximations are applied. 
Boundary layer approximations can be applied to the solution of the buoyancy driven 
flow for particular length scales and geometries. These assume that the thickness of the 
thermal boundary layer is much smaller than any characteristic length of the system 
defined in the streamwise direction, i.e. that the changes in physical properties in the 
direction parallel to the surface are small compared to the corresponding changes in the 
perpendicular dimension. Flow conditions within the medium are largely undisturbed, 
except in a very thin boundary layer close to the heated surface. 
In macroscopic applications, the "boundary layer approximations" are applicable to the 
solution of the heat and fluid equations and standard values of the coefficient of 
convection e.g. the ones provided in Table 4.2 can be used. In those cases, the thickness 
(8T) of the thermal boundary layer is much smaller than any characteristic length, and 
the heat conducted through the thin thermal layer is generally neglected taking only into 
account the heat transferred to the surrounding fluid by mass transport. 
In boundary layer theory, the coefficient of heat loss can be expressed by terms of a 
boundary layer thickness, Jr, and a fluid thermal conductivity, Koo, as 
(4.16) 
For free convection, 8T shows a weak dependence upon both .1T and the characteristic 
length of the surface L. For most macroscopic convection problems (.1 T = 10-1000 °C); 
L = 0.1-1 m) and 8T is of the order of a few millimetres. 
In the case of microscale objects however, the 'boundary layer approximations' are not 
always justified since the size of the thermal layer is likely to be of the same order as the 
objecL.itselL (Fig. 4.8). Therefore, the applicability of the convection -coefficients 
obtained from classical boundary theory remains uncertain. 
8 The explicit form of these equations is not presented here but can be found however in any heat transfer book. 
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(a) 
Mass transport 
(Convection) 
takes over at 
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Pme 
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Fig. 4.8: (a) Heat dissipation (conduction+ convection) from a micro beam (b) Redefinition of the 
problem as a pure conduction problem. 
4.3.4.2. Scale dependence of the coefficient of convection 
To gain some understanding of the underlying heat convection theory, the device will be 
treated here as an assembly of horizontal cylinders of the same overall dimensions of 
the rectangular microbeams. This geometry is more straightforward to analyse and has 
been treated extensively in the literature, e.g. [283]. 
The study of fluid motion and its interaction with immersed solids is characterised by a 
number of extremely useful dimensionless parameters. Table 4.4 lists and defines the 
ones particularly relevant to this discussion. Using the formulae in Table 4.4, and the 
values appearing in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6, the values of the dimensionless parameters 
can be estimated for different geometries and media. 
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Table 4.4: Selected dimensionless groups of heat and mass transfer 
Dimensionless group Definition Interpretation 
g ~ L/ ~ T I v2 Ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces 
v I a Ratio of the momentum and thermal diffusivities 
Grashoff number (G.) 
Prandtl number (P.) 
Rayleigh number (Ra) 
Nusselt number (Nu) 
Biot number (Bi) 
P, G, Relative importance of heat transfer by convection and conduction 
h L/ K'oo Dimensionless temperature gradient at the surface 
h Lq K Heat transfer resistance inside and at a surface of the body 
Table 4.5: Variables for AIR at atmospheric pressure and T=293 K and 373 K 
Symbol Value at 293 K Value at 373 K Units Interpretation 
Pr 0.71 0.7 Value for most gases 
Lc m Characteristic length (For cylinders Lc = Diameter) 
v 15.1 E-6 23.1 E-6 m2s Kinematic viscosity 
a. 21.2 E-6 32.8 E-6 m2s Thermal diffusivity 
1Cr 25.7 E-3 31.4 E-3 Wm-
1K 1 Thermal conductivity 
p 3.43 E-3 2.68 E-3 Kl Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient 
Table 4.6: Variables for WATER at atmospheric pressure and T=293 K and 373 K 
Symbol Value at 293 K Value at 373 K Units Interpretation 
P. 7.01 1.75 Value for most gases 
Lc m Characteristic length (For cylinders Lc = Diameter) 
v I.OOE-06 0.295 E-6 m2s Kinematic viscosity 
a. 1.43E-07 l.69E-07 m2s Thermal diffusivity 
1Cr 5.61E-OI 0.679 Wm-
1K 1 Thermal conductivity 
(3 0.207 E-3 0.752 E-3 Kl Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient 
A key parameter in convection problems is the Rayleigh number which describes the 
relative importance of mass transfer (convection) to simple conduction through the 
medium in contact with the surface. 
For a microbeam of an equivalent diameter of 20 Jlm and for a temperature difference in 
air of 20 K, the Rayleigh number is about 1.7 x 10-5. For a similar problem where water 
is the ambient fluid and the average temperature is 40 K, the Rayleigh number is about 
4;6 X 1'0"3 .-By contrast, for a, rnore"typical fuactoscopic problem, sudfas cbrivedive loss 
from a central heating radiator panel where the length might be of the order of 1 m, the 
Rayleigh number is of the order of 1010• 
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This difference in 15 orders of magnitude suggests that in microsystems, where the 
Rayleigh is likely to be always of the order of 10·5 -10-3, the contribution of mass 
transport is negligible compared to pure conduction at the surface. 
There are a number of semi-empirical models describing convection heat loss [276, 
284-286]. The heat loss to the ambient can be described by the Nusselt number, which 
relates the coefficient of convection, h, to the ratio of the characteristic length, Lc. and 
the thermal conductivity of the medium, TC""' The Nusselt number gives a measure of the 
heat transfer that occurs from a surface in a "real" situation, i.e. conduction enhanced by 
convection, compared to the heat that would be transferred if just conduction took place. 
Nu = Convection l.l == htl.T = hLc 
Conduction flow TC=tl.T I Lc TC= (4.17) 
From equation ( 4.17) a simple expression of the coefficient of convection, h, can be 
obtained 
(4.18) 
In these semi-empirical formulae, the Nusselt number is only a function of the Rayleigh 
and Prandtl numbers. 
Fig. 4.9 summarises a number of empirical models [284-286] that cover a wide range of 
Rayleigh numbers (10-6 < Ra < 1012) together with the values extrapolated from classical 
macroscopic boundary layer theory. 
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Fig. 4.9: Log10 (Nusselt number) versus Rayleigh number (logarithmic scale) (References [284-286]) 
As can be seen from Fig. 4.9, in the models that have been developed specifically for 
micro cylinders the Nusselt number reaches a steady value (of about 0.4) at low 
Rayleigh numbers. This is consistent with a purely conductive mechanism of heat 
transport. 
However, classical laminar boundary theory assumes that the Nusselt number is 
proportional to Ra 114 and as a result, there is a tendency to underestimated heat loss. This 
approach has been recently used in [123], and as a result the heat loss may have been 
significantly underestimated. This is an example of where care needs to be taken in the 
extrapolation of physical models and heat transfer coefficients, h=h (Nu), from one 
length scale to another. 
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To give a general view of how the values of h can vary from one beam geometry to 
another, and from one scale to another, the values of h as a function of the width for 
three different thicknesses (I 0, 30 and 100 j..lm) have been calculated in air and water 
environments, and are shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. Also appearing in these figures 
is the comparison of the values obtained with classical boundary layer theory. Both 
figures demonstrate that h may be underestimated significantly when using classical 
boundary theory. In some cases, such as for example, a beam of characteristic length 10 
j..lm, the extrapolation from macro to microscale models or the use of standard values for 
h (Table 4.2) provides an underestimation of nearly two orders of magnitude (h =1500 
W m-2 K 1 versus h = 95 W m-2 K 1 or h = 10 W m-2 K 1 ). 
An interesting point to highlight from Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 is that using classical 
formulae the difference between the average h in air and water at the scale of the figure 
inserts, 10 - 1000 J.lm, is around 70 %, whereas using semi-empirical microscale 
formulae, the difference is reduced to 40 %. 
This difference could explain the reason why, in reference [123], the deflections 
measured under water relative to the ones measured in air, are higher than the FEA 
model predicted. There, it is considered that the difference in h between air and water is 
of the order of 95%. Hence the underestimation of the deflection in their models. 
Table 4.7: Coefficient of convection calculated in air for different geometries using different 
convection models: semi-empirical formula (h micro) and classical boundary theory (h macro). L1T = 
40K. 
Rayleigh Nusselt micro Nusselt macro h h Parameters w Diameter 
micro macro 
Units [Jun] ~m) [m) [W /m2 K] [W/m2 K] 
R;gpL;.Ll.T { Ra(lln>o.387 } 
2 
Nu ;Q.59Ra> 14 h; K~ Nu h= K~Nu Formula Nu ::= 0.6+ fW'7 
a av [t+(0.559/Pr)(911 '>]( - l Lc L, 
hot arm 30 140 1.08E-04 5.33E-03 5.39E-OI 1.59E-OI 128 38 
cold arm 30 250 1.78E-04 2.38E-02 5.97E-OI 2.32E-OI 86 33 
nexure arm 30 40 4.46E-05 3.72E-04 4.71E-OI 8.19E-02 272 47 
Jaw 30 60 5.73E-05 7.91E-04 4.87E-OI 9.89E-02 218 44 
hot arm 100 140 1.53E-04 1.50E-02 5.77E-OI 2.06E-OI 97 35 
cold arm 100 250 2.23E-04 4.65E-02 6.28E-OI 2.74E-OI 72 32 
Dexure arm 100 40 8.91E-05 2.98E-03 5.21E-01 1.38E-OI 150 40 
Jaw 100 60 1.02E-04 4.44E-03 5.33E-OI 1.52E-OI 135 38 
Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show the values of the coefficients of convection calculated for 
micro beams with geometries (t and w) and different length scales. The micro values 
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have been obtained usmg the semi-empirical formulas proposed in [286] under the 
approximation of considering the microbeams as a cylinders of the same equivalent 
perimeter. Also shown in Table 4.7 is the comparison with the macro values 
extrapolated from classical boundary theory. 
Table 4.8: Coefficient of convection calculated in air for different geometries using different 
convection models: semi-empirical formula (h micro) and classical boundary theory (h macro). ~T 
=40K. 
Parameters Diameter Rayliegh Nusselt micro Nusselt macro h h w 
micro macro 
Units (jun] [~m] [m) [W/m2 K) [W/m2 K] 
' 
Formula 
gpL~U { Ra 0101 0.387 r Nu = 0.59 Ra 114 h = lr00 Nu h= lr00 Nu Ra = Nu = 0.6 + 18fi7J av [t+(0.559/Pr)'91 ' 61 ] - Lc Lc 
hot arm 30 7 2.36E-05 5.49E-05 4.39E-01 5.08E-02 479 55 
cold arm 30 20 3.18E-05 1.36E-04 4.53E-Ol 6.37E-02 366 51 
flexure arm 30 7 2.36E-05 5.49E-05 4.39E-01 5.08E-02 479 55 
Jaw 30 7 2.36E-05 5.49E-05 4.39E-Ol 5.08E-02 479 55 
Both tables show that the values of h are different when using classical and microscale 
formulae and that this difference becomes more accentuated when reducing the 
characteristic dimension (Table 4.8). Hence, to correctly model the convective heat 
losses in electrothermal microbeams the coefficients of convection, h, have to be 
calculated for the particular geometry of the problem in each case. 
4.3.4.3. Use of conduction coefficients as opposed to convection coefficients 
A microscale approach to calculate convective losses to the ambient has been proposed 
in the previous section. However, it was argued earlier in the chapter that, given the low 
Rayleigh numbers at the microscale, the contribution of convection (mass transport) was 
negligible compared to the heat losses to the environment by conduction. Thus in this 
section, an alternative route to calculate the heat losses to the ambient by conduction 
only is proposed (Fig. 4.8 (b)). This approach will not only enable the calculation of the 
heat losses from independent beams but also from beams separated by a small fluid gap. 
A pure thermal conduction problem could be analysed by finite element analysis (FEA), 
treating the surrounding medium as a solid and ignoring its fluid properties. The 
analysis presented here however, is intended to circumvent the requirement for full FEA 
in preliminary calculations. 
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Fig. 4.12: Heat loss in a cylindrical geometry 
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In order to model the heat loss from a microbeam into the ambient, it is assumed that the 
problem is 1D and that the lateral variation in temperature, T, is negligible within the 
microbeams. It is then further assumed that the radial temperature gradient into the 
ambient fluid is substantially greater than the longitudinal gradient. 
For a microbeam, the heat loss into the ambient by conduction, qcond, can be 
characterised [276] as 
qcond = f Koo !::..T dx = h cond (2w + t)!::..T dx (4.19) 
where f is a geometrical factor (shape factor) that takes into account the geometry and 
configuration of the system, hcond is an effective coefficient of conduction defined as 
fKJ(2w+t). 
The simplest case for a geometrical factor, f, is where an infinite beam of radius r is 
surrounded by an isothermal cylinder of radius R, representing the ambient (Fig. 4.12). 
In this case the geometrical factor is simply 2n/ln(R/r). Another example might be that 
of a ground plane where a beam of radius r is suspended at a height h above a 
conducting substrate. Here the geometrical factor is 2n/ln (2h/r) assuming h >> r. A 
range of examples is set out in Table 4.9. 
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Table4.9: Conduction geometrical factor empirical formula 
Concentric Cylinders Cylinder above infinite Rectangle inside cylinder Rectangle above infinite plane (h»r) (a, b<<R) plane (a, b «R) 
r r @ \. CJla ~r--Configuration ._.__. b 
R/ h 
Geometrical J=_l:!!_ J= 2tr J= 2tr 2tr factor J= ln(2hlr') ln(R I r) In(2hl r) ln(R I r') 
r'= 
0.53ab 0.53ab 
r ' = 
J-o.la 2 +ab-O.Ib2 J - o.Ia2 +ab-O.Ib 2 
Equation {4.20) ~4.21 ) ~4 . 22) {4.23) 
In practice, in order to estimate conductive heat losses into the ambient, a number of 
simplifying assumptions need to be made. For example, that the heat loss into a semi-
infinite air mass can be modelled as a coaxial heat loss problem with the ambient being 
represented by a cylinder of some nominal radius R. Intuitively, the radius of this air 
cylinder may be thought as being the radius at which mass transport effects start to play 
a role, i.e. where Rc 1 (Fig. 4.8). In the context of the current problem, R is 
approximately 1 mm (-dT = 10 K). 
Table 4.10: Geometrical factors based on convection and on conduction for a single beam. 
Parameters Diameter Nusselt f h f h w 
micro convection convection conduction conduction 
Units [ jJJll] [jJJll] [m] [W /m2 K] [W /m2 K] 
Formula f = tr Nu h = K~ Ntt f = 2tr h = K~ f 
Lc ln(R I r) p 
R = lmm 
30 140 l.08E-04 5.72E-01 1.80 136 1.89 145 
30 250 l.78E-04 6.41E-01 2.01 92 2.23 103 
30 40 4.46E-05 4.91E-01 1.54 283 1.49 277 
30 60 5.73E-05 5.10E-01 1.60 229 1.59 229 
100 140 1.53E-04 6. 18E-01 1.94 104 2. 11 114 
100 250 2.23E-04 6.80E-01 2.14 78 2.42 90 
100 40 8.91 E-05 5.51E-01 1.73 159 1.79 166 
100 60 l.02E-04 5.65E-01 1.78 143 1.86 lSI 
It is now interesting to compare the values of h calculated in the previOus section 
(4.3.4 .2), i.e. based on dimensionless numbers and convection, with the ones calculated 
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in this section where the model is based on cylindrical thermal conduction in air. These 
values are shown in Table 4.10. 
The small difference between the values obtained for h ( -10%) with a microscopic 
convection approach and a pure conduction approach suggests that the analysis 
presented in this section, although somewhat empirical, is substantially correct, and 
encourages the use of this approach to calculate heat loss into the ambient from more 
complex structures such as the microgripper. 
4.3.4.4. Determination of the conduction heat loss coefficients for adjacent beams 
When trying to model thermal actuators, it is important to be able to model microbeams 
that are adjacent, i.e. separated by a small gap of air. In this instance, heat transfer 
occurs into the ambient as well as in between the beams. 
T = Taverage 
Fig. 4.13: (a) Total heat losses from coupled microbeams (b) Cooperative heat losses into the 
ambient (c) Intra device heat exchange by conduction. 
For dual beams, calculations of the geometrical factors for heat transfer into the ambient 
from each individual beam rest upon further simplifying assumptions. It does not seem 
appropriate to calculate the geometrical factors for each beam of the actuator (hot and 
cold) as in Table 4.10 where it is assumed that they are thermally independent. Instead it 
is proposed that both beams transfer heat into the environment cooperatively (Fig. 4 .13). 
Initially, an aggregate geometrical factor is calculated for both beams by "combining" 
them geometrically. The equivalent size of the beam will be given by its overall 
rectangular envelope. This geometrical factor is then apportioned between the two 
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beams in proportion to the exposed circumference. Inevitably, this implies that the 
geometrical factor for a dual beam is Jess than the one for two similar single beams in 
isolation. 
Surface: Tempera1ure Arrow: Heat flux Max: 31 : 
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Fig. 4.14: 2D simulation for the validation of the heat transfer coefficients from two beams losing 
heat cooperatively. 
Various geometrical factors have been calculated using equation (4.20), i.e. considering 
a microbeam of equivalent radius r surrounded by an isothermal cylinder of radius 
R ( = 1 mm), and are shown in Table 4.11. Due to the empirical nature of this approach, 
the calculated coefficients have been verified by 2D FEA (Femlab) thermal analysis 
integrating beams with rectangular shape (Fig. 4.14). The comparison between both 
results indicates that the proposed geometrical factors are accurate within ± 3%; this 
accuracy is comparable to that inherent in the assumptions of the 1 D model itself. 
Furthermore, the use of empirical relations, whilst trading accuracy to a limited extent, 
does enable the rapid assessment of design variants before comprehensive 3D FEA 
modelling is carried out. 
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Table4.11: Adjacent beams: Apportioned geometrical factors calculated using equation (4.20), and 
FEA software (aT = 40K) 
t wh We gap r f fh fc f f f deviation 2DFEA 2DFEA 2DFEA [J.Llll] [J.Llll] [J.Llll] [J.Llll] [J.Llll] total apportioned apportioned total apportioned apportioned [%] 
30 140 140 60 5.41E-05 2.47 1.24 1.24 2.41 1.20 1.20 -2.81 
30 140 250 60 8.91E-05 2.81 1.04 1.77 2.86 l.l9 1.67 1.75 
30 140 40 60 2.23E-05 2.15 1.58 0.56 2.10 1.37 0.73 -2.10 
100 140 140 60 7.64E-05 2.69 1.35 1.35 2.70 1.35 1.35 0.30 
100 140 250 60 1.11E-04 3.02 l.l7 1.85 3.05 1.29 1.76 1.00 
100 140 40 60 4.46E-05 2.38 1.61 0.76 2.35 1.45 0.90 -1.14 
Comparing the values in Table 4.10 and Table 4. 11, it can be seen that in the case of a 
beam thickness of 100 J.lm and a width of 140 J.lm the geometrical factor in isolation 
would be 2.11. If it is considered now as adjacent to another beam of the same 
dimensions (140 x 100 J.lm) and separated by a gap of 60 J.lm the partitioned geometrical 
factor is 1.35. 
4.3.4.5. Determination of the conduction heat exchange coefficients 
Two microbeams at different temperatures that are reasonably close to each other in 
comparison to their characteristic dimensions will exchange heat between them. The 
heat exchange between the surfaces is characterised by 
(4.24) 
where Tc and T11 are the temperatures of the hotter and colder beams respectively, andf~x 
is a geometrical factor that will depend on the temperature difference between the 
opposite beams, the gap dimensions, the fluid contained in the gap and the geometry of 
the surfaces. 
For simplicity, consider that the heat transferred between the two surfaces of the 
coupled beams is similar to the heat exchange between two planar parallel plates at 
different temperatures. Provided that the beams are reasonably close to each other in 
comparison to their characteristic dimensions, then the geometrical factor is relatively 
straightforward to estimate, as the problem is similar to that of the capacitance of a 
semi-infinite strip line. 
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(a) (b) 
L 
gap 
Fig. 4.15: Schematic heat transfer between beams. (a) Cross-sectional view of the adjacent beams 
(b) 3D view. 
In the approximation where the separation, gap, is smaller than the thickness of the 
beams, t, the geometrical factor,f, can be given by 
f =-r-
ex gap (4.25) 
In the case where gap is larger than the thickness t (Fig. 4.15), then the following 
approximation, based upon geometrically equivalent formula for stripline capacitance, 
can be used to determine the geometrical factor [287]. 
(l-gap)6 
fex = 1.21 +-t--0.11 gap+ 2t 
gap t 2 (4.26) 
However, the above formula does not consider the finite thickness of the beam and 
treats them as thin planes. Following a number of 2D FEA trials (Fig. 4.16), an 
empirical approximation has been derived that takes into account the thickness of the 
beam. The formula relies on the transformation of the real beam thickness, t, to a 
nominal value, t', to be applied in equation (4.26). If the width of the beam is w, then 
the transformation is 
. r I+ 1.4 ; + 0.384 wg 1 
t =t --------"'----
w w 
1+0.325(+0.558 
(4.27) 
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In the case of two coupled beams with different widths, then the value used is the 
average of the two. 
Surface: Temperature Contour: Heat nux Arrrrw Heat nux 
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Fig. 4.16: 2D simulation for the validation of the heat exchange coefficients. 
In this section, the possible contribution of radiation heat exchange between the beams 
has been ignored. The reason for this is that, at the scale of the microgripper (or in 
particular for the size of the gap -60 j.!m), the intra-device radiation is negligible 
compared to conductive heat exchange. 
Radiative heat exchange can exist between close proximity objects when there is a 
temperature difference. This might occur in between the cold and hot arms at 
temperatures Tc and Th respectively. The radiative heat between bodies could be 
calculated using equation (4.28) [276], a modified version of the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 
(4.28) 
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where Fhc is a radiation shape factor that takes into account the geometry of the beams 
and the gap. For the characteristic dimensions of the hot arm and a gap separation of 60 
J.lm the values of Fhc have been calculated to be 0.25 and 0.5 for a beam thickness of 30 
and 100 J.Lm respectively [276]. For the length of the microgripper L= 2000 J.Lm this 
leads to values of the radiation heat exchange between the surfaces two orders of 
magnitude smaller than the ones due to conduction heat exchange. 
This result however is not valid for any size of gap. A general comparison between 
different heat mechanisms between surfaces separated by a fluid gap of different length 
scales was recently performed by Han et al. [288]. There it was demonstrated that 
thermal radiation between surface dominates at the macroscale (gap > 1 mm) and has an 
inflection point at approximately the micron range. Thermal radiation reduces with 
diminishing gap size from the macroscale to the microscale, but starts growing when 
microscale effects such as interference and tunnelling start having a major impact (gap 
< 1 J.Lm) [288, 289]. When the size of the gap is equivalent or smaller than the dominant 
radiative wavelength at the temperature, the radiation heat transfer is intensified. In 
practice, this dimension is likely to be less than 100 nm. 
These results suggest that for the scale of the microgripper the dominant phenomenon in 
between the hot and cold arm is a pure conduction mechanism, and that the use of 
conduction shape factors is justified. 
4.3.5. Quantitative validation of the thermal analysis 
Table 4.12 shows the comparison of the magnitude of the heat losses for a typical hot 
arm of the microgripper in the mesoscale (w =140 J.Lm, t =100 J.Lm) and for an eventual 
hot arm of the microgripper in the microscale (w = 14 J.lm, t = 20 J.Lm). The contribution 
of conduction proportional to jK""', classical convection (mass transport i.e. h - Ra 114) 
proportional to h, and radiation proportional to hrad at different temperatures, T=300, 
350 and 400 K, has been calculated based on equations (4.13), (4.14), (4.18), (4.19) and 
(4.20). 
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Table 4.12: Comparison of the magnitude of the heat losses due to conduction, intra-device heat 
conduction, convection, and radiation at different temperatures T=300, 350 and 400 K. 
Mesoscale 
UNITS 
h cond 
hconv 
h rad h conv I h cond (%) h radl h cond (%) [Wm"1 K 1] ( -Ra"4) 
300 106.6 22.0 6.1 20.6 5.7 
350 106.6 38.0 9.7 35.7 9.1 
400 106.6 44.0 14.5 41.3 13.6 
Microscale 
UNITS 
h cond 
h conv 
hrad h conv I h cond (%) h rad I h cond (%) [W m·1 K 1] (-Ra"4) 
300 443.8 30.0 6.1 6.8 1.4 
350 443.8 52.0 9.7 11.7 2.2 
400 443.8 60.0 14.5 13.5 3.3 
At the microscale, for the range of temperatures between 293 K and 400 K, neglecting 
radiation and convection seems to be a good approximation as the heat losses represent 
in both cases less than 13% of the total heat lost by conduction. 
At the mesoscale, for the range of temperatures between 293 K and 400 K, neglecting 
radiation heat losses seems a reasonably good approximation since the radiative heat 
losses represent less than 13% of the total heat by conduction. Convective heat losses, 
however, represent in some cases up to -40% of the heat losses. The question is now 
whether it is reasonable to add the losses of convection (mass transfer) to the losses of 
conduction. This will be verified experimentally during the validation of the models in 
Chapter 6 (validation in section 6.3) 
Based on these results, the analytical model presented in this thesis will not take into 
account the effects of heat radiation. However the contribution of conduction and 
convection heat losses will be considered. Hence, for an arbitrary infinitesimal volume 
of the microgripper, the balance ID heat equation (4.8) defined in section 4.3, can be 
rewritten as 
qgen =(qCONDix -qCONDix+dx)+qcond +qconv (4.29) 
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or 
(4.30) 
Before concluding the thermal analysis a last hypothesis must be checked. The thermal 
behaviour of the microgripper has been described using a ID model along the x-axis. 
Intrinsic to this assumption is that the heat flow along the beam length is relatively large 
in comparison to the heat flow in the orthogonal directions, i.e. y and z. 
To check this hypothesis it is possible to calculated the Biot number, Bi, in the y and z 
direction using the formulae 
Bi = hcond Lj 
I( (4.31) 
where hcond is the conduction coefficient of heat transfer to the ambient and Lj (j=y, z) is 
the characteristic length along the y- and z-directions, and K is the thermal conductivity 
of the beam. 
The Biot number relates the heat transfer resistance inside and at the surface of a body. 
Using the values of hcond shown in Table 4.12, and a value of 0.2 W m- 1 K 1 for the 
thermal conductivity of SU8 it can be seen that the values of Bi are much smaller than 
unity, generally of the order of 10-2-10-3• Therefore a ID thermal conduction model is 
appropriate to describe the thermal behaviour of the microgripper. 
4.4. lD electrothermal analytical model 
The end goal of the analytical model is to be able to calculate the steady state 
temperature distribution, T(x), along the device under Joule heating. 
4.4.1. General electrothermal definitions 
A simplified representation of a generic microgripper to be modelled is shown in Fig. 
4.17. In order to further simplify the calculations, only one half of the microgripper 
around its symmetry plane will be modelled. Current is injected into the metallisation 
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layer and joule heating leads to differential heating and expansion in the different parts 
of the structure. 
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
Beam I Beam 3 Beam 5 
Beam 2 Beam 4 
Fig. 4.17: Sketch of the actuator to be modelled. 
For the purposes of modelling, the mtcrognpper is split into 3 sections. Section 1 
comprises part of the "hot arm", labelled Beam 1 and the flexure, labelled Beam 2. In 
Section 2, the remaining portion of the hot arm (Beam 3) lies adjacent to the cold arm 
(Beam 4). The reason the hot arm is given two distinct identities despite being uniform 
across both cross sections, is that the heat transferred from adjacent flexure or cold arm 
regions gives the hot arm distinct thermal profiles in each section. Finally, section 3 
includes the unheated gripper arm (Beam 5). 
When developing the model the following aspects will be considered: 
• All temperatures, T(x), in the model are taken to be relative to the ambient. 
(4.32) 
where Tabs(x) is the absolute temperature. 
• For the hot arm of the microgripper, the thin metal layer provides a substantial 
contribution to the overall thermal conduction path. Therefore, in line with the 
approach underlying the 1-D model, the metal and dielectric conduction paths 
are simply aggregated under the assumption that the temperatures are uniform 
within the section (see equation (4.7)). 
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o The temperature dependence of the resistivity will not be explicitly included in 
the model. For practical purposes, the resistivity will be considered a constant 
parameter p(T,x) = p, along the length of the hot arm and for a given current 
level. The latter will permit obtaining a closed form solution for the heat 
equation. During the simulations, this dependency will be considered in an 
iterative manner i.e. using an adjusted value of the resistivity for each range of 
current and expected average temperatures. 
o The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of the surrounding 
ambient will not be explicitly included in the models. For practical purposes, the 
thermal conductivity will be considered as a constant parameter, K(T) = K', for a 
given current level. During the simulations, this dependency will be considered 
in an iterative manner i.e. using a look-up table of property values of the thermal 
conductivity at corresponding current levels and expected temperature ranges. 
The combination of equations ( 4. 9), ( 4.12), ( 4.19) and ( 4.24 ), expressed in heat per unit 
length, yields the following second-order partial differential equation 
(4.33) 
where q' gen is the heat generated per unit length. 
Equation (4.33) defines the governing lD steady-state heat equation for a typical 
microbeam of temperature T separated by a distance, gap lfex =!ex (gap)), from another 
microbeam of temperature Tc. This equation can be used to solve the thermal behaviour 
of a Joule heated beam. 
In the following sections, equation (4.33) will be solved considering different boundary 
conditions at the anchor points and different system configurations. In particular, the 
analysis performed for a single microbeam will be extended to cover multiple beams. 
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4.4.2. Single beam model 
To illustrate the working principle of the simple analytical model, a single beam system 
will be simulated before dealing with more complex structures. This case, !ex = 0, and 
the general solution to equation (4.33) is given by 
T(x) = T0 +AI cosh(~)+ Blsinh(~) 
lrh lrh 
(4.34) 
where 
(4.35) 
I /2 I 
T = q Ken lh = q gen 
° KA (4.36) 
and A' and B' are constants of integration dependent on the boundary conditions. 
The parameter, lth. is very useful, as it is a characteristic parameter that describes the 
useful length of a thermal beam. For a given q' gen. the average temperature of the beam 
increases with increasing length, I, and then reaches a saturation value T 0, where l>lth· 
That is to say, for kith• thermal conduction to the anchors dominates; for l>lth thermal 
conduction to the ambient dominates. If the device efficiency was measured by the total 
length expansion of the beam, then for a given geometry, the device increases linearly 
with length for kith. but saturates at higher values of I, where l>lth· 
It is instructive to calculate lth for different materials. For example, nickel and SUS 
(gold resistor) for a representative value of the section A= 1SOO J..1m2• Assuming thatfis 
1.16, then for nickel lth= 1SS7 J.lm in air and for SUS it is considerably smaller, lth= 109 
11m. The implication of this is that efficient devices in SUS can be created using smaller 
structures than would be the case for nickel. Where the surrounding medium is water, 
the characteristic lengths are about a factor of five lower. 
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Fig. 4.18: Temperature decay along the length of the jaw for different beam materials. T0 = 100 °C 
Equation (4.34) can be directly used to solve the temperature distribution and the heat 
conducted into the Beam 5, the extended prong of the micro gripper, in Fig. 4 .17. In this 
case q' gen = 0. Assuming that one end of the beam is maintained at a constant 
temperature, T5(0)=T50, that the beam length is L 5, and that the temperature gradient is 
zero, at the remote end dT5/dx lx=L=O (no longitudinal heat conduction into air at the 
end). The temperature is given by 
T5 (x) =A' cosh(~)+ B'sinh(~) 
lrh lrh 
(4.37) 
where 
A'=Tso (4.38) 
and 
(4.39) 
The temperature gradient at the ongm IS B '/l1h and it is easy to calculate the heat 
conducted into the beam at the origin: 
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(4.40) 
For this particular configuration l1h indicates the length along the jaw at which the initial 
temperature has decayed by 63%. Fig. 4.18 shows the decay of temperature from an 
initial temperature of 100 oc above ambient. As can be seen, the length of the jaws built 
in metals such as nickel, commonly used in thermal actuators, should be at least 
1887 11m in order to remain close to ambient temperature at the ends. 
4.4.3. Coupled beam model 
In the structure to be modelled in detail, it is important to be able to model beams that 
are adjacent. In this instance, heat transfer occurs between the beams as well as into the 
ambient. Equations ( 4.41) is a set of coupled equations describing the behaviour of two 
adjacent beams 
(4.41) 
where ~h and ~c are the aggmgate thermal conduction for the hot and cold arms 
respectively, Th is the temperature (above ambient) of beam 1 (hot arm) and Tc is the 
temperature of beam 2 (cold arm), Ch = fh Koo and Cc = fc Koo are the heat loss 
coefficients to the ambient from the beams 1 and 2 respectively, Chc = fc Koo is the heat 
transfer coefficient that characterises the heat exchange between the two beams. Finally, 
Pht and P c1 are the heat generated per unit length for each arm. 
The above equation system can be solved by matrix algebra and choosing a linear 
superposition ofT hand Tc. Equation ( 4.41) can be expressed in a matrix form as 
(4.42) 
Or equivalently, 
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(4.43) 
The above matrix representation can be diagonalised by a suitable transformation 
(4.44) 
By solving for the eigenvalues of the matrix described by equation (4.44), the coupled 
equations can be separated giving two solvable equations in T\ and T' c· 
~ET'=Mtf'-P 
dx 2 and ( 4.45) 
By choosing £to be a matrix of column eigenvectors forM we can rewrite the above 
equation: 
where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues: 
and finally 
To which the solutions are: 
I ~ = Ll 
( 4.46) 
(4.47) 
( 4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
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T' = C cosh(_::_)+ D sinh(_::_)+ e-1 Phtl} + e-1 Pc~l} 
c l l 12 k A 22 kA 
c c h c 
(4.51) 
A, B, C, D are constants which are required to fit the initial boundary conditions of 
continuity of temperature and heat flux . 
The original (untransformed) temperatures, Th and Tc, are calculated using£, the matrix 
set out in equation (4.44). All lD calculations presented in the following sections are 
performed using a simple spreadsheet tool. 
4.4.4. Modelling the microgripper 
The complete modelling of the microgripper requires 3 sets of equations: 2 coupled 
beam model (equation 4.41) and one single beam model (equation (4.34) , corresponding 
to each of the three sections illustrated in Fig. 4.17. In total there are five separate 
temperature distributions to calculate, T 1, T2, T3, T4 , T5. 
T=O 1 
T=O 2 
. 
. 
'L: q-1 
...... :__,.. 
. 
. 
:T2= T4 
. 
. 
Fig. 4.19: Summary of boundary conditions used in the simulations. 
T=O 5 
The link between the separate equations describing each zone is defined by a set of 
boundary conditions assuming a continuous temperature distribution and continuity of 
heat flow (Fig. 4.19). Furthermore it is assumed that the anchor is thermally grounded 
with respect to the ambient. From solutions (4.37) and (4.50), (4.51), the single beam 
equation carries two unknowns, A', B' and the two coupled equations four each, A, B, 
C, D (E, F, G, H). In total there are 10 unknowns to be determined to define the 
temperature distribution absolutely and these correspond to the 10 defining boundary 
conditions set out below in Table 4.13 . 
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Table 4.13: Summary of boundary conditions. 
Number Location Boundary condition Comment 
At the anchor T 1 =0 Anchor thermally grounded 
2 At the anchor T2 = 0 Anchor thermally grounded 
3 Boundary Zone I: Zone 2 T 1 =T3 Continuous temperature distribution 
4 Boundary Zone I: Zone 2 T2 = T4 Continuous temperature distribution 
Boundary Zone I: Zone 2 
dT1 dT3 Continuity of heat flow 5 k1A1-=k3 A3 -dx dx 
6 Boundary Zone I: Zone 2 k A dT2 = k A dT4 22dx 44dx Continuity of heat flow 
7 Boundary Zone 2: Zone 3 T3 = Ts Continuous temperature distribution 
8 Boundary Zone 2: Zone 3 T4 = Ts Continuous temperature distribution 
9 Boundary Zone 2: Zone 3 k3A3 d7] = k4 J4 d~ k5A5 dJ5 dx dx dx Continuity of heat flow 
10 End of extended arm ksAs dTs = 0 Continuity of heat flow- negligible axial dx flow of heat into the ambient 
4.4.5. Validation of the lD electrothermal model using FEA simulation 
The results provided by the proposed 1 D electrothermal model can be compared with 
the results obtained from finite element analysis (FEA) using the commercial software 
CoventorWare™ [290]. This software is able to solve highly coupled electrothermal 
problems, however, the options available to implement the heat losses to the 
surrounding ambient (e.g. air) are limited. The only way of representing those heat 
losses by conduction as opposed to convection is by simulating a sufficiently big mass 
of air around the structure. The air has to be modelled using conductive elements and 
therefore ignoring its fluidic properties. Although this method provides reasonably good 
results, this process is highly time consuming (> 6 hours per simulation) compared with 
the analytical model. 
The geometry and characteristic dimensions of the microgripper and material properties 
used in the analytical and FEA simulations are shown in Fig. 4.20, and in Table 4.14 
and Table 4.15. The FEA simulations were performed using a Manhattan meshing with 
hexahedral second order elements .. The . elements were rectangular in shape . with 
dimensions 100 x 100 x 100 J.1m and with a maximum and minimum number of 
elements per edge of 20 and 2 respectively. The air has been modelled with 
approximately 85000 volume elements. 
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(a) 
40 J.!ID 
1600 J.!ID 60 11m 
t 
+----------------+.~ 
1-60 J.!m 
t ¢140 J.!m 
2000 J.!ID 
(*)Out-of-plane thickness 30 Jlm 
(b) 
x = 0 x _ L Connection ~~~~~-~-~/ t--1 ---+--- ----1 
x=L x=O x=L x=2L x =2L 
Fig. 4.20: (a) Geometry and characteristic dimensions used during the FEA validation of the 
analytical model (b) Unfolded coordinate system for x. 
Table 4.14: Material properties used during the FEA (CoventorWare™) simulations. 
Material SU8 properties FEA 
E [MPa] 4.4 * I 03 
Poisson 0.22 
TCE [1/K] 5.2 * w-5 
lC [ pW/ Jlm K] 2 * 105 
cr0 [ pS/ Jlmfl 
1GJ [WI m Kf*> 
<*> 4*10-11 T4 - l*I0-7 T3 +I * 104 T2 - 0.0647 T + 16.011 
<**> 72 * I 0-6 + 0.025642 T 
Au 
0.35 
1.2 * w-6 
297 * 105 
5.022 * 1013 
Table 4.15: Parameters used during the analytical simulations. 
Analytical model 
parameters 
fh 
fc 
fex 
fjaw 
Po[Wmf> 
IGJ[ W/ m Kf*> 
<*> TCR = 0.0039 K' 1 
<**> 72 * 10-6 + 0.025642 T 
Values 
1.23 
1.23 
1.49 
1.8 
2.53* 10-8 
0.025642 
Air 
0.025642 
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Fig. 4.21 and Table 4.16 show the comparison between the values obtained for the 
characteristic temperatures of the microgripper model by PEA and analytical simulation 
under different system configurations. The reason why, in the PEA models, the 
temperature seems not to be continuous between the hot and cold arms is because the 
decay of the temperature along the connection has not been represented in the graphs 
(see coordinate system in (Fig. 4.20 (b)). 
90 • 3D FEA 
o lD Electrothennal model 
80 
70 
60 
.........., 50 
~ 
.......... 
,---.,. 
40 ><: .._., 
E-< 
30 
20 
10 
0 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 
X coordinate [J.!m] 
Fig. 4.21: Simulated (FEA vs. Analytical) temperature profile developed along the hot and cold 
arms of a single heated arm actuator (I= 30 rnA). (X coordinate unfolded (Fig. 45.20 (b)) 
The results in Fig. 4.21 have been obtained by applying 30 rnA of input current and 
USing 
in the PEA analysis, a constant value of the thermal conductivity of the ambient, 
i.e. K"" =constant, and a variable value of the resistivity that depends on the 
temperature and therefore on the position x along the length of the hot arm, i.e. 
p = p(x, T). 
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m the analytical model, constants values of the thermal conductivity of the 
ambient and the resistivity. They both will depend on the temperatures of the 
device (Tave_FEA) calculated by FEA as in the previous bullet point, i.e. Koa = Koa 
(Tave FEA) = constant, and p = p (Tav FEA) = constant. 
The results obtained from the FEA simulations are interesting because they enable one 
to check how the variation of temperature along the length of the hot arm affects the 
value of the resistivity and therefore, the final temperature distribution. 
Table 4.16: Average temperatures calculated for the hot and cold arms of the actuators calculated 
with analytical and FEA models. 
20mA 30mA 40mA 
Model [K] Th Tc aT Th Tc aT Th Tc aT 
FEA 
p:p(x,T); 26 15 II 68 39 29 159 92 67 
K..a = Constant 
FEA 
p:p(x,T); 25 14 II 64 37 27 131 79 52 
K..a = K..a(x,y,z,T) 
Analytical 
p:p(T ave_FEA); 29 16 13 72 38 34 143 76 67 
'K..a = K..a(T ave_FEA) 
IIRmeasu~ments 30 16 14 . 73 40 33 144· 81 63 
As can be seen from Fig. 4.21, at moderate temperatures ( <80 oc above ambient), there 
is a good agreement between analytical and FEA models even if the variation of the 
thermal conductivity in the FEA model is not considered, i.e. if Koa(x, y, z. T) = TQJ. At 
higher temperatures obtained using 40 rnA current (Table 4.16), however, if thermal 
conductivity is kept constant in the FEA simulations, the results start to diverge, giving 
higher temperature in the FEA analysis. The opposite happens when the value of the 
thermal conductivity to the ambient depends on temperature (Koa = Koa (x, y, z, T) 
(second line Table 4.16). In this case, the overall temperatures provided by the FEA 
simulations are lower than the ones predicted by the analytical model. Actually, the 
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analytical model seems to provide temperatures in the range between both FEA models. 
As an indication, IR measurements of the temperature9 are also included in Table 4.16. 
80 
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60 
50 
.--. 
~ 40 ....._. 
,.-._ 
>( 
""-' f-.; 30 
20 
10 
0 
0 
• design 1_(30) h = 200 W m·2 K 1(connection simulated) 
.., design 1_(30) h = 200 W m-2 K 1 
o FEA design 1_(30) h= 200 W m·2 K 1 
T = 50.1 K 
ave hot 
T h = 49.8 K 
ave ot 
T h = 48.9 K 
ave ol 
T td= 2.5 K ave co 
T = 1.3 K 
ave cold 
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
X coordinate [J..Lm] 
3500 4000 
Fig. 4.22: Simulated (FEA vs. Analytical) temperature profile developed along the hot and cold 
arms when the heat exchange between the arms is not considered actuator (I = 30 rnA). 
In the final part of this section, the agreement between FEA and analytical models has 
also been checked under the assumption that there is no heat exchange between the arms 
(Fig. 4.22) . The validation of the 1D model in this way is necessary if the model is 
intended to be used for the simulation of a device built in a highly electrical and 
thermally conductive material where heat losses to the anchors are dominant. Under 
those assumptions, the heat exchange coefficient becomes !ex = 0, and the heat transfer 
coefficients f; (i= h c) are calculated as explained in section 4.3.4.3. When there is not 
air in between the arms of the actuators, the FEA simulations can be done faster without 
simulating the air but instead just introducing a convection coefficient as a boundary 
condition. 
9 The measurements will be explained in detail in Chapter 5. 
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Also shown in Fig. 4.22 is the comparison of the results when the connection bridge 
(see Fig. 4.20 (b)) is considered. The connection can be included in the analytical model 
by slightly modifying the boundary conditions to the equation system ( 4.41) (Table 
4.13). In all the simulations, an input value of the current of 30 rnA and a constant value 
of the heat losses to the air has been considered (h = 200 W m-2 K 1). All of the models 
show a very good agreement but it can be seen that the results provided by the analytical 
model are slightly more accurate when the connection bridge is taken into account. In 
all of the simulations in this thesis the connection bridge will be considered. 
4.4.6. Proposed electrothermal modelling technique 
During the validation of the analytical model (section 4.4.5), the value of the material 
properties, resistivity of the metallisation and thermal conductivity of air, were fixed 
and based on the average temperatures predicted by the FEA model, at a given input 
current (T ave_FEA). However, for a useful analytical tool it is important that the 
electrothermal model is able to correctly predict the temperature without the 
requirement of any external FEA or experimental data. 
In the following points, a modelling methodology is proposed to include, in an iterative 
manner, the dependency of the material properties with temperature. 
1. The simulations start at the minimum current level, /0 , or where relatively small 
temperatures are expected, in the case presented here /0 = 20 rnA. Initially 
standard properties of the conductive layer and ambient air are introduced. Three 
initial property values are required in the model: the resistivity of the 
metallisation at ambient temperature, p0, the temperature coefficient of 
resistance, TCR, and the thermal conductivity of the surrounding atmosphere at 
ambient temperature, !((). 
2. At I0 = 20 rnA, the model will generate different temperature outputs (ilT, T(x), 
T max. etc.) among which are the average tempentture of the hot ar~, Th, and the 
average temperature of the cold arm, Tc. These values will be then used to 
calculate, p(T11• / 0) and Koi.Tc, /0). These new property values will be introduced, 
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in a second run of the model, and the definitive values for the temperature 
distribution at Io will be calculated and recorded. 
3. A new current level, h 2 rnA apart from the initial value, will be introduced as a 
second input to the model. The last values used for the resistivity and the 
thermal conductivity i.e. p(Th, 10) and K(Tc, 10), will be used as material 
properties for the first run. As in point 2, the resulting temperature outputs will 
be used to recalculate p(Th. 11) and K(T0 11), and the new temperature 
distributions will be calculated and recorded. 
4. The same procedure can be repeated until the upper limit of input currents for 
the simulations is reached. 
4.5. lD mechanical model 
4.5.1. Basic analysis and background 
The analysis presented in this section is used to calculate the static deflection of a beam 
and apply that to the more complex situation where multiple beams are connected . 
.................................... 
. 
/c~ntreline 
T tension 
Fig. 4.23: Mechanics of a simple beam 
y 
L 
X 
. 
Centreline·~ 
tension T 
Since the problem is a static one, then in the case of equilibrium all forces and moments 
on the beam must necessarily be equal to zero. It is also assumed that beam theory can 
be applied, i.e. that the thickness (y direction (Fig. 4.23)) of the beam is small compared 
to the length, and therefore certain simplifying assumptions may be made. 
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For a simple cantilever beam of thickness, t, whose centreline tension is T (Fig. 4.23), 
the force per unit volume is given by [291] (beam-column equation) 
(4.52) 
where E is the Young's modulus and T the centreline tension. 
The thickness term, t, is always defined to be in the same direction as that of the 
deflection. The first term in equation ( 4.52) is essentially a buckling term, as the 
centreline tension itself is proportional to any distortion for a beam that is constrained in 
some way. Thus it is a non-linear term. The second term is the linear flexure term 
(Euler-Bernoulli equation). That the first term is a non-linear term can be seen as 
follows: 
For a beam constrained at both ends then the centreline tension can be approximated to 
when the deflections are small compared to the length of the beam 
(4.53) 
Thus the overall force can be rewritten as 
(4.54) 
To appreciate the order of contribution of each of the terms we can assume that there is 
a small deflection of 11y in a beam of length I. Then the forces are of the following order 
(4.55) 
Clearlycthe centreline tension produces a non-linear or buckling term. It can, however, 
be ignored if the deflection is small. The ratio of the two terms is given by: 
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Fbuckling :::: 6 ~y
2 
F flexure 12 
(4.56) 
The conclusion is therefore that the problem can be reduced to a simple linear flexure 
problem, if the deflection is small compared to the thickness of the beam. With this 
assumption, the force is given by 
(4.57) 
The solutions to this are: 
(4.58) 
Otherwise, the more general solution to (4.52) is of the form 
For positive T, (i.e. tensile stress and positive strain (E>O)) 
y = Acoskx+ Bsinkx+ Cx+ D where k ~ JI2T ~ ~,/12£ 
Et 2 t 
(4.59) 
For negative T (i.e. compressive stress and negative strain ((E<O)) 
y = Acoshkx+ Bsinhkx+ Cx+ D (4.60) 
In order to calculate the boundary conditions at specific interfaces, it is useful to know 
the bending moment (couple) and shear force contributed by the beam 
. Et3w d2 y Bendmg Moment= ----
2
-
12 dx (4.61) 
where w is the width of the beam (perpendicular dimension) 
(4.62) 
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4.5.2. Problem Definition 
In this section the mechanical modelling of the micro gripper, or rather the modelling of 
a single actuator element, will be presented. The simplest method for obtaining a closed 
solution is to impose a centreline strain on the hot arm, th. Ultimately, this leads to a 
solution for the deflection of the entire system. This solution can then be analysed to 
determine the unstrained relative expansion of the two arms, which in turn can be used 
to calculate the average temperature difference between the two arms. Ideally, the 
average temperature difference itself would be the starting point of the solution, since 
this represents the output of any thermal modelling. However, it is much more difficult 
to produce a closed form solution from this starting point. 
(a) 
I 
(h) 
;...... 
tWh 0 
...c: t s I u c::: ;wr <t:: 
I 
w-
lr c 
-
.. 
i HOt arm 
... 
= 
--J<leiure - --·-... 
I Cold arm 
-
t =out-of-plane thickness 
Fig.4.24: Sketch of the actuator for the mechanical model (a) Characteristic dimension (b) Actuator 
sections 
In modelling the actuator shown in Fig. 4.24, the beam thickness, t, of the three beam 
elements, is the dimension in the direction of the deflection. So in the case of the 
microgripper, with an in-plane deflecting actuator, the thickness represents the 
horizontal dimension i.e. the width w of the beams. 
Overall the solution of the problem is split into three separate regions (Fig. 4.24 (b)): 
hot arm, flexure, and cold arm each defined by the equations (4.59) or (4.60) with t 
substituted by w. In total there are 12 unknowns of integration. 
The general solution for the hot arm (£<0) 
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The general solution for the flexure (E>O) 
y = A f cos k f x + B f sink f x + C f x + D f 
The general solution for the cold ann (E>O) 
where 
where k = -
1
- ~12E f 
wf 
where k =_I_ ~12E f 
we 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
Boundary conditions are necessary to define the values of the coefficients. Where 
beams join, static equilibrium dictates there should be no net bending moment or shear 
force and continuity may require that where beams join (e.g. flexure and cold arm) the 
relevant deflections and gradients are continuous. The point at the anchors where the hot 
ann and flexure start represents the origin, i.e. x = 0. 
4.5.3. Boundary conditions 
In this problem, it is assumed that the strain in the hot arm is negative, i.e. it is under 
compression. The corresponding strain at the flexure, cf, is governed by the fact that the 
net force on the anchors must be zero for a static problem. 
and (4.63) 
i.e. the flexure ann is under tension. 
At the anchors, which we define as being at x = 0, there are a total of six boundary 
conditions. Both hot arm and flexure are established to have zero displacement and zero 
gradient at the anchors, i.e. 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
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I -o x=O (4.66) 
ayf I 
dx x=O- 0 (4.67) 
The fifth boundary condition at the origin establishes that there should be no net 
bending moment on the system. The couple acting about the flexure consists of three 
terms: two terms relating to the bending of the two beams and an additional couple 
arising from the centreline tension of the hot beam. 
(4.68) 
The final (sixth) boundary condition at the origin is for the shear: 
(4.69) 
From (4.63)- (4.69) the following set of equations is obtained. 
(4.70) 
(4.71) 
(4.72) 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
( ]
3/2 
All= Wj Bh 
wh 
(4.75) 
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This partly defines the solution for the regions of the hot arm and flexure. Now it is 
necessary to consider the solutions for the third region, the cold arm. Thus the boundary 
conditions at the junction of flexure and cold arm have to be established. 
As with the other arms, the cold arm has a centreline tension and, for the forces to 
balance, at the interface between flexure and cold arm the following must apply: 
and (4.76) 
Continuity in displacement at x = lr implies: 
Similarly, continuity in the gradient at x = lr implies: 
Fig. 4.25: Flexure/cold arm interface 
For the impact of bending moment at this interface, it is instructive to sketch out the 
interface and the central forces. The net couple at the interface is comprised of the 
bending moment forces (second derivative) and the couple provided by the centreline 
forces (Fig. 4.25) 
The overall couple is then given by: 
(4.79) 
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evaluated at x = lr 
(4.80) 
The condition for shear at the interface becomes: 
Ew}t a3 y f Ew3t a3 y Shear Force=-------c ____ c =0 
12 ax3 12 ax3 (4.81) 
evaluated at x = lr gives 
(4.82) 
The final two boundary conditions derive from the end of the actuator where hot arm 
and cold arm meet. At that point displacements and gradients for the hot arm and cold 
arm must be identical 
YJ = Yc (4.83) 
(4.84) 
from where 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
The twelve equations (4.70)-(4.75), (4.77)-(4.78), (4.80), (4.82), and (4.85)-(4.86) can 
be solved for the twelve coefficients using matrix methods and are incorporated in the 
design tool. 
4.5.4. Temperature difference versus deflection 
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The next step is to calculate the unstrained difference in length between the hot arm and 
the cold arm/flexure combination. Initially, the lengths can be calculated by integrating 
length elements 
(4.87) 
where Lhh is the length of the hot arm 
Ltc =J l+[dy/ ) 2 dx +J 1+ ( dyc J2dx 
0 dx if dx 
(4.88) 
where Lrc the length of the combined flexure cold arm region. These equations however 
do not consider the strain. The unstrained lengths become 
(4.89) 
if [ dy I )
2 
I ( dy J2 Lfc = f I+ - dx+ f I+ _ c dx-FIEt -(1-F)!Ec 
0 dx if dx 
(4.90) 
where F * I =If and (1-F)*l = (I -If). 
An additional consideration is that because the beams are deflected, one should not 
integrate to the same point in x, as illustrated in: 
Line 
. .... Additional 
· .... . .... .... . r. -···- uncalculated length 
.... . .... 
' · . ~ S Centreline separation 
Fig. 4.26: Additional uncalculated length element 
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Fig. 4.26 shows that there is an uncalculated length, for the hot arm which is simply 
given by: 
(4.91) 
So the final expression for Lhh should be 
(4.92) 
Hence the effective temperature induced differential expansion is given by: 
(4.93) 
If the thermal expansion of the material IS a then the difference m the average 
temperature between the two arms is: 
(4.94) 
Equation (4.92) finally determines the average temperature difference between the two 
arms. This quantity drives the deflection and can be derived from any thermal model. 
4.5.5. Validation of the lD thermomechanical model 
The results provided by the 1D analytical model can be compared with the results 
obtained from the commercial finite element software CoventorWare TM [290]. Two 
models with dimensions, design 1 and design 2, shown in Table 4.17 have been 
analysed with it. 
Fig. 4.27 shows the comparison between the FEA and analytical modelling results of 
the actuator with dimensions design 1 (Table 4.17) in two different thicknesses t = 30 
and 100 J.Lm and for a difference in temperature between hot and cold arm L1 T = 60 K. 
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Table 4.17: Characteristic dimensions of the actuators modelled using the FEA and analytical 
thermomechanical model. 
[J.Lm] design 1 design 2 
2000 1500 
lr 2000 360 
wh 140 140 
wh 140 40 
Wr 140 250 
s 60 60 
0 
-5 
E' 
~ 
-10 
~ 
"' c:: :.a 
- 15 ..... 0 
0 
(.) 
>-
-20 
--FEA hot arm t = 30 Jlm 
--FEA cold arm t = 30 Jlffi 
--FEA hot arm t = I 00 Jlm 
--FEA cold arm t = I 00 Jlm 
-25 
--Analytical hot arm t = 30 jlm 
--Analytical hot arm t = I 00 jlm 
-30 
0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 
X coordinate [Jlm] 
Fig. 4.27: Comparison of FEA and analytical model results for the deflection of the same actuator 
(see in two layer thicknesses 30 and 100 J.Lm). 
As can be seen, the agreement between FEA and analytical models is reasonably good 
with a maximum deviation of 3 1-1m in a 26 1-1m total deflection (at x = 2000). A 
characteristic of the analytical model is that the out-of-plane thickness of the device and 
the Young's modulus of the beams have dropped out of the equations. Even though the 
FEA simulations show a slight difference in the deflection between actuators of 
different thicknesses the overall results confirm that the approximations provide 
accurate enough results. Design 1 is the simplest geometry for a thermal actuator, where 
hot and cold arms have the same width. It is interesting to show how the model 
simulates a typical flexure actuator (design 2 in Table 4.17). The results are shown in 
Fig. 4.28. As can be seen overall, the FEA and analytical models results are in good 
agreement with a deviation in the results between 2.5 - 4 1-1m at low and high 
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temperatures respectively. Initially, it could be thought that the difference in the results 
comes from the fact that the analytical model does not take into account the bimorph 
effect generated by the gold layer embedded in the hot arm. However, Fig. 4.29 
demonstrates that the gold layer has a minimal effect on the modification of the in-plane 
deflection value. 
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Fig. 4.28: Comparison of FEA and analytical modelling results for the deflection of design 2 
(Table 4.17) for two different range of temperatures: AT = 30 K and AT = 60 K. 
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Fig. 4.29: Comparison between the FEA model of design 2 composed of a bilayer actuator and a 
single layer actuator for a AT= 60 K. 
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4.6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, analytical models describing the electrothermomechanical behaviour of 
the microgripper have been provided. 
First, a comprehensive electrothermal model describing the thermal behaviour of the 
microgripper has been proposed. A preliminary thermal analysis performed in section 
4.3, has permitted the identification of the relevant heat transfer mechanisms taking 
place within the system and the suppression from the model of those that have the 
smallest contribution i.e. convection by mass transfer (referred as classical convection) 
and radiation. In addition, an alternative approach to calculate heat transfer into the 
ambient has been proposed. This approach utilises conduction heat transfer coefficients 
as opposed to standard convection coefficients. A few semi-empirical relationships for 
these coefficients which take into account the particular geometry of the beams and the 
separation in between adjacent beams have been proposed. 
Second, a mechanical model that predicts the in-plane deflection of the actuator for a 
given difference in temperature between the arms has been provided. The model relates 
the initial strain in the hot arm to the strain in the cold and flexure arms and therefore to 
the geometry of the beams. Once this is done the result is used to calculate the 
elongation of the system and the induced temperature difference between the arms. 
Both models have been combined to create a design tool for the design of different 
microgrippers. All the analytical simulations realised in this chapter has been done with 
a simple spreadsheet tool. The results have been validated by means of commercial FEA 
software. Good agreement between both FEA and analytical models has been 
demonstrated. 
4. 7. Summary 
In this chapter the following generic analytical tools 10 have been provided: 
10 The analytical tool provided in this chapter not only is applicable to the thermal actuator developed in 
this thesis (resistor embedded in the hot arm only) but also to standard thermal actuators. 
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1. A set of semi-empirical formulae for the calculation of the heat transfer 
coefficients to the surrounding ambient by conduction. Departing from existing 
2D conduction shape factors [276], a set of new formulas has been proposed to 
calculate the heat losses by conduction from a single rectangular beam, and from 
two closely spaced beams that lose heat conjointly. In the latter case, different 
formulas have been proposed depending on the relative size of some 
characteristic dimensions of the system: thickness and width of the beams, and 
the spacing between them. All of the coefficients have been validated by FEA. 
2. A single beam 1 D electrothermal model that takes into account the overhanging 
configuration of the beam, and the heat losses into the ambient by conduction as 
opposed to convection. This can be used to obtain the temperature distribution 
along the extended arm Uaw) of the micro gripper. 
3. A coupled beam 1D electrothermal model that takes into account the 
overhanging configuration of the system, the heat losses into the ambient by 
conduction as opposed to convection, and the heat exchange between closely 
spaced beams. This has been used to model the behaviour of the actuators which 
compose the microgripper. 
4. A modelling technique that includes, in an iterative manner, the dependency of 
the material properties, resistivity and thermal conductivity of the air, with 
temperature. 
5. A lD thermomechanical model that predicts the deflection of the actuator for a 
given temperature difference between the arms. 
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CHAPTERS 
Microgripper experimental 
characterisation 
This chapter reports on the experimental characterisation of vanous m1crognpper 
devices. Three different geometrical configurations, each consisting of two thicknesses, 
have been fabricated and tested. The characterisation study combines electrical testing 
with deflection and spatially resolved temperature measurements. The latter has been 
carried out using infrared (IR) thermography, its use in polymeric thermal actuators 
reported here for the first time. 
The in-plane deflection of the microgripper (opening/closing) as a function of the 
driving voltage and temperature is the key focus of this characterisation study. Three 
types of experiments will be carried out for all of the microgrippers. The first one is a 
DC characterisation experiment where the voltage drop across the device is measured 
for a range of applied constant currents. This experiment also provides the measurement 
of the resistance change versus current. The second characterisation experiment is IR 
thermography and it has been used to obtain, in static and transient mode, accurate two 
dimensional mappings of the surface temperature of the devices over a range of input 
currents. Relevant thermal variables such as the temperature profile developed along the 
arms of the actuators, the maximum temperature or the thermal response time will be 
reported here. The final experiment consists of measuring the deflection of the unloaded 
microgrippers, and of carrying out a set of manipulation experiments. The manipulation 
of microsized pillars and cell clusters is demonstrated and qualitatively assessed. Other 
aspects such as lifetime and failure mechanisms are also discussed. 
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5.1. Test devices 
Fig. 5.1 shows the three microgripper configurations that have been fabricated and 
tested. 
Design 1 
Design 2 
Design 3 
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Top 
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Fig. 5.1: Schematic of the tested microgrippers (design 1, design 2 and design 3) (Left) top view 
(Right) Partial cross-sectional view. 
As can be seen from Table 5.1, some geometrical features are common to all of the 
microgripper configurations, i.e. the width of the resistors, WAw the spacing between the 
actuators, G, the gap between the individual arms of the actuators, gap, and the length 
of the jaws, L1. The geometry of the individual actuators, however, is slightly different 
in each case. In design 1, the overall geometry of the hot and cold arms is identical. In 
design 2, the cold arms of the actuators are twice the width of the hot arms and are 
connected to the anchor with a thin beam called a flexure. This flexure is 3 times thinner 
than the hot arm and acts as a hinge. The holes appearing in design 2 are a fabrication 
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requirement and not a design feature. Design 3 has the same individual actuator 
geometry as design 2 but the actuators are positioned differently. In design 3 the hot 
arms are facing each other whilst in design 2 the hot arms are placed in the external 
sides of the device. When a current is applied, design I and design 3 will increase the 
gap between the jaws (i.e. opening) whilst design 2 will reduce the gap between the 
jaws (i.e. closing).The geometry of the resistors is given in Fig. 5.2. 
(a) 
Design 1 
(b) 
2000 
(c) (d) 
Design 3 
Design 2 
Design 1 
LA = 10240 J..Lm 
LM = 8080 J..llll 
LM+R3= 9240 J..llll (yellow) 
LA = 10235 J..lm 
Design 2 LM = 5680 J..lm 
LM+R.l= 7460 J..Lm (yellow) 
Design 3 
LA = 10240 J..Lm 
LM = 5680 J..lffi 
LM+RJ= 6840 J.!ID (yellow) 
Fig. 5.2: Dimensions of the resistor lengths (a) design 1 (b) design 2 (c) design 3 (d) summary of the 
values. 
For each configuration, two different thicknesses of the polymer layer, 30 and 100 11m, 
have been fabricated. In total , five different microgripper devices have been 
characterised and constitute the experimental foundation of this thesis. The different 
devices are named design 1_(30), design 2_(30), design 1_(1 00), design 2_(1 00), and 
design 3_(1 00). The number in brackets indicates the thickness of the device (polymer 
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layer) in microns. The first four designs will be used for the characterisation in air only, 
design 3_(1 00) will be used to characterised the microgripper in air as well as in water. 
For design 3, only the device with a layer thickness of 100 IJ.m has been tested. 
Table 5.1: Characteristic dimensions in microns: Lh, Lc, L1 =length of hot, cold and flexure arms; 
wh, we, w1 = width of hot, cold and flexure arms; g = spacing between hot and cold arms; G = 
spacing between the actuators; t =thickness of the beams; tAu = thickness of the metallisation layer. 
Lh Lc L, Ll wh We w, WAu g G tAu 
Design 1_(30) 2000 2000 1600 140 140 40 60 140 30 0.239 
Design 1_(100) 2000 2000 1600 140 140 40 60 140 100 0.289 
Design 2_(30) 1500 1140 360 1600 140 250 40 40 60 140 30 0.239 
Design 2_(100) 1500 1140 360 1600 140 250 40 40 60 140 100 0.289 
Design 3 1500 1140 360 1600 140 250 40 40 60 140 30 0.289 
The initial values given to the characteristic dimensions of the microgrippers were fairly 
arbitrary. However, the configuration of the microgripper itself (open or closed mode, 
i.e. two hot arms facing each other vs. two cold arms facing each other), the 
configuration of the individual actuators (two equal beams vs. standard hot-cold-flexure 
actuators), and the thicknesses of the designs have been chosen with a purpose. The 
different geometries will help to evaluate various aspects of the overall microgripper 
design and their corresponding models. Some of the relevant aspects of the design 
include the effect of the ratio between the beam's width and thickness and the gap 
separating them in the intra-device heat exchange and the heat losses to the ambient, the 
impact in the overall performance of the configuration of the hot arms placed in the 
external or internal part of the device. All of these aspects will be qualitatively and 
quantitatively discussed in remainder of this thesis. 
5.2. Electrical DC experiments 
During the experiments, a constant current source (Keithley 2200) was used to actuate 
the microgrippers in air. The total voltage drop, V, and the effective current, /, flowing 
through the gold circuit were measured using two multimeters (Fluke 77111). Current 
levels ranging from 5 to 40 rnA were applied to design 1_(30), design 1_(100), design 
2_(30) and design 2_( 1 00). 
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(a) 
v 
-
~------+-
(b) 
Fig. 5.3: Schematic of the electrical set-up: (a) experimental set up, (b) equivalent resistive circuit. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the experimental electrical set-up and the equivalent resistive circuit. The 
total resistance measured for the device, RT, can be considered as an assembly of 
independent resistances connected in series. Those resistances are: the parasitic 
resistance (wiring, multimeters), Rp= Rp1 + RP2, the anchor resistance (portion of the 
electrical circuit on the anchor), RA = RAJ + RA2+ RA3, and the two actuator resistances 
(heaters), RM =RM1 + RM2. The length of each resistance, parasitic, anchor and 
microgripper, are respectively Lp, LA, and LM (see Fig. 5.2) 
Table 5.2 shows the estimated values of the resistances m the circuit. The total 
resistance, RT, was obtained directly from the I-V measurements at different currents. 
The parasitic resistances, Rp, were calculated by subtracting the resistance of the 
microgrippers at the contact pads, measured prior to the wiring process, from the total 
resistance measured at 5 rnA. At low currents, the contribution of the self heating of the 
resistor to the total resistance should be minimal and is therefore neglected. The values 
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of the anchor and micro gripper resistances were estimated based on the geometry of the 
metal tracks and the value of the resistivity of the gold layer at 20 oc with a value of 
2.04 X 10-8 Q m (292]. 
Table 5.2: Resistances [.Q] accounted for the different parts of the electrical circuit at ambient 
temperature (20 °C): Total, RT; wiring, Rp; anchor, RA; and microgripper, RM. 
Device RT Rp RA RM 
design 1_(30) 38.3 2.5 21.4 16.9 
design 1_(100) 31.3 2.9 17.5 13.8 
design 2_(30) 32.2 2.2 21 11.1 
design 2 (100) 26.8 3.9 17.5 9.3 
In order to guarantee similar electrical properties within the models, the four 
microgrippers (in two different substrate wafers) were fabricated using the same metal 
evaporation process. However it can be seen from Table 5.2 that different resistances 
appear for identical designs e.g. design 1_(30) and design 1_(1 00). This is due to the 
thickness of the metal tracks, which are larger for design 1_(1 00) and design 2_( 100) 
and has been caused by the location of the wafers in the evaporator during deposition. 
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Fig. 5.4: Total power (black squares) and power consumed by the microgrippers only (white 
squares) versus input current. (a) design 1_(30); (b) design 1_(100). 
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Fig. 5.5: Total power (black squares) and power consumed by the microgrippers only (white 
squares) versus input current. (c) design 2_(30); (d) design 2_(100). 
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Given the differences in the initial resistance values, and in order to cross-compare the 
devices and their performances, it is convenient to relate the results to an equivalent 
parameter such as the power. The consumed electrical power seems to be appropriate as 
it is ultimately responsible for the heating and therefore the actuation. In particular, for 
model comparison, the parameter of interest is the power consumed by the microgripper 
only, PM. This is shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. 
The total power, Pr, consumed by each device can be found easily using equation (5.1) 
(5.1) 
Ideally, the total electric power injected into the system should be dissipated entirely in 
the form of heat at the actuators' heaters and contribute correspondingly to the increase 
in temperature of the hot arms. However, due to the relatively small resistance of the 
active part of the heaters, RM, parasitic resistances associated to experimental and 
fabrication constraints become relatively important and consume a non-negligible part 
of the input power that in some cases reaches more than 50%. The reduction of the 
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power consumed in the anchors and tracks would be a clear first modification for the 
electrical optimisation of the device. 
The measured V-I characteristics of the devices together with their corresponding total 
resistance change, LJR, are shown in Fig. 5.6 (a-b) and Fig. 5.7 (c-d). 
From the discontinuous lines included in the graphs, it can be observed that the voltage 
deviates from the linear trend at higher powers. This typically indicates a non-ohmic 
behaviour of the resistors integrated in the micro gripper. In a pure metal resistor such as 
the integrated gold heaters, the increase in resistance, 8R, with power (joule heating), is 
mainly caused by the change in the resistivity of the metallisation due to an overall 
increase of the average temperature. 
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Fig. 5.6: V-1 curve (right axes), Resistance change (left axes) versus input current; (a) design 1_(30), 
(b) design 1_(100). The discontinuous line indicates the trend expected from a linear V-I 
relationship. 
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Fig. 5.7: V-1 curve (right axes), Resistance change (left axes) versus input current; (c) design 2_(30), 
and (d) design 2_(100). The discontinuous line indicates the trend expected from a linear V-1 
relationship. 
As a first approximation, within a relatively limited temperature range, the resistance of 
a metal resistor of length, 10 , cross section, a, and resistivity p0, varies linearly with 
temperature as 
R-R0 = M = R0 TCR(f!,.T) with Ro =Polo a (5.2) 
where R0 represents the total resistance measured at the temperature T 0, ~ T is the 
average temperature increase of the resistor, and TCR is the temperature coefficient of 
resistance at T 0• 
Given the boundary conditions of the system where it is assumed that the anchor is 
thermally grounded, it is more appropriate to rewrite equation (5.2) as: 
with R 
_ PolM 
M-
a 
(5.3) 
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where R0 (defined as in equation (5.2)) represents the total resistance measured at the 
temperature T0, lM is the length of the resistors in the hot arms only, ~This the average 
temperature increase experienced by the resistors in the hot arms only, and TCR is the 
temperature coefficient of resistance at T 0. 
Equation (5.3) relies on the assumption that most of the resistors integrated in the 
anchors (RAin Fig. 5.3) remain thermally grounded (i.e. experience no net difference in 
temperature, ~T = 0) and that only the resistors on the actuators (RM in Fig. 5.3) 
experience a considerable change in resistance due to temperature. 
Equation (5.3) could be used to calculate the temperature increase in the hot arms of the 
actuators. However some potential problems exist: 
Standard values of TCR and p0 for bulk gold exist in the literature. However, the 
material properties of thin films, especially when they have been deposited or 
embedded in polymers, can differ considerably from the bulk values. They are 
highly dependent on fabrication conditions, grain size, roughness, and the 
thickness and boundaries of the layer. Even for samples produced on the same 
wafer considerably different values can be obtained. Therefore, there is the risk 
that using two standard bulk material properties to extract a third parameter of 
the system could lead to significant inaccuracies. 
Fig. 5.7 (d) shows a discontinuity on the resistance at mid range of the input 
currents. This could be due to a particular morphology of the thin metallic layer 
that passes from one state to another (in terms of voids or mismatch between the 
polymer and metal) as the temperature increases. Should the values of standard 
material properties be valid for before as well as after the discontinuity? 
A final remark is that this method does not provide spatial resolution in the 
temperature measurement or any other indication of the temperature distribution 
within the cold and flexure arms which do not contain a resistor. Accurate 
knowledge of these temperatures is, however, of crucial importance for the 
validation of the models and the prediction of the deflection which relies on 
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'asymmetric heating' 1.e. the difference in temperature between hot and 
cold/flexure arms. 
All of this justifies the need for an independent method to measure the temperature. 
This is treated in the next section. 
5.3. Temperature experiment 
In order to be able to electrothermally characterise the different microgrippers it is 
necessary to find a technique that can provide reasonably good temperature 
measurements along the different parts of the devices. 
5.3.1. Background 
In recent years, there has been considerable progress in thermographic techniques for 
the characterisation of microdevices and their constituent materials. These techniques 
can be categorised depending on whether they employ electrical or optical signals. They 
all have advantages and disadvantages, and their relevance to a particular measurement 
will be highly dependent on the desired resulting data, the material under study, and the 
dimensions of the features. This section gives a general overview of the techniques that 
have been applied to thermal actuators, and presents IR thermography as a good 
solution for the thermometry of the polymeric microgripper. 
5.3.1.1. Electrical methods 
Electrical resistance thermometry requires relatively simple experimental set ups and is 
one of the most popular methods. As explained earlier, it relies on the measurement of 
the temperature dependence of resistance. This is an attractive technique for situations 
where spatial temperature distributions are not important. In certain thermal actuators 
this averaged type measurement is enough to characterise their electrothermal 
behaviour. In the case of a chevron actuator the overall deflection depends on the 
average temperature increase of the whole structure. As the structure itself is also the 
resistor, once calibrated, the device temperature can be directly extrapolated from the 
measurement of the resistance change [272]. In the case of standard U-shaped actuators, 
however, the deflection depends on the temperature difference between the hot and cold 
arms. Therefore electrical thermometry will only give a significant measurement when 
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one can assume that in the cold arm the resistance does not contribute significantly to 
the resistance change (noting that in standard U shaped actuators the resistor is on both 
arms). In this case, the increase in temperature in the hot arm can be extrapolated using 
equation (4.2). 
The major advantage of this technique does not lie in static measurements but in its use 
for dynamic measurements where a temporal resolution in the range of hundreds of 
nanoseconds is possible. This has been used in the work of Enikov et al. in the analysis 
of a standard U-shaped actuator [293]. They used a two-level current source to power a 
thermal actuator and to measure its cooling time. The comparison between modelled 
and measured time constants used with this technique was in reasonable agreement 
(within 10% ). 
As explained earlier the mam limitations of this technique is the lack of spatial 
resolution and the lack of information concerning parts without integrated resistors. 
Spatial resolution is necessary to localise heated spots, often associated with thermal 
failure. 
Another electrical technique that is becoming increasingly important in micro and nano 
scale thermometry is scanning thermal microscopy [294] which combines the 
mechanisms of an atomic force microscope (AFM) or a scanning tunnelling microscope 
(STM) with a temperature sensing probe. It operates by bringing the sensing probe in 
close proximity to the sample. This technique has the potential to provide better spatial 
resolution (30-50 nm [295]) than optical techniques but its application to quantitative 
measurements still faces many challenges [294]. These calibration techniques are 
affected by the change in thermal conductance between sample and tip due to 
topographical features, and the thermal resistance circuit between probe, sample and 
water meniscus. 
5.3.1.2. Optical methods 
Optical methods rely mainly on two facts: that some optical properties of materials 
change with temperature, and that heated bodies emit radiation that can be correlated 
with their temperature. As opposed to electrical methods, optical techniques provide 
good spatially resolved temperature distributions. The lower end of the spatial 
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resolution, d, is limited by diffraction and is directly related to the wavelength of the 
captured radiation, A, and the numerical aperture, NA, of the microscope objective used 
in the system. 
d=~ 
2NA 
(5.4) 
Some optical methods require interaction with the sample using a laser beam as a probe. 
Two main techniques of this type, thermoreflectance thermometry and Raman 
spectroscopy, have attracted a lot of attention. 
Thermoreflectance thermometry is based on a calibration of small changes in the optical 
reflectance with temperature. This technique uses a laser that is reflected with a 
different reflection coefficient as the temperature changes. The spatial resolution of this 
technique is limited by the diffraction of the laser probe. As the laser is used at shorter A 
based on equation (5.4), better resolution can be obtained [296]. Recently, a spatial 
resolution of 225 nm has been obtained using a 465 nm LED [297]. Thermal resolution 
is becoming comparable to other techniques and the best thermal resolution achieved so 
far is 18 mK. This technique is particularly useful for improving the transient aspect of a 
point measurement for which -ns temporal resolutions have been achieved [298]. 
Thermoreflectance has been used to obtain a 2D thermal mapping of a polysilicon 
resistor covered with a thin dielectric layer that forms part of a gas sensor [299]. The 
measurements are in a good agreement with the models and show that the technique is 
well adapted to measure temperature. 
The main disadvantages of this technique are: first, the difficulty of the calibration 
procedures, especially under focusing conditions that require the control of the distance 
between the objective and sample [300]. In the measurement of suspended thermal 
actuators this problem would be difficult to overcome as slight out-of-plane deflections 
are expected. Second, there are long measurement times associated with this technique. 
Micro Raman thermometry has been used to measure the surface temperature 
distribution on polysilicon thermal actuators [301, 302]. With this technique, the 
scattered radiation from a probe laser is spectrally resolved and the location, width and 
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relative intensities of the Raman peaks are used to determine the temperature in the 
region of the focused probe-laser spot. It provides a very good spatial resolution 
(-12 Jlm) with an uncertainty of ± l 0 K. This provides a very good measurement 
technique to obtain spatially resolved temperatures in small thermal actuators where the 
characteristic width is -3 Jlm. This technique however has certain limitations. The 
measurements are taken along the arms of the actuators in 5-l 0 Jlm increments, and the 
Raman spectrum is averaged for 10-60 seconds at each location [301]. Therefore it can 
take days to measure the temperature distribution of a typical device (beam length 200-
2000 Jlm) for various input currents. In addition, this procedure prevents the 
measurement of the dynamic thermal behaviour of the actuator. 
The dynamic behaviour of thermal actuators has been also analysed on polysilicon 
thermal actuators using optical techniques [267, 303]. In those cases the movement and 
therefore heating and cooling of the device is measured by the intensity changes in the 
light of a reflected laser. With this system an uncertainty of -16% is obtained. This is 
due to the minimum size of the laser spot (0 = lO Jlm) and the non-linearity of the 
measuring system. 
Compared to all of these techniques, IR thermography, when used within the right 
range, can become a very flexible measuring tool in both static and dynamic modes. 
When the size of the device to be measured is within the spatial resolution of the IR 
camera ( 18-30 Jlm), this technique allows real time accurate 2D surface temperature 
mappings. In addition, given that the maximum frequency of the camera is 50 Hz, when 
the time constant is in the order of a few tens of milliseconds, an estimation of the 
response of the system can be obtained. 
5.3.2. Infrared thermography 
5.3.2.1. Measurement technique and experimental set-up 
Any object with a temperature above 0 Kelvin emits radiation in the infrared range of 
the electromagnetic spectrum (A = l-14 Jlm). Infrared cameras 11 detect and convert this 
energy into visible images. The energy emitted by an object is mainly a function of its 
11 The range of detection wavelengths depend on the sensor in the camera 
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temperature and its emissivity (E). This makes it possible to calculate and display 
temperatures. Infrared (IR) thermography is a two dimensional, non-contact technique 
which transforms the infrared images into radiometric ones, which allows temperature 
values to be extracted. In order to do this, a set of algorithms have to be incorporated 
into the infrared cameras. 
The law that describes the level of radiation of an object can be expressed by the 
formula derived by Planck or by its simplified version derived by Wien and shown in 
equation (5.5). 
(5.5) 
where W n dA is the black body radiation emitted at temperature T [K] between 
wavelengths A and A+ dA; C 1 is Planck's first constant= 3.74 xl0- 16 W m2; and C2 is 
Planck's second constant= 1.4388 x10 -2 m K. 
Equation (5.5) describes the energy radiated from a blackbody which is the maximum 
value radiated by a body at a given temperature. Real bodies almost never comply with 
the definition of a blackbody, i.e. a perfect absorber and emitter, and they tend to radiate 
less energy than a blackbody at the same temperature. The ratio between the energy 
radiated by an object at temperature, T, and the one that a blackbody would radiate at 
the same temperature is known as emissivity £, and will play a major role in the infrared 
measurements. Using this definition of emissivity equation (5.5) can be rewritten for a 
real body as 
ct 
W object - A.T dA = £object C 
A5 [exp(-2 )] 
AT 
(5.6) 
The thermal measurements were carried out using an IR camera ThermaCAM® SC3000 
from FLIR systems with an attached microscope lens. This IR system operates in the 
8 to 9 J..lm wavelength range of the infrared spectrum with a gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
focal plane array detector of 320 x 240 pixels cooled at T = 70 K. The image 
information is digitally captured by a frame grabber. The image is digitised in the 
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detector head with an accuracy of 14 bits at a rate up to 60Hz. The system has a spatial 
and thermal resolution of 31 Jl.m and 20 mK (at 30 °C) respectively. The fact that the 
sensor is cooled below the temperature of the ambient is a very important feature of the 
system as it allows accurate measurements around the ambient temperature. 
Fig. 5.8 shows a schematic of the thermography measurement set-up used during the 
experiments. As can be seen, the total radiation received by the IR camera does not 
come exclusively from the emitted radiation of the microgrippers and therefore it cannot 
be used to measure their temperature directly. Other sources of infrared radiation such 
as the radiation originated in the surroundings, reflected by the object and transmitted 
through the atmosphere, or the radiation emitted by the atmosphere itself also account 
for the total radiation captured by the IR sensor. 
26mm 
Object 
To Eo Wo 
Fig. 5.8: Schematic representation of the general thermography measurement situation. 
£=emissivity; 't =transmittance; T =temperature; W =emitted radiation. (1) Emitted radiation 
from the object (2) Reflected radiation from the environment (3) Transmitted radiation from the 
atmosphere. 
The FLIR IR camera automatically compensates for the effects of these radiation 
sources, also called background radiation, but the following object and environmental 
parameters have to be supplied: emissivity of the object (E); reflected temperature (T ~); 
temperature (Ta) and transmittance ('t) of the atmosphere; distance between the object 
and the camera (d) and relative humidity (Rh). 
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The object radiation is calculated using equation (5.7) [304]. 
w tot = c r w 0 + (1- c) r w 00 + (1- r) w a (5.7) 
where £ is the emissivity of the object, 't is the transmission of the atmosphere, W101 is 
the total radiation measured, Wa is the calculated radiation emitted by the object, W"" is 
the theoretical reflected radiation of the surroundings, Wa is the theoretical radiation of 
the atmosphere. 
In this equation the first term on the right, c r W0 , represents the radiation originating in 
the object and transmitted through the atmosphere (see Fig. 5.8 (1)). The middle term, 
( 1- c) r W""' represents the radiation originated in the surroundings, reflected by the 
object and transmitted through the atmosphere (see Fig. 5.8 (2)). And the third 
term, ( 1 - 't) Wa, represents the radiation emitted by the atmosphere itself (see 
Fig 5.8 (3)). 
Once the total received energy is quantified, the energy emitted by the object can be 
calculated. The target temperature displayed in the image is obtained using an internal 
calibration curve supplied by the vendor. The calibration function has the form 
A 
Wtot = e BIT 
e -C 
(5.8) 
where W101 is the real amount of energy detected, £ is the emissivity of the object, T is 
the temperature of the object, and A, B and C are constants that take into account 
Planck's constant as well as different ambient conditions. 
The following assumptions are implicit in the use of equations (5.7- 5.8): 
• That the camera possesses a good linearity, i.e. that the received radiation 
power from a blackbody source of temperature Tsource on short distances 
generates a camera output signal Usource that is proportional to the input 
power (power linear camera). 
• That the reflected temperature (Too) is the same for all emitting surfaces. 
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• That the emittance ( Eoo) of the surroundings is l . 
• That the object is an opaque greybody emitter, i.e. its transmittance is zero 
('t0 = 0) and that its emissivity does not depend on the wavelength 
(E (A)= E <I). 
Fig. 5.9 (a) shows a typical 2D thermal map (thermograph) obtained with the FUR IR 
camera. Fig. 5.9 (b)-(c)-(d) are the same images with an applied zoom of x2, x4, and x8 
magnifications respectively. Numerical data from the images can be extracted with the 
dedicated software of the camera (ThermaCAM researcher Pro 2.8 RS-1), or by 
converting the images into a matrix of data points to be treated in separate software such 
as Excel. 
Fig. 5.9: IR image of the absolute temperature of the microgripper design 1_(30) at 30 rnA with an 
£ = 0.9. (a) Maximum field of view of the system (b), (c) and (d) Zoom realised on the images at x2, 
x4 and x8 increments. 
5.3.2.2. Limitations of the measurement technique 
The assumptions included in the use of equation (5.8) together with the inclusion of 
parameters such as £, 't, Trefl or Ta1m as an input to the thermal images will introduce 
inaccuracy in the temperature measurements. In this section, a brief analysis of how the 
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uncertainties in the values of all these parameters will affect the final result is presented. 
This will give insight into the overall accuracy of the temperature measurement 
technique. 
The experiments were carried out in a temperature controlled environment with an 
average temperature of 20 ± 2 oc and a relative humidity of 60 ± 10 %. In addition, 
attention was given to the elimination of radiative (heating) sources in the vicinity of the 
camera and the sample. Hence the atmospheric (T a) and reflected temperatures (Too) can 
be considered identical and relatively stable during the course of the experiments. It has 
been verified using the IR images that fluctuations of up to 4 oc in the input values of 
the ambient temperature only translates into a variation of 0.40 oc in the final 
temperature readout. Therefore eventual variations of the cleanroom temperature can be 
included in the results as a systematic error of approximately± 0.2 oc. 
Due to the small distance separating the sample and the surface of the optics ( d = 
26 mm), letting the transmittance of the atmosphere, r, equal to unity is a good 
approximation and does not introduce inaccuracy in the measurements. 
The IR camera does not read temperature directly. The IR detector converts the photon 
energy captured by the camera optics (measured in watts) into an electrical digital 
signal. It is assumed that the camera used for the experiments ensures the linearity 
between the digital value outputs and radiance inputs. The validity of this assumption 
depends on the quality of the camera and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
A greybody emitter is one whose emissivity remains constant with wavelength. Most of 
the existing IR cameras (and also the one used here) consider objects as greybodies and 
include in calculations a constant emissivity know as the greybody emissivity. In 
practice, emissivities of materials are rarely the same at two different temperatures 
showing a certain level of non-greyness. For real bodies, however, the greybody 
emissivity will be temperature dependent and will have to be adjusted if a large range of 
temperatures are used. Madding [305] studied the effect of the variation of the 
emissivity with temperatures for the camera used in the experiments and concluded that 
any changes were relatively small for temperatures up to 500 °C. The operating 
temperatures of the devices under test were below 170 °C, and therefore a constant 
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emissivity was enough to guarantee a good result. Moreover, if the temperatures under 
study are close to the temperature at which the emissivity has been determined, the 
dependence on temperature is further decreased. The emissivity in the present 
experiments was calculated at 60 °C, which is close to the middle range of the 
experiments and should produce accurate results, especially at the low end of the 
temperature range. 
The main difficulty of the IR measurement technique is the calibration of the greybody 
emissivity of the sample which is required to extract the temperature of the object from 
its emitted radiation. Measurement errors in the determination of the emissivity will 
propagate through the calculation of the temperature using equation (5.S) and will 
become the major contributor to the inaccuracy of the technique. This contribution will 
be explained in detail in the next section. 
Finally, an important limitation of the measurement technique is the lateral resolution of 
the system (31 J..lm) which, in some cases, is identical to the size of the device itself. 
Examples include the flexure arm of models 2_(30) and model 2_( 1 00), and the 
resistors. 
5.3.2.3. Emissivity determination 
For the devices under study, the problem of determining the target emissivity becomes 
particularly difficult due to the semi-transparency of the SUS polymer to infrared 
radiation. To the best of my knowledge, there is no published data about the optical 
properties of SUS in the infrared range (emissivity, transmittance and reflectance), but 
the fact that the gold metallisation is 'IR-visible', indicates transparency of the SUS at 
the wavelength of the camera (A = S-9 J..lm). 
In semi-transparent materials, the emissivity is limited by the transmission and 
reflections from the surface of the target. The effective emissivity will depend on the 
sample material, its thickness and, eventually, on the substrate material underneath. The 
emissivity value will fall with reducing thickness of the semi-transparent film, leading 
to an increase in transmission from behind the target. 
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IR camera 
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Combined E' E 
Hot arm Cold arm 
Fig. 5.10: Semi-transparent view of a polymeric actuator with the gold tracks embedded within the 
polymer beam: (a) 3D view (b) Cross-sectional view. 
Fig. 5.10 shows the nature of the sample to be measured. In the cold arm only one 
material (SU8) is present and, once an effective emissivity is established 
experimentally, an accurate reading of the temperature should be obtained. The surface 
of the hot arm, however, is composed in equal parts of SU8 with no substrate 
underneath (thickness of 30 or 100 j.lm depending of the sample) and of SU8 (thickness 
1.5 j..tm) with a gold substrate underneath. This implies that within the limits of the 
spatial resolution of the system (31 j..tm) we find two material samples. Therefore an 
effective emissivity for this surface cannot be easily determined and, as noted 
previously, its determination will become the major contributor to the inaccuracy of the 
measurements. 
The thermograph shown in Fig. 5.9 also reflects the dual nature of the surface of the hot 
arms where the geometry of the gold circuit can be easily identified in a darker colour. 
In addition, the gold material with very low emissivity (and therefore high reflectance) 
is reflecting the infrared radiation emitted by the cooled sensor inside the camera. This 
radiation is transmitted through the 1.5 j.lm layer of SU8 and is also captured by the 
sensor. The reading of the temperature in those areas is expected to be lower than the 
real temperature. The calculation of the emissivity and its contribution to the error 
budget in the measurements will now be analysed. 
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Table 5.3: Emissivities determined experimentally 
Emissivities Anchor Hot arm Cold arm 
design 1_(30) 0.90 0.56 0.78 
design 1_(1 00) 0.90 0.60 0.85 
design 2_(30) 0.90 0.58 0.76 
desi8,!! 2 (1 00) 0.90 0.61 0.85 
To determine the emissivity of the sample the infrared camera and an external reference 
temperature was used [306]. First, the system was heated to a constant temperature of 
60 oc on a calibrated hotplate (±0.1 oc accuracy). The input emissivity was then altered 
until the reading of the temperature in the thermal images agreed with the temperature 
indicated by hot plate. This procedure was repeated to obtain the emissivities of the 
sample on the anchor, the cold arm and the Au_SU8. The values of the emissivities 
obtained are shown in Table 5.3. 
During calibration, it has been observed that the emissivity calculated for the hot arm is 
affected slightly by the relative position of the objective of the camera and the arm and 
this is more noticeable at high temperatures when the microgripper is slightly bent 
outwards. In addition the emissivity has been calculated at a temperature of 60 °C. As 
the hot arm is likely to reach temperatures of more than 100 °C, a slight change of the 
emissivity can be expected and larger errors at high temperatures are expected. 
5.3.2.4. Temperature corrections 
In order to examine how an error in the value of the emissivity is translated into an error 
in the temperature measurements a simple test has been conducted. Thermal images of 
the microgripper have been taken at 20, 30 and 40 rnA. For each current level, 
variations of ±3 % around the emissivity determined experimentally (Table 5.3) have 
been applied. A comparison of the temperature increase from pixel to pixel has been 
obtained for the average temperature in the hot arm. 
The absolute errors associated to a 3% error in the emissivity have been calculated from 
the images for the average hot arm temperature and are ± 0.9 K ato20 rnA, ± 1.8 K at 
30 rnA, and± 3.0 K at 40 rnA. These errors include the dispersion of the errors along 
the length of the arms where there is a gradient of temperature. The absolute errors are 
smaller at lower temperatures and larger at higher temperatures. 
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This procedure can be repeated for different values of the errors and at different current 
and temperatures ranges. However this is very time consuming and it has been verified 
that it gives approximately the same error values as the ones given by equation (5.9) 
which is commonly used in theIR community. 
11T AT 11c 
-=--
T c2 c 
(5.9) 
where C2 is the second Planck's constant expressed in microns Kelvin, Tis the absolute 
temperature of the object expressed in Kelvin [K], A is the wavelength at which the 
camera operates, E is the calculated emissivity, and dE and dT are the errors of the 
emissivity and the temperature measurement respectively. 
Fig. 5.11 shows the absolute errors in the temperature measurements calculated for 
different emissivity errors (3, 5 and 8%) on the emissivities of the hot (nominal 
emissivity= 0.6), and cold (nominal emissivity= 0.85) arms. 
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Fig. 5.11: Absolute error in the temperature measurement for different increases of temperature 
above ambient (10-150 K) and for different emissivity errors (3, 5 and 8%). (a) Simulation of the 
error due to an error in the hot arm (emissivity= 0.6) (b) Simulation of the error due to an error in 
the cold arm (emissivity= 0.85). 
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In the experiments, the emissivity was calculated at a temperature of 60 oc. For the 
different microgrippers, values of the emissivity of the hot arm between 0.58 and 0.62 
were obtained. Thus for temperatures -60 oc an estimated error of the emissivity of 3% 
seems to be appropriate. In the case of higher temperatures (>I 00 °C) a major error in 
the emissivity could be expected. In this study a 5% error will be used at high 
temperatures. Fig. 5.11 has been used as a reference for the calculation of the errors. 
The errors associated to the emissivity are greater than the accuracy of the camera 
(± 1 K) and the precision (<I K) and will be added to the results. 
5.3.3. Steady-state temperature measurements 
In the steady-state experiment, the main goal was to obtain the temperature distribution 
along the arms of the actuators for a set of different input currents, voltages, or power. 
The results shown in this section are organised as follows. First a set of IR images taken 
for each device at different input currents will be shown. This will give the reader an 
idea of the spatial resolution and the quality of the thermal images. Then, the 
temperature data extracted from the IR images will be presented and analysed as a 1 D 
temperature steady-state distribution along the unfolded length of the actuators. The 
temperature measurements in combination with the electrical experiments will be used 
to extrapolate two material properties of the metallisation layer: the resistivity and the 
temperature coefficient of resistance. Finally, IR thermography will be used in dynamic 
mode to extract transient times during heating and cooling. 
5.3.3.1. Device thermal mapping 
During the measurements, a constant current source (Keithley 2200) was used to actuate 
the different microgrippers in air. Current levels ranging from 5 to 40 rnA were applied 
and an IR image was taken for each 2 rnA step. The IR images were taken in a non-
consecutive manner, guaranteeing the cooling down of the sample in between the 
current steps ... 
Once the IR images were obtained, different post-processing actions were needed to 
guarantee the quality of the temperature measurements. These actions included: the 
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reduction of the background radiation, the inclusion of the correct emissivities in each 
area of the image (hot arm and cold arm), and the selection of the areas to be analysed. 
In order to minimise the effect of the background radiation, each IR image for a 
particular current level was individually subtracted from the corresponding IR image 
taken at 0 rnA. This generated a third IR image that does not indicate absolute 
temperatures but instead increments of temperature above the initial temperature of the 
device. Hence, unless otherwise indicated, all the data presented in this section will refer 
to increments in temperature above ambient and will be indicated as T e.g. T11 will 
denote the average temperature increase of the hot arm. 
Design 1_(30) Design 1_(100) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5.12: IR images taken at 20 rnA, 30 rnA and 40 rnA from top to bottom, from design 1_(30) 
(left) and design 1_(100) (right). 
This image subtraction procedure was repeated twice. Given the emissivities of the cold 
and hot arms the temperature data concerning each arm had to be extracted from two 
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different IR images: one with emissivity of 0.6, another with emissivity 0.78 or 0.85 
depending of the model. The use of a single image for both arms with, for example, an 
emissivity 0.6 would result in an apparent higher temperature of the cold arm, or 
equivalently a lower temperature difference between the arms. 
Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 show typical IR images taken at input currents of 20, 30 and 
40 rnA for design 1_(30) and 1_(100), and design 2_(30) and 2_(100) respectively. For 
illustrative purposes, the two IR images that are processed per microgripper design and 
per emissivity have been merged in a single photo. The dotted line represents the part of 
the photo with a different emissivity. 
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Fig. 5.13: IR images taken at 20 rnA, 30 rnA and 40 rnA from top to bottom, from design 2_(30) 
(left) and design 2_(100) (right). 
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The colour scale on the right hand of the images covers the whole range of actuation 
temperatures for each design in its two different thicknesses. Thus the images in design 
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1 will go from a increase in temperature of 0 K up to 190 K. The maximum temperature 
reached within individual images is indicated by a fine black line on the colour scale. 
For example in design 2_(30) at 30 rnA (Fig. 5.13 (c)) the maximum temperature rise is 
approximately 70 K. 
Fig. 5.14: Image processing: areas of analysis in design 1 (top) and design 2 (bottom) 
The first thing that can be seen from Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 is that for the same input 
current, there are differences between the temperature distributions developed in design 
1_(30) compared to design 1_(1 00), and in design 2_(30) compared to design 2_(1 00) . 
The reason for that might be twofold: the differences in heat generation per input 
current due to differences in the metallisation thickness, and different heat losses due to 
different aspect ratio of the structures. In all the cases, as the current increases the hot 
arms of the microgrippers heat up and an asymmetric heating is created between the 
arms of the actuators. The IR images also show that the temperature distribution is 
symmetric around the central horizontal axis of the images. Thus characterising only 
one actuator and its corresponding jaw can be considered enough for the 
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characterisation of the whole microgripper. Once the IR images have been processed, 
predefined areas on the images can be used to extract the temperature data of the arms. 
The areas used for each design are indicated in Fig. 5.14 with a blue square: AROl 
(cold) and AR02 (hot) for design 1 and, AROl- AR02- AR03 (cold) and AR04 (hot) for 
design 2. In the case of design 2, the cold arm has been divided into three regions to 
minimise the possible impact that the presence of the holes of the arms can have on the 
measured radiation. 
From the images it is interesting to point out that, even though the spatial resolution of 
the camera is not good enough to provide accurate deflection measurements, it permits 
the visualisation of the opening and closing of the jaws as the temperature changes. 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 5.15: (a) Microgripper design 1_(30) actuated at 20 rnA (top) and 30 rnA (bottom); 
(b) Microgripper design 2_(30) actuated at 20 rnA (top) and 40 rnA (bottom). 
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This is shown more in detail in Fig. 5.15. The jaws of design 1_(1 00) have been omitted 
since they were accidentally interlocked during the experiments and the physical 
opening was not possible12• A deformation in the jaws can be seen in Fig. 5.12 (d)-(f) . 
12 After theIR images were taken, higher currents were applied and the jaws unlocked without inducing any damage 
to the structure that continued to operate correctly. 
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The large field of view of the IR camera also allows the assessment of the different 
thermal conditions present at the anchors and jaws of the devices. As can be seen from 
Fig. 5.15, localised heating is observed in the area surrounding the connection of the 
actuators with the anchor. As argued in the previous chapters, this can be explained by 
the thermal insulation that the thick SU8 polymer provides at the anchors. 
Moreover, in the case of design 1_(30), the relatively good resolution of the image 
permits the detection of a fabrication inaccuracy. This is shown in Fig. 5.16, as a 
misalignment between the PCB, the glue, and the anchor of the microgripper. This will 
have an impact in the results of design 1_(30) since its total length has been effectively 
shortened. 
· · · · · · · · · · Microgripper profile Glue (300 J.l.tll) 
Fig. 5.16: Detail of the misalignment between the anchor of the microgripper and the PCB. 
Furthermore the assumption that the jaws remam at ambient temperature has been 
verified. In the IR images taken at 40 rnA, a temperature of approximately 3 oc has 
been measured at the jaw tips. However, it is possible that this temperature is caused by 
the distortion of the IR measurement due to the out-of-plane bending of the 
microgripper, more than due to a real temperature value. 
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5.3.3.2. lD thermal distributions 
Fig. 5.17 shows the coordinate reference system used in the presentation of the results. 
The x coordinate covers the full unfolded length of the actuator. For both designs the 
x = 0 coordinate is taken at the beginning of the hot arm and, depending on the device 
design, finishes at the end of the cold arm (Fig. 5.17 (a)) or flexure (Fig. 5.17 (b)). In the 
graphs presenting the experimental data the coordinate system will be presented 
unfolded, as in Fig. 5.17 (c). 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Unl'oldcd coordinnlc system 
I 
Hol unn Cold I flexure arm 
Cold I t1exure arm 
Fig. 5.17: Definition of the x coordinate system (a) design 1 (b) design 2 (c) Unfolded coordinate 
system used in the graphs. 
Fig. 5.18 to Fig. 5.21 show the lD temperature distribution along an individual actuator 
of each microgripper design. Each data point is the result of the averaging of six sets of 
measurements. The error bars shown on some data points combine the standard 
deviation ( <1 Kin most of the cases) with the error associated with a 3% (or 5%) error 
in the emissivity (see section 5.3.2.3). 
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Fig. 5.18: Temperature distribution relative to ambient along the arms of an actuator of the 
microgripper (design 1_(100)) for different input currents. 
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Fig. 5.19: Temperature distribution relative to ambient along the arms of an actuator of the 
microgripper (design 1_(100)) for different input currents. 
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Fig. 5.20: Temperature distribution relative to ambient along the arms of an actuator of the 
microgripper design 2_(30) for different input currents. 
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Fig. 5.21: Temperature distribution relative to ambient along the arms of an actuator of the 
microgripper design 2_(100) for different input currents. 
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5.3.3.3. Observations and discussion 
The interesting aspect of having a temperature measurement technique that enables 
spatial resolution is that it permits the observation and evaluation of aspects of the 
system that cannot be seen with averaged results. Some of these aspects are, for 
example, the thermal conditions at the anchors, the thermal coupling between the cold 
and hot arms or particular environmental conditions that could affect the measured 
results. 
From all of the temperature profiles, it can be seen that the temperature of the cold arm 
is consistently above ambient and that the profile increases in overall temperature as the 
current increases. In addition, it can also be observed that the temperature distribution 
along the cold arm shows a maximum in approximately the middle part of the arm. This 
indicates that the cold arm, apart from losing heat via the atmosphere and conduction to 
the anchors, also receives heat. Fig. 5.22 simulates the curve of a cold arm in 
equilibrium by losing heat to the atmosphere and to the anchors only (blue line) and by 
receiving heat from the hot arm (red line). 
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Fig. 5.22: Representation of the proftle of the cold arm at equilibrium when no heat exchange is 
considered between the arms (blue line) and when heat exchange is considered (red line). 
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The temperature measurements alone do not allow an estimation of the magnitude of the 
heat exchange but corroborate the hypothesis presented in Chapter 4 that a heat 
exchange between the arms probably exists. 
It can also be observed that, in all the cases, temperatures different to ambient 
temperature (T= 0 in the graphs) are measured at the beginning of the arms of the 
actuator i.e. at x = 0 f.!m, and x = 4000 (design 1) or 3000 f.lm (design 2). The value of 
these temperatures increases with the input current which indicates a relationship with 
the driving power. This contribution could also be included in the models as a boundary 
condition and will be treated quantitatively in more detail during the validation of the 
models in chapter 6. 
Fig. 5.18 is particularly interesting because it shows how the boundary conditions at the 
anchors affect the overall temperature measurements. In that case the temperature of the 
cold arm at the connection with the anchor (x = 4000 f.!m) seems to be near the ambient 
temperature for all input currents. This is something not observed in the rest of the 
profiles. The x coordinate in the figure covers the unfolded length of one of the 
actuators of design 1_(30). However, as observed in Fig. 5.16, it would be more 
appropriate to consider the length as being effectively shortened by at least 300 f.!m. 
This effective shortening can be seen in the profiles of Fig. 5.18 where two vertical lines 
at x = 300 Jlm and at x = 3700 f.lm indicates the area where the actuator is effectively 
released from the PCB board. For design 1_(30) an effective length of 3400 f.!m will be 
used from now on. 
Fig. 5.18 also gives information about the active length of the resistors in the anchors. It 
can be seen that in design 1_(30) the cold arms placed in the exterior of the 
microgripper cool down after -400 Jlm. All of this will have some implications for the 
rest of the design and will affect, for example, the modelling of the material properties 
of the metallisation layer. 
"" ----- . 
5.3.3.4. Extrapolation of the material properties of the metallisation 
Having measured the total resistance across the device and the average increase m 
temperature of the hot arm for different input currents, it is now possible to apply 
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equation (5.3) to obtain two material properties of the metallisation layer: the 
resistivity, p0, and the temperature coefficient of resistance, TCR. A least squares linear 
fit to the data presented in Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24 have been used to determine the 
slope, m, and the intersect, b for each device. Reorganising equation (5.3) shows that 
ba 
Po=-
4 (5.10) 
TCR = __ m_a __ 
PoLM+R3 
(5.11) 
where a is the section of the resistor, and LT and LM+RJ are respectively the lengths of 
the whole resistor and the length of the active heaters (see Fig. 5.2). 
From Fig. 5.24 (d) it is evident that in some cases the resistance is not continuous or 
linear with temperature. Even though the linear regression has been applied to obtain the 
material properties, non linear effects of resistance should be studied in high accuracy 
models. 
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Fig. 5.23: Resistance vs. hot arm temperature (relative to ambient): (a) design 1_(30) (b) design 
1_(100) 
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(c) Design 2_(30) (d) Design 2_( I 00) 
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Fig. 5.24: Resistance vs. hot arm temperature (relative to ambient): (c) design 2_(30) (d) design 
2_(100). 
Table 5.4 shows the resistivity and TCR values calculated for design 1_(30), 
design 1_( 100), design 2_(30),and design 2_(1 00). 
Table 5.4: Material properties extrapolated from the electrical and thermal measurements. 
Effective Temperature coefficient of 
resistivity resistance TCR 
[O*m] [K1] 
design 1_(30) l.990E-08 0.00385 
design 1_(100) 2.050E-08 0.00384 
design 2_(30) 2.000E-08 0.00384 
design 2_(100) 2.080E-08 0.00398 
The numerical values obtained for the resistivity and the temperature coefficient of 
resistance in all pf the cases are comparable to the standard values given for thin film 
gold resistors (2.04 x w-s .Q m [292] 0.0037 K 1 [ 45]). In addition, the gold metallisation 
seems to have slightly lower resistivity than the bulk property and slightly a higher 
temperature coefficient of resistance coefficient than the bulk property, which is 
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consistent with the expectation from thin films. These results are also an indication of 
the good quality of the temperature measurements. It also tells us that, if only the 
average temperature in the hot arm is necessary, equation (5.3) would be valid using 
relatively standard material properties for thin films. This is important because IR 
imaging systems are not standard testing equipment. 
5.3.4. Transient temperature measurements 
To measure the thermal response of each microgripper, the IR camera is set up to take 
consecutive IR images at a frequency of 50 Hz. This represents a photo taken every 
20 ms which should be enough to capture the response time of the microgrippers. 
Fig. 5.25 shows an example of the level of detail that can be obtained with this 
measuring technique. It shows the cooling profile for design 1_(100) with starting 
temperatures given by different input currents: 20, 30 and 40 rnA. 
0 Hot 20 rnA 
• Cold20 rnA 
90 0 Hot 30 rnA 
85 • Cold 30 rnA 
~ Hot 40 rnA 
* Cold40 mA 
0 
20 
15 
t , hot = 700 ms -
Hot20mA 
Cold20mA 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
t[m~] 
t [ms] 
Fig. 5.25: Cooling profile for design 1_(100) with different initial temperatures(relative to ambient) 
given by initial currents of 20 rnA, 30 rnA and 40 rnA. 
The thermal response of a 'beam system' such as the microgripper IS primarily 
governed by the size of the cross section. Therefore, in the microgrippers , beams with 
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different cross sections such as the hot arm, cold arm and flexure, are expected to 
respond differently. The response time is also dependent on other factors such as the 
mass of the beam, the specific heat of the material and the coefficient of heat transfer. 
Therefore, in the design where the cold and hot arms have identical cross sections, but 
different constituent materials (SU8+gold, and SU8), a variation in the cooling can be 
expected. 
It is important to distinguish the response time of a system, 'tR, from the time constant, 
'tc. The response time is defined as the time required to reach 99% of the theoretical 
thermal equilibrium. The time constant is defined as the time required reaching 63% of 
the steady state temperature imposed at a given input power. 
Both the time constant and the response time for all of the microgrippers have been 
obtained from the dynamic measurements of temperature during heating and cooling. 
The numerical values are given in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5: Cooling thermal response and constant for the different microgrippers 
Cooling time [s] 20mA 30mA 40mA 
design 1_(30) 'tc hot 0.172 0.138 0.165 
'tc cold 0.275 0.213 0.267 
design 1_(100) 'tc hot 0.700 0.655 0.727 
'tccold 0.975 0.848 0.878 
design 2_(30) 'tc hot 0.180 0.137 0.186 
'tcCOid 0.253 0.245 0.298 
'tcflexure 0.180 0.189 0.268 
design 2_(100) 'tc hot 0.490 0.497 0.470 
'tccold 0.913 0.950 0.892 
'tc flexure 0.750 0.727 0.655 
As can be seen from the transient data, the bandwidth limiting process for the 
microgrippers is always the cooling of the cold arm which has the longest response 
times and constants. 
The longest cooling response time is 4 seconds in air. This seems to be a relatively long 
time even for a human operator. However, the microgripper is intended to be used in a 
liquid environment where the heat losses are over 20 times higher. This would reduce 
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the response time considerably. The longest response time during heating is much lower 
and is less than a second in air. 
The data in table 5.5 also allows one to check some of the assumptions made during the 
development of the models. The first thing that can be seen is that thinner beams (design 
1_(30), and design 2_(30)) cool faster than thicker beams (design 1_(30), and 
design 2_(30)). This was justified by the difference in mass and diameter of the beam. It 
can also be seen that the hot arm of the design 1_( 1 00) cools down slower than the cold 
arm of design 2_(100). The diameter and morphology of these two arms are identical, 
and very similar time constants should be expected. A justification for that could be the 
configuration of the micro gripper. In design 2_( 1 00) the hot arms are in the external 
part of the microgripper and it is possible that the effective cooling is higher in those 
beams compared to similar beams in the interior of the structure. The difference in 
response time between the beams in design l, i.e. 'tR is higher for the cold arm than for 
the hot arm, could be due to two factors: the difference in material composition and the 
heat exchange between the arms that could results in an extra heating of the cold arm 
during cooling. 
5.4. Deflection experiment 
The main goal of the deflection experiments is to measure the opening/closing of the 
different microgrippers for a set of different input powers and voltages. The results 
shown in this section are organised as follows: First, the deflection of the devices -
design 1_(30), design 1_(100), design 2_(30), and design 2_(100)- will be measured in 
air and the results will be presented as a function of the input power. Next, using design 
3_(100), the deflection is measured in air and compared with the deflection measured in 
a liquid environment for the same input power. Then aspects concerning the 
repeatability of the actuation and the lifetime will be presented. Finally a set of 
manipulation experiments will be presented. 
5.4.1. Deflection measurements in air 
Current levels ranging from 5 to 40 rnA in 2 rnA steps were used to power the different 
microgrippers under an optical microscope. The voltage drop was measured 
simultaneously using a voltmeter, and the displacement was recorded using a CCD 
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camera attached to the microscope. The post processing of the digital images (Fig. 5.26 
(a)) enabled the net and absolute deflection of the jaws to be measured. 
----+ Initial gap 
.............. ~ Absolute opening 
- - - -> Absolute closing 
----+) Net deflection (A+B) 
Fig. 5.26: Set of digital images taken during the experiments. (a) Magnification used for the 
measurements (b) Reference for the measurements of the normally close microgripper (design 1) (c) 
Reference for the measurements of the normally open microgripper (design 2) 
The measurement procedure is depicted in Fig. 5.26 (b) for the microgrippers operating 
in a closed mode, and in Fig. 5.26 (c) for the microgrippers operating in open mode. The 
resolution of the images is 0.6 microns (1 pixel), but a certain level of blurriness in the 
images (due to out-of-plane deflection and focus adjustment) results in an estimated 
accuracy of ± 3 pixels. This has been included in the deflection data as a systematic 
error of± 1.8 J..Lm. 
The deflection of each microgripper in air versus input power and voltage is plotted in 
Fig. 5.27 to Fig. 5.30. In each of these graphs, the left and right axes indicate 
respectively the deflection of the microgripper from its initial position, and the total 
spacing between the jaws. The latter corresponds to (I) the absolute opening of the 
microgrippers for the designs operating in open mode (i.e. design 1_(30) and design 
1_(100)) and (2) to the absolute closing of the microgrippers for the designs operating in 
open mode (i.e. design 2_(30) and design 2_( l 00)). As explained in the design chapter 
the initial separation between the jaws ultimately determines the range of sizes that can 
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be manipulated by each design. The initial separation between the jaws is given in each 
of the figures. 
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Fig. 5.27: Design 1_(30) (initial gap= 60 ~)(a) Deflection versus input power (b) Deflection versus 
input voltage. 
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Fig. 5.28: Design 1_(100) (initial gap= 60 J.Lm) (a) Deflection versus input power (b) Deflection 
versus input voltage. 
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Fig. 5.29: Design 2_(30) (initial gap= 144jlm) (a) Deflection versus input power (b) Deflection 
versus input voltage. 
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Fig. 5.30: Design 2_(100) (initial gap= 140 jlm) (a) Deflection versus input power (b) Deflection 
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5.4.2. Deflection measurements in liquid environment 
The microgrippers are intended to work mainly in biological media; therefore it is 
important that the viability of the prototypes is also verified in liquids. 
Design 3_(100) was used to measure the deflection in both air and DI water. The 
measurements in water were performed in two ways: with the device partially 
submerged in water 9, and with the device entirely submerged in water. Both results are 
shown in Fig. 5.31. During the measurements in air and with the microgripper partially 
submerged, a current from 10 to 40 rnA in steps of 2 rnA was applied. During the 
measurements in DI water with the microgripper completely submerged, voltages from 
0 V to 6.5 V were applied until thermal failure occurred. 
Fig. 5.31: Comparison between the microgripper actuated in air (black square); partially 
submerged i.e. anchor in air and actuator under water (circle), and completely submerged 
(triangle). 
As expected, due to the difference in heat loss coefficients, the deflections measured in 
air are larger than the deflections measured in any of the two cases in water for the same 
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input power. It can also be observed, that the deflection of the device partially 
submerged in water is larger than the deflection when the device is entirely submerged 
in water. 
Based on these results, the operation of the microgripper partially submerged in water 
seems to be more favourable. First, because larger deflections are possible for the same 
input power and second, because leaving the anchor (and electrical contact pads) out of 
the water eliminates the requirement for low input voltages. From a practical point of 
view it might be difficult to maintain this working configuration; however for skilled 
human operators it could always be a way to maximise the capabilities of a particular 
microgripper design. 
Fig. 5.32: Bubble formation with increasing applied voltage (3.4-5.7 V) 
Fig. 5.32 shows some optical images of the microgripper completely submerged in 
water during actuation. Electrolysis starts occurring at approximately 2.5 V. Initially the 
bubble formation is minimal and far away from the microgrippers jaws. As the voltage 
is increased more air bubbles start appearing in different areas of the microgripper and 
move towards the jaws. At 6.5 V the bubble formation finally induces thermal failure of 
the device. This is shown in Fig. 5.33. 
180 
Thermal failure of the metallisation 
Fig. 5.33: Thermal failure experienced by the device design 3_(100) when actuated under DI water 
at6.5 V. 
The most likely reason why the thermal failure has occurred in this case is due to the 
large air bubble created at the beginning of the actuators. The air bubble creates a point 
where heat losses are drastically reduced (air environment compared to water) and 
where high localised temperatures can develop. 
During the validation of the models in Chapter 6 (section 6.3 . 1) an estimate of the 
temperature of the actuators under water will be given. 
5.4.3. Repeatability and life time experiments 
Design 3_( 100) has also been used to assess the repeatability of the operation of the 
microgrippers. During the experiment current levels from 10 to 40 rnA in 2 rnA steps 
were applied. The voltage drop was measured simultaneously. 
The results are shown in Fig. 5.34. The experiments show a good repeatability in terms 
of deflection for a given voltage. The maximum absolute dispersion of the data occurs 
at the highest voltage and is 7 j.lm. This represents a dispersion of 3.5 j.lm per actuator 
and jaw combination and is equivalent to the error associated to the measurement 
method. There is also a slight dispersion in the values of the voltage for the same input 
current. This could be due to a reorganisation of the metallisation layer as the 
temperature increases. 
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Fig. 5.34: Deflection measured in air during 4 consecutive experiments from design 3_(100). 
The short-term operation of the microgripper seems to be very reliable. The 
microgripper was actuated in air with a square current step of amplitude of 32 rnA and 
duration of 3 s. After I hour ( 1200 cycles) no degradation in performance was observed. 
The only failure mechanism detected during the experiments has been due to thermal 
failure of the metall isation layer (see example Fig. 5.35). This temperature has been 
calculated to be approximately 220 °C. This temperature is also very close to the 
melting temperature of the SU8. Therefore it could be possible that the failure occurs 
due to two simultaneous factors: the overheating of the metallisation and the melting 
and burning of the SU8. 
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Fig. 5.35: SEM picture of a microgripper after thermal failure occurs. 
5.4.4. Manipulation experiments 
Manipulation experiments in air and in water environments have been conducted under 
an optical microscope. 
In the air experiments, the microgripper was attached to an x-y-z micromanipulator and 
a substrate with gold coated SU8 rods was placed on an x-y stage. This provided the 
operator will full three dimensional micropositioning control of the gripper. Fig. 5.36 
shows a sequence of still images from the air-based microrods manipulation experiment. 
The gripper successfully picked up each rod in turn, moved it and then placed it in a 
new position. 
In the water experiments, underwater illumination permitted the detection and 
manipulation of biological specimens (clusters of cheek cells).A video with both 
examples of manipulation can be seen in 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/engineering/microsystems.technology/projects/microgripper/. 
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Fig. 5.36: Manipulation sequence. From left to right and top to bottom 5 gold coated microrods (0 = 100 !Jlll) are picked and placed 
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5.5. Electrothermomechanical characterisation: key performance parameters 
The DC current, /, or voltage, V, are directly controlled by the user and determine the 
Joule heating in the devices. All of the electrical power, P, is dissipated in the form of 
heat and is required to maintain the deflection, d, in the whole structure. This in tum is 
dependent on the asymmetrical temperature profiles developed along the arm of the 
actuators, i.e. T1~> Tc, T1 and ultimately L1T. The maximum temperature that the device 
can attain, Tmax, is limited by the melting temperature of the devices, environmental 
conditions or application requirements. 
5.5.1. ][)eflection Performance 
The deflection is the ultimate performance indicator of the microgrippers. For a given 
geometry, the in-plane flexibility and absolute tip deflection will increase with overall 
length. Therefore, in order to be able to compare the performance of the different 
microgrippers with different lengths a normalised deflection, dN, has been used which is 
the ratio of in-plane deflection compared to the initial device length. 
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Fig. 5.37: Power consumption (left) and AT (right) versus dN. 
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From Fig. 5.37 (left), it can be seen that the best performing design in terms of 
deflection achieved is design l in its two thicknesses. Design 2_(30) seems to give 
similar results in terms of power versus deflection but at the expense of higher 
temperatures in the hot arm (Fig. 5.38). For example to obtain a l% normalised 
deflection, design 2_(30) requires 80 K of temperature increase in the hot arm versus 
approximately 60 K in design 1. 
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Fig. 5.38: Temperature in the hot arm relative to ambient required to obtain a deflection dN. 
5.5.2. Thermal efficiency 
L1T denotes the asymmetric heating attained m the structure and is ultimately 
responsible for the deflection. In addition, L1 T is the parameter that decouples the 
electrothermal from the mechanical problem. Hence L1T is an important parameter. The 
thermal efficiency of the system is defined as L1Tffh. A value of unity indicates that all 
the heat generated in the hot arm is invested in a net differential expansion (the cold arm 
remains at ambient T), but a small value indicates that the heat generated in the hot arm 
increases the temperature of the whole device, reducing the overall deflection. In order 
to obtain a microgripper that is able to operate at low absolute temperatures it is 
necessary that L1 Tff h is as high as possible. 
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Fig. 5.39: Difference in temperature between hot and cold arm AT, versus average hot arm 
temperature T hot• 
Fig. 5.39 shows a fairly linear relationship .JT versus That· The values of the ratio are 
~Trrh = 0.44 for design 1_(30), ~Trrh = 0.36 for design 1_(100), ~Tffh = 0.52 for 
design 2_(30), and ~Tffh = 0.46 for design 2_(100). 
From these results it can be seen that thinner devices (design 1_(30) and design 
2_(30))are more thermally efficient than their corresponding thicker devices (design 
1_(1 00) and design 2_( 100) ). These results confirm the theory that a higher heat 
exchange coefficient is expected between thicker beams. This can also be seen in the 
higher requirements of design 2 in terms of power per unit length (Fig. 5.40 (left)). In 
addition, for the same That, design 2 gives higher values of ~T than design 1 at lower 
total power (Fig. 5.40 (right)). 
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5.5.3. Homogeneity of the temperature of the hot arm 
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Fig. 5.41: Maximum temperature vs. hot arm temperature (relative to ambient): (a) design 1_(30) 
(b) design 1_(100). 
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The homogeneity of the temperature in the hot arm is also a parameter of interest. This 
is given by the ratio between the maximum temperature and the temperature developed 
in the hot arm. The more homogenous the temperature is, the higher the overall 
temperatures and achievable deflections are possible prior to thermal failure of the 
device. As can be seen from Fig. 5.41 and Fig. 5.42, the four designs show a good 
homogeneity. 
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Fig. 5.42: Maximum temperature vs. hot arm temperature (relative to ambient): (a) design 1_(30) 
(b) design 1_(100) (c) design 2_(30) (d) design 2_(100). 
5.6. Summary 
In this chapter the devices fabricated in chapter 3 - design 1_(30), design 1_(100), 
design 1_(30), design 2_(100), and design 3_(100) -· have been tested. Four kinds of 
experiments have been conducted: 
electrical 
IR thermography 
deflection in air and liquid environments 
manipulation in air and in liquid environments 
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IR thermography has provided accurate two dimensional mappmgs of the surface 
temperature of the microgrippers and, in the context of the present work; it has proven 
to be a very fast and versatile tool for thermal characterisation experiments. 
The manipulation experiments have shown that the microgripper, in any of the proposed 
designs, is a functional device fit for the purpose of holding, grasping and positioning 
microsized object in air and liquid environments. 
All of the microgrippers tested in this chapter have been shown to function within the 
design requirements in terms of voltage ( < 1.5 V), temperatures, and deflections range 
(Fig. 5.27-Fig. 5.30, and Fig. 5.38). 
The different designs have been compared and the best performance has been 
highlighted. However, the performance comparisons are only valid for these specific 
geometries and configurations, and general design rules are difficult to extract. The next 
chapter will use a simulated based approach, involving the models and the experimental 
results, to identify key design rules. 
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CHAPTER6 
Validation of the models 
and simulation based predictions 
In this chapter, the analytical models - electrothermal and thermomechanical -
developed in Chapter 4 are validated against the experimental data provided in 
Chapter 5. 
The first part of the chapter deals with the validation of the heat transfer geometrical 
factors, J;, !ex• proposed in Chapter 4 through a simulation-based technique, i.e. by 
combining electrothermal analytical simulations with experimental data. Different 
simulation scenarios, based on various thermal boundary conditions and system 
configurations, will be compared with the experimental data until good agreement is 
achieved. In order to accurately validate the proposed electrothermal model, the 
material properties that affect the results have to be as accurate as possible. Thus 
experimental and semi-empirical values for the resistivity of the metallisation layer and 
the thermal conductivity of the air will be obtained and fed into the models. 
In the second part of the chapter, the thermomechanical model will be validated against 
experimental data. The difference in temperature between hot and cold arm, L1T, 
obtained from the electrothermal model will be used as an input parameter. Comparison 
of the thermomechanical model and the measured deflections will indicate that there is a 
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variation of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the polymeric material as the 
temperature increases and approaches the glass transition temperature of the polymer, 
Tg. The model provides very good results, within the experimental error, at temperatures 
below Tg. If the variation of the CTE with temperature is also included, good agreement 
between the simulations and the experiments is obtained for all of the temperature range 
tested. 
Once the analytical tool takes into account the validated heat transfer geometrical 
factors, and the dependency of the CTE with temperature, the virtual prototyping tool is 
created and the optimisation process can start. The analytical tool creates a deterministic 
link between the microgripper design parameters - geometry, materials and input 
power - and the microgripper performance in terms of temperature (average, 
maximum, distribution) and deflection. In the last part of the chapter, how different 
parameters affect the overall performance will be studied. 
6.1. Experimental validation of the electrothermal analytical model 
6.1.1. Modelling scenarios 
In Chapter 4, a conduction model was proposed to describe the thermal behaviour of 
half of the microgripper, i.e. an actuator plus an extended jaw. Two kinds of heat 
transfer phenomena were considered simultaneously: 
a heat loss mechanism, based on conduction, where the hot and cold arms of the 
actuator lose heat jointly to the ambient by their external, exposed, surfaces. 
This heat loss is governed by a heat loss coefficient defined asCi= J; TC, wheref; 
(i = h, c, f) is a geometrical factor that depends on the geometry of the hot, cold 
and flexure arms of the actuators, and !Coo (the thermal conductivity of the media 
surrounding the device) (section 4.3.4.4). 
a heat exchange mechanism, based also on conduction, where heated parts of the 
device (hot arm) exchange heat with cooler parts of the device (cold/flexure 
arm) that are separated by a small fluid gap. This heat loss is characterised by a 
heat exchange coefficient defined Cij = J;1 !Coo where fiJ ( = !ex) is a geometrical 
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factor that depends on the geometry of the beams, the separation between the 
arms (gap), and the thermal conductivity of the media that fills the gap,K~ (see 
section 4.3.4.5). The notation ij indicates that the arm i conducts heat to the arm 
j which is facing, e.g. fire is the geometrical factors that govern the heat exchange 
when the hot arm is facing the cold arm. Equivalently fhJ is the geometrical 
factors that govern the heat exchange when the hot arm is facing the flexure arm. 
Table 6.1 shows the values of the individual conduction geometrical factors J; calculated 
for the different arms of the geometries tested- design 1_(30), design 1_(100), design 
2_(30), design 2_( 1 00) -. In the case of design 2 there is the need to specify two sets of 
geometrical factors: one for the envelope formed by the hot and flexure arm (Fig. 4.17 
section 1) and another for the envelope formed by the hot arm and cold arm (Fig. 4.17 
section 2) which is considerably larger. 
Table 6.1: Individual geometrical factors calculated for the different microgrippers' models 
ih fc 
design 1_(30) 1.24 1.24 
design 1_(100) 1.25 1.25 
design 2_(30) 1.04 1.77 1.58 0.56 
design 2 (100) 1.08 1.70 1.51 0.72 
Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the geometrical factors that govern the heat exchange 
between the hot and cold arms. The geometry and spacing of the beams can affect the 
heat exchange between them. Three ways of calculating the geometrical factors were 
proposed in Chapter 4: one for geometries where the spacing between the beams, gap, is 
larger than the thickness of the beams (Table 6.2) which would be the case of design 
1_(30) and design 2_(30), and one for geometries where the thicknesses of the beams 
are larger that the gap (Table 6.3(a) and Table 6.3 (b)). This would be the case for 
design 1_(1 00) and design 2_( 100). 
Table 6.2: Geometrical heat exchange factors calculated for the microgripper models where 
gap > thickness of the device. 
design 1_(30) 
design 2 (30) 
1.49 
1.49 1.49 
gap > thickness t 
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Table 6.3: Geometrical factors calculated for the microgripper models where gap < thickness of the 
device. (a) Values calculated using the nominal thickness of the device (t); (b) Values calculated 
using an effective larger thickness (t') for the device. 
(a) (b) 
fhc fhl tIre I fhc t h{ I J,.l 
design 1_(100) 1.66 140.82 2.35 
design 2 (100) 1.66 1.66 144.72 2.41 13!.08 2.18 
gap< thickness (t) gap< thickness (t') 
The difference between Table 6.3 (a) and Table 6.3 (b) is that in the first table the 
thickness included in the calculations is the real value of the thickness of the beam 
(nominally 100 j..lm) whilst in the second table an effective larger thickness is used. The 
reason for that is explained in more detail in section 4.3.4.5. 
Implicit in the use of the geometrical factors shown in Table 6.1 to Table 6.3 is the 
assumption that each actuator, composed of two beams (hot and cold/flexure arm), does 
not have any other body in close proximity. However, the microgripper considered as a 
whole device is composed of two such actuators (A and B in Fig. 6.1) placed together 
and separated by a distance, G, sometimes comparable to the size of the gap between 
the arms of the actuators. In my case, G (- 140 j..lm) is approximately double the size of 
the gap (- 60 j..lm). The analytical model will also be able to describe this slightly 
complex configuration. 
Design 1 
Internal Deans 
External beams 
Fig. 6.1: Microgripper configuration for design 1 and design 2. Reference for the location and 
definition of internal and external arms of the microgripper structure. 
Fig. 6.1 shows the two microgripper types that have been tested in Chapter 5. Design I 
has the hottest arms placed in the internal part of the microgripper whilst design 2 has 
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the hottest arms in the external part of the structure. Looking at these two 
configurations, it could be envisaged that arms that are placed in the exterior of the 
structures will be subject to higher heat losses than the ones placed in the interior. The 
reason for this is that the beams placed in the interior will benefit from the relative 
thermal insulation provided by the structure of the microgripper itself which would 
prevent air flowing within the internal gaps of the device or, in other words, that would 
prevent natural convection in the internal parts of the device. Therefore, in order to 
understand the nature of the heat transfer processes taking place in a real situation, three 
modelling scenarios (Fig. 6.2) are proposed and compared with the experimental results. 
• Hot1m1 
.Coldlml 
Scenario 1 : CooductioD 
A 
Scenario 2: Ccmduction +Convection 
A 
Scenario 3: Convection 
A 
Fig. 6.2: Different heat loss scenarios: conduction only (Scenario 1), conduction and convection 
(Scenario 2), and convection only (scenario 3). 
B 
B 
Scenario 1 (top, Fig. 6.2) will consider that each actuator of the micro gripper loses heat 
to the surrounding ambient by conduction only. This means that internal as well as 
external beams will exchange heat with the environment by a conduction mechanism 
only governed by the heat transfer coefficients and geometrical factors given in Table 
6.1 to Table 6.3 . In the case of design 1_(100) and design 2_(100), two options are 
possible for fu depending on the choice of thickness nominal (t) versus effective (t'): 
scenario 1.1, when using Table 6.7 (a) for fu. 
scenario 1.2, when using Table 6.7 (b) for fu· 
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Scenario 2 (middle, Fig. 6.2) will consider that each actuator of the microgripper loses 
heat to the surrounding ambient by conduction and convection. The internal beams of 
the microgripper will lose heat by conduction only, whilst the external beams will lose 
heat by conduction and convection. In the latter case a natural convection heat transfer 
coefficient with a standard value of 40 W/m2 K in air will be added to the conduction 
heat losses. 
Scenario 3 (bottom, Fig. 6.2) will consider that each beam of the microgripper loses 
heat to the surrounding ambient by convection only. In this case the beams do not 
thermally 'see' each other and no heat exchange between beams occurs, i.e.fu = 0. 
6.1.2. Dependency of the heat transfer coefficients with temperature 
When dealing with conduction heat transfer (Scenario 1) the dependency with 
temperature of the heat transfer coefficients is taken directly into account through the 
use of a thermal conductivity of air dependent on temperature. 
The conductive heat transfer coefficient is then defined as 
Ci (T) = fi Kair (T) (6.1) 
where i = h, c, and f. The dependency of Kair(T) is explained in section 6.1.5. 
When dealing with conduction/convection heat transfer (scenario 2), the heat transfer 
coefficients will be given by Table 6.1 to Table 6.3 for the internal beams, and by C' (T) 
in the external beams. 
c··CT)=cl +hp· 1 1 scenario I 1 (6.2) 
where h is a macroscopic heat transfer coefficient applied to the exposed faces of the 
external beams with an estimated value of 40 W m-2 K 1, and Pi is the perimeter of the 
. . . 
exposed surface of the external beams. The dependency with temperature is included in 
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Finally, when dealing with (microscale) convection heat transfer only (scenario 3), the 
dependency of the heat transfer coefficients will be given by the dependency of the 
Grashof number with temperature, Gr(T) (section 4.3.4.2). The heat transfer coefficient 
used in the convective model is then given by the product of the convection coefficient, 
hi (Gr (T)), and the perimeter of the exposed area, Pi by 
Ci (T) =hi (T) *Pi (6.3) 
where i = h, c, and f. The convection coefficients calculated for each model at each 
current level are given in Table 6.4 to Table 6.7. 
Table 6.4: Convection coefficients calculated for design 1_(30). Tc and Th are experimental values 
measured by IR thermography. 
Current Th Tc hhot hcold chot ecoid 
[rnA] [K] [K) [W/m2 K] [W/m2 K] [W/mK] [W/mK] 
20 30 16 126 122 0.043 0.041 
22 37 19 127 123 0.043 0.042 
24 45 24 129 124 0.044 0.042 
26 54 30 130 126 0.044 0.043 
28 62 33 132 127 0.045 0.043 
30 73 40 133 128 0.045 0.044 
32 85 48 134 129 0.046 0.044 
34 99 56 136 131 0.046 0.044 
36 Ill 62 137 132 0.047 0.045 
38 125 71 138 133 0.047 0.045 
40 145 81 139 134 0.047 0.046 
Table 6.5: Convection coefficients calculated for design 1_(100). Tc and Th are experimental values 
measured by IR thermography. 
Current Th Tc hhot hcold Chot ecoid 
[rnA] [K] [K] [W/m2 K] [W/m2 K] [W/mK] [W/mK] 
20 25 IS 94 91 0.045 0.044 
22 30 18 95 92 0.046 0.044 
24 37 23 96 93 0.046 0.045 
26 43 27 98 94 0.047 0.045 
28 51 31 99 95 0.047 0.046 
30 60 37 100 96 0.048 0.046 
32 68 42 101 97 0.048 0.047 
34 79 49 102 98 0.049 0.047 
36 89 56 103 99 0.049 0.048 
38 101 65 104 100 0.050 0.048 
40 113 73 105 101 0.050 0.049 
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Table 6.6: Convection coefficients calculated for design 2_(30). Tc and Th are experimental values 
measured by IR thermography. 
Current Th Tc hhot hcold hnexure chot ecoid Cnexure 
[rnA] [K] [K] [W/m2 K] [W/m2 K] [W/m2 K] [W/mK] (W/mK] [W/mK] 
20 26 12 125 79 259 0.042 0.044 0.036 
22 31 14 126 80 261 0.043 0.045 0.037 
24 38 l7 128 81 262 0.043 0.045 0.037 
26 44 20 129 82 264 0.044 0.046 0.037 
28 52 24 130 83 266 0.044 0.046 0.037 
30 61 28 131 84 267 0.045 0.047 0.037 
32 71 33 133 85 270 0.045 0.048 O.o38 
34 81 38 134 86 271 0.046 0.048 0.038 
36 94 44 135 87 273 0.046 0.049 0.038 
38 105 51 136 88 274 0.046 0.049 0.038 
40 119 59 138 89 276 0.047 0.050 0.039 
Table 6.7: Convection coefficients calculated for design 2_(100). Tc and Th are experimental values 
measured by IR thermography. 
Current Th Tc hhot he old hnexure chot ecoid Cnexure 
[rnA] [K] [K] [W/m2 K] [W/m2 K] [W/m2 K] [W/mK] [W/mK] [W/mK] 
20 18 9 92 65 139 0.044 0.045 0.039 
22 22 II 93 66 141 0.045 0.046 0.039 
24 27 13 95 67 142 0.045 0.047 0.040 
26 32 17 96 68 144 0.046 0.047 0.040 
28 36 19 96 69 145 0.046 0.048 0.040 
30 41 20 97 69 145 0.047 0.048 0.041 
32 47 25 98 70 146 0.047 0.049 0.041 
34 57 30 100 71 148 0.048 0.050 0.041 
36 63 34 100 72 149 0.048 0.050 0.042 
38 73 40 101 73 150 0.049 0.051 0.042 
40 83 46 102 73 151 0.049 0.051 0.042 
6.1.3. Dependency of the material properties with temperature 
A set of tables that relate the input currents used in the different experiments and the 
corresponding IR temperatures with the values of the resistivity and the thermal 
conductivity of the ambient have been constructed. 
The experimental determination of the material properties is only required for the initial 
validation of the models. Once the validity of those coefficients has been checked, the 
modelling technique proposed in seCtion 4.4.6, could be used for the remaining 
simulations of the chapter. 
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6.1.4. Resistivity of the metallisation p = p(T) 
The values of the resistivity for each current level have been calculated based on the 
material properties obtained in 5.3.3.4 (Table 5.4) and the values of the temperatures 
measured with IR thermography. Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 shows the values obtained for 
design 1_(30), design 1_(100), design 2_(30) and design 2_(100). 
Table 6.8: Dependency with temperature of the resistivity of the gold metallisation at different 
input currents for design 1_(30) and design L(100). 
Design 1_(30) Design L(100) 
Current Th Resistivity Current Th Resistivity 
[rnA] [K] [Qm] [rnA] [K] [Qm] 
0 l.99E-08 0 2.047E-08 
19.82 30 2.214E-08 19.82 25 2.242E-08 
23.79 45 2.322E-08 23.79 37 2.336E-08 
25.79 54 2.391E-08 25.79 43 2.388E-08 
27.77 62 2.451E-08 27.77 51 2.445E-08 
29.75 73 2.537E-08 29.75 60 2.515E-08 
31.74 85 2.627E-08 31.74 68 2.579E-08 
33.7 99 2.729E-08 33.7 79 2.664E-08 
35.7 Ill 2.816E-08 35.7 89 2.746E-08 
37.7 125 2.922E-08 37.7 102 2.849E-08 
39.7 145 3.07E-08 39.7 113 2.937E-08 
Table 6.9: Dependency with temperature of the resistivity of the gold metallisation at different 
input currents for design 2_(30) and design 2_(100). 
Design 2_(30) Design 2_(100) 
Current Th Resistivity Current Th Resistivity 
[rnA] [K] [Qm] [rnA] [K] [Qm] 
0 l.996E-08 0 2.082E-08 
19.82 26 2.194E-08 19.82 18 2.23E-08 
23.79 38 2.284E-08 23.79 27 2.307E-08 
25.79 44 2.337E-08 25.79 32 2.348E-08 
27.77 52 2.396E-08 27.77 36 2.38E-08 
29.75 61 2.464E-08 29.75 41 2.421E-08 
31.74 71 2.539E-08 31.74 47 2.47E-08 
33.7 81 2.615E-08 33.7 57 2.555E-08 
35.7 94 2.713E-08 35.7 63 2.608E-08 
37.7 105 2.798E-08 37.7 73 2.685E-08 
39.7 119 2.912E-08 39.7 83 2.77E-08 
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6.1.5. Thermal conductivity of the surrounding media K... = K... (T) 
The dependency of the thermal conductivity of the surrounding media (air) with 
temperature will also be taken into account in the models. 
Direct measurement of the thermal conductivity of air around the microgripper is not 
possible; however, the IR temperature measurements obtained in Chapter 5 can be used 
to construct semi-empirical tables that relate the different input currents, with the 
temperature of the cold arm and the thermal conductivity of the air. The latter can be 
calculated using the linear relationship given by [307] 
Kair = 0.025642 + (Tair * 0.000072) (6.4) 
where Tair has been taken as the temperature of the cold arm. 
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 show Ka;r = Ka;r (T), and relate it to the different current levels 
used for design 1_(30), design I_( 1 00), design 2_(30) and design 2_( 1 00). 
Table 6.10: Dependency with temperature of the thermal conductivity of air at different input 
currents for design 1_(30) and design 1_(100) 
design 1_(30) design 1_(100) 
Current Tc Thermal Current Tc Thermal 
conductivity of air conductivity of air [rnA] [K] [W /mK] [rnA] [K] [W /m K] 
0 0.0256 0 0.0256 
20 16 0.0268 20 15 0.0267 
22 19 0.0270 22 18 0.0270 
24 24 0.0274 24 23 0.0273 
26 30 0.0278 26 27 0.0276 
28 33 0.0280 28 31 0.0279 
30 40 0.0286 30 37 0.0283 
32 48 0.0291 32 42 0.0287 
34 56 0.0296 34 49 0.0292 
36 62 0.0301 36 56 0.0297 
38 71 0.0307 38 65 0.0303 
40 81 0.0315 40 73 0.0309 
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Table 6.11: Dependency with temperature of the thermal conductivity of air at different input 
currents for design 2_(30) and design 3_(100) 
design 2_(30) design 2_(100) 
Current Tc Thermal Current Tc Thermal 
conductivity of air conductivity of air [rnA] [K] [WI m K] [rnA] [K] [W /m K] 
0 0.0256 0 0.0256 
20 12 0.0265 20 9 0.0263 
22 14 0.0267 22 11 0.0265 
24 17 0.0268 24 13 0.0266 
26 20 0.0271 26 17 0.0269 
28 24 0.0274 28 19 0.0270 
30 28 0.0276 30 20 0.0271 
32 33 0.0281 32 25 0.0274 
34 38 0.0284 34 30 0.0278 
36 44 0.0288 36 34 0.0281 
38 51 0.0293 38 40 0.0286 
40 59 0.0299 40 46 0.0289 
6.1.6. Boundary conditions 
6.1.6.1. Boundary conditions at the anchor attachment 
In the simulations in Chapter 4 (4.4.5) it was considered that the microgripper was 
attached to a thermal sink with a constant temperature equal to the ambient. In this case 
a large portion of the heat generated within the actuators is lost by conduction through 
the beams itself to the anchors that are kept at ambient temperature. However overall 
higher temperatures are expected in thermal actuators where the anchors are insulated 
from a thermal ground [187]. 
Thermally insulated 
T hot (x = 0) = T flexure (x = L) = 0 T bot (x = 0) "!= T flexure (x = L) :F 0 
Fig. 6.3: Boundary conditions at the anchors. 
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Given the design and mounting of the microgripper, it is likely that a certain level of 
insulation is provided by the SU8 of the anchors (the gold contacts are mounted on the 
top surface) and the glue used to attach the microgripper to the PCB. A finite heat loss 
at the anchors can be integrated in the models by applying an effective heat transfer 
coefficient, heff (Fig. 6.3), at the base of the each actuator beam (x = 0) in the hot arm 
and at x = L ( = total length in the cold/flexure arms) which simulates the insulation 
provided by the polymer. Depicted in Fig. 6.4 is the one dimensional heat transfer 
circuit used to estimate the insulation provided by the SU8 at the anchors. 
Fig. 6.4: Estimation of the heat loss at the anchors: one-dimensional circuit. 
Continuity of heat flux gives that Qanchor = Q ground 
Qanchor = Q ground (6.5) 
where Qanchor is the heat flux rate through the anchor to a thermal ground. 
Q - h (T -T ) anchor - eft anchor ground (6.6) 
The heat conducted through a layer of SU8 of thickness, t, is given by 
Q =K (Tanchor-Tgrmmd) ground SUB t (6.7) 
Combining equations (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) it can be seen that 
t 
--=-- (6.8) 
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The effective convection coefficients calculated for the anchor of the hot arm of 
thicknesses 30 f.lm and 100 f.lm are respectively 6666 and 2000 W/m2K. 
In order to check how this insulation affects the final results of the models, a fourth 
modelling scenario (Scenario 4) will be considered. In this case the anchors of the 
actuators will be considered heat sinks, and the T anchor_hot = Tanchor_cold = T"" = 0. (in the 
rest of the scenarios T anchor_hot :tT anchor_cold :t Too). 
6.1.6.2. Boundary conditions at the end of the actuators 
All of the heat transfer coefficients calculated so far have assumed beams with an 
infinite length. The beams have a finite length and in some geometries (especially high 
aspect ratio ones) an extra heat loss path has to be considered in the balance of the heat 
losses. Fig. 6.5 depicts that situation where a finite heat loss is assumed at the end 
connection of the beams. The heat loss coefficients can be calculated assuming heat loss 
by convection of an infinite vertical plane [276]. 
Convection heat loss by a vertical plate 
Fig. 6.5: Heat losses at the end of the actuators. 
h = 640 WI m1 K for thickness 30 J..lm 
h = 220 WI m1 K for thickness 100 J..lm 
The convection coefficients calculated for the thicknesses of 30 f.lm and 100 f.lm are 
respectively 640 and 220 Wlm2K and are introduced in the electrothermal model by 
adding an extra heat loss path to the boundary conditions (Table 4.13) 
6.1. 7. Validation of the electrothermal model in air 
In this section, different outputs of the model for different case scenarios (see Table 
6.12) will be compared with the experimental results obtained in Chapter 5: the average 
temperatures of the arms of the actuators (LiT and Th), the maximum temperature (T max), 
and the detailed temperature distribution measured along the length of the actuators 
when a current is applied at the outputs of interest. 
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Table 6.12: Summary of the different heat loss mechanisms and thermal boundary conditions 
considered in each scenario. 
Heat loss to the Heat exchange Boundary condition Boundary condition 
ambient by between beams the anchor the of the actuator 
Scenario 1 Conduction Yes (Conduction) Insulated 
Yes 
Conduction + 
Scenario 2 Convection(') Yes (Conduction) Insulated Yes 
Scenario 3 Convection No Insulated 
Yes 
Scenario 4 Conduction Yes (Conduction) Grounded 
Yes 
(*)convection applied to the external beams only (h = 40 W m-2 K 1) 
6.1.7.1. Average temperatures: AT, Th and Tmax 
AT is one of the main input parameters for the mechanical model, i.e. for the calculation 
of the deflection; therefore it is the output parameter of interest of the electrothermal 
model. For a given LlT and geometry, it is also important to know the values of Th and 
T max as these parameters will ultimately determine if there is a risk of thermal failure 
(due to the delamination of the metallisation layer or the degradation of the polymer) or 
whether the microgripper can be used in biological environments where low 
temperatures are required. 
Fig. 6.6 to Fig. 6.13 show the comparison between modelling and experimental results. 
Evident from all the figures is that Scenario 3 systematically overestimates the average 
temperatures developed along the arms and, more importantly, that it overestimates the 
difference in temperature LlT. These results highlight the importance of considering the 
heat exchange between the arms in addition to the heat loss from individual beams. The 
other three scenarios give reasonably good predictions in terms of LlT, but provide 
slightly different results when comparing the hot and maximum temperatures developed 
in the hot arm. For design I it seems that scenario I gives the most accurate results 
(even if scenario 2 is also reasonably close). For design 2, it is only scenario 2 that gives 
accurate results. The reason for that can be the hot arms are the external beams and do 
not benefit from the internal insulation of the hot arms in design 1. Finally the grounded 
case; scenario 4, provides results relatively close to the experiments but always shows 
overall lower average temperatures. The next section will give an idea of the 
temperature profiles T(x) developed in each case. 
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Fig. 6.6: Design I _(30); L\T and Th versus input current. Comparison between experimental data 
measured using IR thermography and the outputs of the model for scenarios I to 4. 
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Fig. 6.7: Design I _(30) L\T and Tmax versus Th. Comparison between experimental data measured 
using IR thermography and the outputs of the model for scenarios I to 4. 
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Fig. 6.11: Design 2_(30) LlT and Tmax versus Th. Comparison between experimental data measured 
using IR thermography and the outputs of the model for scenarios 1 to 4. 
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Fig. 6.13: Design 2_(100) AT and Tmax versus Th. Comparison between experimental data measured 
using IR thermography and the outputs of the model for scenarios 1 to 4. 
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6.1.7.2. Temperature distribution T(x) 
Once the validation of the models has been performed based on average temperatures, it 
would be interesting to see how well the models predict the temperature profiles 
developed along the arms relative to ambient. The graphs presented in this section (Fig. 
6.14 to Fig. 6.17) will show the comparison of experimental and modelling results at 
two representative current levels 30 rnA and 40 rnA. 
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Fig. 6.14: Design 1_(30); experimental data versus modelled profiles developed along the arms of 
the actuator: scenario 1, scenario 2 and scenario 4. 
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Fig. 6.15: Design 1_(100) experimental data versus modelled profiles developed along the arms of 
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Fig. 6.16: Design 2_(30); experimental data versus modelled profiles developed along the arms of 
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Fig. 6.17: Design 2_(100); experimental data versus modelled profiles developed along the arms of 
the actuator: scenario 1, scenario 2 and scenario 4. 
As can be seen, the scenarios that consider a finite heat loss at the anchors (scenario 1 
and scenario 2) predict initial temperatures (see graphs at x = 0 and x = 4000 or x = 
3000) similar to the ones measured by IR. These results validate the theory that a 
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thermal insulation is provided by the presence of the SU8 and that it seems to vary with 
the thickness of the anchor and power. For example in the case of design 1_(30) the 
ratio between the initial temperature of the arms and their average temperature is 0.27 
while the same ratio in design 1_(1 00) is 0.58. This is consistent with a higher 
insulation provided by a thicker anchor. 
In section 6.1.7.1 it was concluded that the scenario that best described the behaviour of 
design 1_(30) and design 1_(1 00) was number 1. However, it can be seen that 
scenario 1 generally underestimates the temperature of both the hot and cold arms while 
maintaining the same value of ~T as the experiments. This could be explained by the 
close proximity of the two internal hot arms (Fig. 6.1) that somehow would reduce the 
heat losses from the hot arms and increase the overall temperature of the device. 
In the case of design 2_(30) and design 2_( 1 00), scenario 2 predicts reasonably well the 
temperature profiles of the hot arms. However, the temperature of the cold arm seems to 
be underestimated, and overestimated for the flexure. The possibility of the two internal 
cold arms thermally seeing each other could be a plausible explanation for the higher 
temperatures shown by the experiments. In the case of the flexure, it is possible that the 
proximity of the anchor, and the larger gap between the two internal flexure beams 
(360 J.Lm versus 140 J.Lm between the two cold arms) increases the heat losses from the 
flexure adding, for example, a convection component. 
6.2. Validation of the thermomechanical model in air 
In order to validate the mechanical model it is necessary to obtain the values of the 
deflection at the end of the actuators instead of at the end of the jaws (grasping point). 
These values, although not measured directly, can be extrapolated from the previous 
measurements by applying a reduction factor to the overall deflection. This factor 
depends on the geometry of the microgripper and on the structural thickness of the 
device and has been obtained for each microgripper by using a set of mechanical FEA 
simulations. 
As depicted in Fig. 6.18, a simple trigonometric extrapolation of the deflection (see 
dotted line) is likely to overestimate the deflection by at least 30%. 
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Fig. 6.18: FEA simulation of the deflection (deformation magnification x3) 
6.2.1. Deflection versus AT 
Measured 
dcfl cclion 
The deflections extrapolated from the measurements compared to the deflections 
obtained from the mechanical model using the calculated AT as an input are shown in 
Fig. 6.19 to Fig. 6.22. The figures on the left show the experimental values of the 
deflection compared with the values obtained from the mechanical model when using a 
constant value of the coefficient of thermal expansion, CTE. The value assigned to the 
CTE has been 52 ppm/K for design l , and 64 ppm/K for design 2 [198, 215] . The 
figures on the right show the experimental values of the deflection compared with the 
values obtained from the mechanical model when using an adjusted CTE that varies 
with temperature. 
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Fig. 6.19: Design 1_(30) (a) Experimental and modelled deflections (CTE =52 ppm/K) versus AT 
(b) Experimental and modelled deflection (CTE = CTE(T)) versus AT. 
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Fig. 6.20: Design 1_(100) (a) Experimental and modelled deflections (CTE = 64 ppm/K) versus AT 
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Fig. 6.21: Design 2_(30) (a) Experimental and modelled deflections (CTE =52 ppm/K) versus AT 
(b) Experimental and modelled deflections (CTE = CTE(T)) versus AT. 
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6.2.2. Discussion 
As can be seen from the left hand side graphs of Fig. 6.19 to Fig. 6.22, the analytical 
thermomechanical model predicts a linear relationship between L1T and the deflection. 
Even though this gives reasonably good results at low temperatures; the model 
underestimates the deflection at higher values of T. The reason for that could be the 
variation of the material properties with temperature. 
In the development of the mechanical model, the temperature dependence of material 
properties such as the Young's modulus or the coefficient of thermal expansion was not 
taken into account. The Young's modulus, E, dropped out from the lD analytical model 
equations (see 4.5) and should not be the cause of the disparity. The impact of its 
variation with temperature, however, has been analysed by a set of FEA simulations. As 
expected, the results indicate that the variation of in-plane deflection due to the variation 
of E is minimal (up to 3 Jlm for a factor of two in E and a temperature difference of 
70 K), and that E is not a strong driver for the system. 
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The disparity in the results could derive from the variation of the CTE with temperature 
which in tum results from a variation of processing conditions. Different values of the 
CTE for the SU8 photoresist have been reported previously, e.g. 52 ppm/K [ 198, 215], 
87 .I ppm/K [229] and 102 ppm/K [216]. In each case, the value of the CTE was 
estimated below the glass transition temperature (T g), and the CTE showed a constant 
value. However, in the results presented here, the deflection of the microgripper occurs 
at temperatures below and above T g· The latter is fixed by the processing conditions 
[216] and has been estimated to be -95-100 °C. When heating the SUS microgripper 
above Tg, polymerisation will continue and the material properties will change [215]. As 
in other polymers [271, 30S], the CTE of the SUS could show a different value before 
and after T g. with a linear change between the two material states. 
This dependence of the CTE with temperature has been simulated as follows. At low 
temperatures it has been considered a constant value of the CTE whilst at temperatures 
around the T g a linear variation of the CTE has been considered. The slope of the linear 
variation was chosen to adjust each set of experimental data. 
For the design 1_(30) two ranges of the CTE have been considered as a function of the 
increase in temperature experienced by the hot arm (T~z): 
CTE(T)[ppm I K] = {
52 
3.73 + 0.877 T~z 
Equivalently, for the design 1_(100) 
CTE(T)[ppm I K] = {
64 
37 + 0.491 Th 
For the design 2_(30) 
{
52 
CTE(T)[ppm I K] = 23.737 + 0.397 T
11 
if Th < 55K 
if Th >55 K 
if T1z < 60K 
if Th > 60 K 
ifTh < 70K 
if T~z > 70 K 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
For the design 2_(100), due to the restricted range of data available, only one range of 
the CTE has been considered. 
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CTE(T) [ppm I K] = 64 if Th < 82 K (6.12) 
The introduction in the simulations of CTE (T) was carried out in an iterative manner. 
First, the average increase in temperature of the hot arm (T h) for each input current was 
measured by IR thermography. This value was then used to estimate the temperature 
dependent value of the CTE. .For example, as indicated in Table 6.13 when in 
design 1_(30) an increase in temperature of T hot = 61.7 K is observed, a value of 
58 p.p.m/K is considered in the mechanical model. The difference in temperature 
between hot and cold arms was also measured by IR (~T) and, together with the value 
of the CTE, is used as an input to the mechanical model. 
Table 6.13: Values of the coefficient of thermal expansion CTE as a function of the values of Th for 
the different designs. 
design 1_(30) design 2_(30) 
AT Th ThAbsolute CTE AT Th Th CTE 
[K] [K] roq [ppmK1] [K] [K] Absolute [ppm K 1] ["C] 
13.9 30.0 50.0 52 14.0 25.7 45.7 52 
20.3 44.5 64.5 52 21.1 37.7 57.7 52 
24.2 53.8 73.8 52 24.2 44.5 64.5 52 
29.0 61.7 81.7 58 28.1 52.2 72.2 52 
32.8 73.2 93.2 68 33.4 61.1 81.1 52 
37.8 85.3 105.3 79 37.4 70.9 90.9 52 
43.5 99.0 119.0 91 43.0 80.8 100.8 56 
48.5 110.6 130.6 101 49.4 93.6 113.6 61 
53.8 124.8 144.8 113 53.2 104.6 124.6 65 
63.1 144.6 164.6 131 61.0 119.5 139.5 71 
design 1_(100) 
design 2 ~100) 
AT Th ThAbsolute CTE AT Th 
Th CTE 
[K] [K] roq [ppm K 1] [K] [K] Absolute [ppm K 1] ["C) 
9.8 24.8 44.8 64 9.1 17.9 37.9 64 
14.2 36.8 56.8 64 13.9 27.1 47.1 64 
16.9 43.5 63.5 64 15.3 32.1 52.1 64 
19.6 50.7 70.7 64 16.5 35.9 55.9 64 
23.6 59.6 79.6 66 20.9 40.9 60.9 64 
25.9 67.3 87.3 70 21.9 46.8 66.8 64 
29.6 78.5 98.5 76 26.6 57.0 77.0 64 
32.4 89.0 109.0 81 29.0 63.4 83.4 64 
36.7 102.1 122.1 87 32.2 72.6 92.6 64 
40.3 113.3 133.3 93 37.4 82.9 102.9 64 
The good agreement between the fitted CTE and the experimental and literature data 
indicates that we have a plausible explanation for the non-linear behaviour of the 
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mechanical model versus d T at temperatures around T g· It is also important to highlight 
the differences in the value of the temperature at which the CTE starts growing for the 
different devices and the difference in slope. This could be due to a variation in 
processing and structural factors: the differences in baking times between the devices, 
the difference in the level of solvent trapped in each layer or non-homogeneities of the 
exposure across the wafer. These results indicate that a deeper characterisation of the 
thermal material properties have to be performed when using SU8 in thermally actuated 
devices. For this task a direct measurement of the temperature, for example using IR 
thermography, is essential. 
6.3. Completion of electrothermomechanical modelling technique 
The experimental validation of the thermomechanical model enables the completion of 
the modelling technique presented in section 4.4.6. There, the first four points were 
intended to calculate the difference in temperature between the arms of the actuator for 
various input currents whilst considering the dependency of the resistivity and the 
thermal conductivity of the air with temperature. Here, the next two points will enable 
the calculation of the deflection of the actuator whilst considering the dependency of the 
CTE with temperature. 
1. Two input parameters are fed into the thermomechanical model for each current 
level. These will be the average temperature of the hot arm, Th, and the 
temperature difference between the arms, .dT. Th will be used to determine the 
temperature dependent coefficient of expansion CTE = CTE (Th). For example, 
for absolute temperatures below 80 oc (i.e. slightly before the T g = 95 °C) a 
constant value equal to 52 ppm/ K for the CTE of the SU8 in design 2_(30) will 
be included. At temperatures above 80 oc a linear variation of CTE (T) will be 
considered. The nature of this variation and the upper limit of the temperature 
associated to it has to be verified experimentally (it is likely that a second 
constant value of the CTE will be achieved at temperatures well above T8 ). Once 
the CTE has been calculated, dT will be used to obtain the deflections. 
2. The same procedure can be repeated until the upper limit of input currents for 
the simulations is reached. 
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As noted previously, a spreadsheet is used to calculate the solutions to both models and 
obtain the deflection of the microgripper fro different input currents (or voltages). 
Fig. 6.23 shows a diagram with the complete modelling technique proposed. The 
current, the geometry and the material properties of the microgripper, the thermal 
conductivity of the ambient and the configuration of the system are the inputs for this 
spreadsheet. The heat losses to the anchor and at the end of the actuators, the 
geometrical factors (j;), are calculated automatically based on the geometry of the 
microgripper and the configuration of the system. The material properties or parameters 
dependent of temperature (resistivity, thermal conductivity of the ambient, heat transfer 
coefficients, and coefficient of thermal expansion) are calculated in an iterative manner 
using the outputs of the models. 
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Fig. 6.23: Modelling technique. 
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6.3.1. Validation of the modelling technique in air and water environments 
The proposed modelling technique can be now used to predict the thermal and 
mechanical performance of another microgripper, design 3_(100) (Fig. 5.1 with 
dimension in Table 5.1), that has not been measured using infrared thermography but 
for which electrical and deflection measurement have been taken. 
• Hotmn 
•Cold arm 
Fig. 6.24: Schematic of Design 3 and the associated heat losses. 
The configuration of design 3 (Fig. 6.24) is such that the arms that are placed on the 
external part of the microgripper are the flexure and cold arm. Following the 
conclusions derived from the validation of the models, the choice of parameters of the 
models is as follows: 
The internal beams of the structure, in this case the hot arms; will lose heat to 
the environment by conduction only. The heat loss coefficients will be given by 
Table 6.1 and equation (6.1 ). 
The external beams of the structure will lose heat by conduction and convection. 
The natural convection coefficients are considered 40 W/m2 K for air and 
200 W/m2 K for water. The heat loss coefficients will be given by equation (6.2) 
and Table 6.1. 
There will be a heat exchange between the arms of the actuators governed by a 
heat exchange factor that takes into account the finite width of the beams, i.e. a 
thickness t' (Table 6.3 (b)). 
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The thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium will be considered variable 
with temperature in the case of air (equation (6.4)), and of a constant value of 
0.6 W/m K for water. 
In addition it will be assumed that the electrical properties of the metallisation layer are 
identical to the properties of design 2_( 1 00), i.e. Po = 2.08 X 1 o-8 Q m and 
TCR = 0.00398 K 1 (Table 5.4). Table 6.14 and Table 6.15 summarise the parameters 
and materials properties of the model. 
Table 6.14: Heat transfer geometrical factors used in the simulations 
Beam /; fij 
geometrical factor geometrical exchange factor 
Hot Arm to Ambient1 
Flexure to Ambient 
Flexure to Hot Arm (exchange) 
Hot Arm to Ambiene 
Cold Arm to Ambient 
Cold Arm to Hot Arm (exchange) 
1In section I (hot facing flexure) 
2In section 2 (hot facing cold) 
1.51 
0.72 
1.08 
1.70 
Table 6.15: Material properties used in the simulations 
Material property Value Units 
Resistivity Gold 2.08 xi0-8 Qm 
TCR 0.00398 K' 
Thermal conductivity Gold 297 Wm-1 K 1 
Thermal conductivity SUS 0.2 Wm-1 K 1 
Thermal conductivity air(*) 0.0256 Wm-1 K 1 
Thermal conudctivity water 0.6 Wm-1 K 1 
(*)Variable with temperature as in equation (6.4) 
2.18 
2.41 
Fig. 6.25 shows the deflections measured in air at different input currents compared 
with the deflections predicted by the analytical models. The outputs from the thermal 
and mechanical models are summarized in Table 6.16. 
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Fig. 6.25: Current versus experimental and modelled deflection for design 3: (left) Scenario 2 with a 
constant value of CTE (CTE = 64 ppm!K) (Right) Scenario 2 with CTE dependent on temperature 
(CTE as in equation (6.2)). 
Table 6.16: Summary of the outputs of the analytical models presented in Fig. 6.25. 
I Electrothermal model I Thennomechanical 
Thot 
Deflection Deflection 
Current ~T • CTE (T hot) linear • [rnA] [K] [K] CTE =constant CTE = CTE (T hot) [J.Lm] [J.Lm] [ppm/K] 
20 20.15 10.09 3.13 3.13 64 
24 29.78 14.88 4.62 4.62 64 
26 35.48 17.70 5.50 5.50 64 
28 41.78 20.81 6.47 6.47 64 
30 48.73 24.23 7.53 7.53 64 
32 56.39 27.99 8.70 8.70 64.69 
34 64.82 32.10 9.98 10.73 68.83 
36 74.06 36.59 11.38 13.04 73 .36 
38 84.17 41.49 12.90 15.79 78.33 
40 95.22 46.81 14.55 19.05 83.76 
* 64 p.p.m/K * equation (6.2) 
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As can be seen, there is a good agreement between the deflections predicted by the 
model and the deflections measured in air. The mechanical model that considers a 
constant value of the CTE ( = 64 ppm/K) over the whole range of actuation works well 
at low temperatures but starts to diverge slightly at temperatures (Th = 55 K i.e. 
T11 = 75 °C) close to the glass transition temperature ( -95 °C). If a linear variation of 
the CTE when Thot > 75 oc (equation 6.3) is considered, the predictions of the model 
seem to match the non-linear trend of the measured deflections for the whole range of 
actuation. 
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Fig. 6.26: Current versus deflection for design 3: experimental and modelling (CTE = 64 ppm /K) 
results for the device fully submerged in water. 
Fig. 6.26 (left) shows the deflections measured m water at different input currents 
compared with the deflections predicted by the analytical models. The geometrical 
factors used in the models are the same as in the case of air and are shown in Table 6.14 
and Table 6.15. The outputs from the thermal and mechanical models are summarised in 
Table 6.17. As in the previous case, the model predicts reasonably well the deflections 
in water at low currents. At higher currents however, the predictions start to diverge 
slightly compared to the measured deflections. 
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Table 6.17: Summary of the outputs of the analytical models used in Fig. 6.26 (Left) model with 
constant CTE and f.,= 2.18 and 2.41 (right) model with constant CTE and f.,= 1. 
I Electrothermal mode4Tbermomechanical I Electrothermal model IThermomechanical I 
Deflection 
Deflection 
Tho, CTE =constant 
. Current AT CTE =constant' Current T [K] AT [rnA] [K] [K] [~] 
[rnA] hot [K] and f.,= 1 
[~] 
20 I. II 0.44 0.13 20 1.33 0.81 0.24 
26 1.89 0.75 0.23 26 2.25 1.37 0.43 
30 2.52 1.00 0.31 30 3.01 1.83 0.57 
36 3.64 1.45 0.45 36 4.36 2.65 0.82 
40 4.51 1.80 0.55 40 5.40 3.28 1.02 
46 6.01 2.39 0.74 46 7.19 4.37 1.35 
50 7.13 2.84 0.88 50 8.54 5.19 1.61 
56 9.00 3.59 1.11 56 10.80 6.57 2.04 
60 10.39 4.14 1.28 60 12.48 7.59 2.36 
66 12.68 5.05 1.57 66 15.27 9.29 2.88 
70 14.35 5.72 1.77 70 17.29 10.51 3.26 
76 17.09 6.81 2.11 76 20.63 12.55 3.90 
80 19.08 7.60 2.36 80 23.07 14.03 4.36 
88 23.44 9.34 2.90 86 27.03 16.44 5.11 
90 24.65 9.82 3.05 90 29.92 18.19 5.65 
100 31.12 12.40 3.85 100 37.99 23.10 7.18 
* 64 p.p.rniK * 64 p.p.rniK 
In the case of water, the heat losses to the environment are increased considerably and 
the temperatures of the hot arm are expected to be well bellow the T g for the range of 
currents applied. For this reason, it does not seem appropriate to associate the deviation 
of both set of results to the variation of the CTE with temperature. A plausible 
explanation for the deviation could be the reduction in the thermal coupling between the 
hot and cold arm due for example to the takeover of natural convection between the 
arms of the actuators. LJT in the model is mainly controlled by !ex and the thermal 
conductivity of the surrounding media. A few simulations have been performed which 
modify that parameter until convergence between experiments and models has been 
achieved (Fig. 6.26 (right)). These results indicated that the coupling between the arms 
in water could be approximately half the value in air. 
An interesting consequence of the diminished coupling between the arms in water is 
that slightly less absolute hot arm temperature is necessary to obtain the same deflection 
than in air (Fig. 6.27 (left)). This is at the expense of more power consumption 
(Fig. 6.27 (right)). 
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Fig. 6.27: Thot versus deflection and voltage versus deflection in air and liquid environments. 
To conclude the validation of the model and the modelling technique, a final 
verification of the assumptions can be carried out to compare the experimental resul ts 
between design 2_(100) and design 3. Both have identical overall geometries of the 
actuators but different configurations (Fig. 6.28). In addition both microgrippers have 
been fabricated in the same batch and so the value of the material properties can be 
expected to be fairly similar. 
Design 3 Design 2 
Fig. 6.28: Configuration of design 3 versus design 2 
Based on the explanations given so far, what would be expected is that design 3 deflects 
more for the same input current. If we assume that the heat exchange between the arms 
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is identical in both cases, then it is expected that for the same input power, the 
temperatures in the hot arm of design 3 will be higher than in design 2 due to the lower 
heat losses. This in turn should lead to higher ~T. and therefore higher deflections due 
to the linear relationship between the temperature in the hot arm and ~T These results 
are summarised in Fig. 6.29. As can be seen the experimental resu lts (current versus 
deflection (Fig. 6.29)), show a higher deflection of design 3 versus design 2_(100), 
which is consistent with the theory. 
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Fig. 6.29: Modelling and experimental comparison between design 3 and design 2_(100). 
6.4. Simulation based predictions and optimisation 
The good agreement between the experiments and the analytical models has permitted 
the construction of a "virtual microgripper" over which to perform fast and reliable 
simulations. As shown previously, these simulations not only enable the interpretation 
of sometimes limited experimental data, but also enable the exploration of the entire 
parameter space that influences the performance of the microgripper and therefore its 
optimisation. 
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In this section, the virtual prototype tool will be used to assess how different 
geometrical aspects affect and can improve the performance of a microgripper for a 
given input voltage and induced temperature. For this kind of study, virtual prototyping 
is an essential element of the optimisation process. 
Three different devices - design I, design 3, and standard (Fig. 6.30) - in two 
different scales - meso- and micro- - are used in the simulations. The particular 
geometries are shown in Table 6.18 and Table 6.19. In all of the simulations it is 
considered that the anchors are thermally grounded. 
design 1 
L We 
J 
design 3 
L 
Standard 
w e = w Au_cold 
Fig. 6.30: Sketch of the devices to be simulated 
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Table 6.18: Characteristic dimensions of the mesoscale devices (gap = 60 J.UD) used in the 
simulations. 
[JUD] wh w< Wr ~ L< Lr L. WAu 
design 1 140 140 1500 1500 1600 70 
design 3 140 250 80 1500 1140 360 1600 70 
standard 140 250 80 1500 1140 360 1600 140 
(*) out-of-plane thickness 100 Jlffi 
(**) out-of-plane thickness Au = 0.289 Jlm 
Table 6.19: Characteristic dimensions of microscale devices (gap = lliJ.m) used in the simulations. 
[J.Lm] wh w< w, ~ L< Lr L- WAu 
design 1 7 7 200 200 450 3.5 
design 3 7 22 7 200 140 60 450 3.5 
standard 7 22 7 200 140 60 450 6 
(*) out-of-plane thickness SUS = 20 11m 
(**)out-of-plane thickness Au= 0.289 11m 
6.4.1. Buckling instability and critical temperature 
When the characteristic dimensions of thermal actuators are being decided two 
constraints have to be considered: 
I. The critical temperature that the hot arm can resist before thermal failure and 
melting, Tcriticad = 160 K above ambient). 
2. The buckling instability of the hot arm which depends on the geometry of the 
beam, the CTE of the material, and dT. 
The critical temperature that the hot arm temperature can resist IS given by the 
characteristics of the structural material. In this work, it has been verified that the 
critical temperature is not the melting temperature of the SUS which will be around 
250 °C, but the temperature at which the embedded resistor fails, probably due to excess 
stresses and temperature. In this analysis the absolute critical temperature in the hot arm 
has been considered to be 180 oc (or equivalently a temperature of 160 K above 
ambient). 
The hot arm is made long and slender to allow for a greater expansion and deflection; 
however this shape is very susceptible to buckling. Any thermal load experienced by the 
hot arm above the critical load would most certainly cause its buckling and the failure of 
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the system. Therefore, apart from the critical temperature, the conditions at which 
buckling occurs (critical load) at different temperatures also become an inherent 
constraint of the design. 
The critical load for the hot arm is given by [291] 
F _ 4Jr 2 E(tw3 112) 
critical - 2 
L 
(6.13) 
where E is the Young's modulus, Lis the total length, and t and ware the thickness and 
width of the hot arm respectively. 
At the same time, the net thermal load experienced by the hot arm is given by 
Load thennal = CTE tlT Ewt (6.14) 
The condition to avoid buckling in any of the arms would be Loadthermat ~ Fcriticat or 
equivalently, 
(6.15) 
where 11 T buckling is the maximum temperature difference between the arms of the 
actuator that the system will be able to sustain. 
In this chapter, the results of the simulations will systematically include an indication of 
the critical load and critical temperature of the actuators. 
6.4.2. Design 1 and design 3 versus a standard thermal actuator 
6.4.2.1. Equal geometry at the mesoscale 
Using the prototype tool developed earlier, one can now compare one of the actuators 
developed in this thesis, e.g. design 3 (Fig. 6.29), with a standard U-shaped thermal 
actuator with the same overall dimensions (Fig. 6.29). The deflection results will be 
presented versus input power, voltage and induced average temperature in the hot arm. 
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As can be seen from the Fig. 6.32, design 3 performs better than an equivalent standard 
thermal actuator. For an input voltage of 0.3 V, design 3 produces a deflection of 39.8 
J.lm versus a deflection of 8.3 J.lm produced by the standard actuator. In addition this is 
done at a lower power. The overall average temperatures of design 3 actuator are higher 
for the same input voltage (see Fig. 6.33), but still design 3, which only contains the 
resistor in the hot arm, is more thermally efficient13 than the standard thermal actuator. 
For the same hot arm temperature, it is able to produce a larger dT and therefore a 
larger deflection for the same geometry (Fig. 6.33). E.g. for a temperature in the hot arm 
of approximately 100 K design 3 actuator generates a dT = 55.6 K whilst the standard 
actuator only achieves a dT = 18.8 K. The fact that the temperatures in design 3 are 
higher than the overall temperatures in the standard actuator are not a problem as long 
as the temperature of the hot arm remains below the critical temperature ( = 160 K above 
ambient). For the geometries of the actuators the dTbuckiing would be approximately 450 
K, well above the range of temperature used and it is not a limiting factor. 
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13 See section 5.5.2. 
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It could be argued that the need of having two resistors embedded in the hot arm could 
limit the deflection of design 3 due to the requirement of a wider hot arm. However, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 6.33, even if the width of the standard actuator is reduced by a 
factor of two compared to that of design 3, the better performance of design 3 is still 
maintained. 
In addition, when working with standard microfabrication and with a polymeric material 
such as SUS, the limits of how narrow the SUS beams can be fabricated is reached well 
before the limit of the narrowest resistor line is reached, so it is always possible to 
include two resistors instead of one. 
6.4.2.2. Equal geometry at the microscale 
The same comparison of results between design 3 and standard can be performed at the 
microscale (dimension in Table 6.19). The parameters used in the simulations are shown 
in Table 6.20. 
Table 6.20: Heat transfer geometrical factors used in the simulations 
Beam 
Hot Arm to Ambiene 
Flexure to Ambient 
Flexure to Hot Arm (exchange) 
Hot Arm to Ambiene 
Cold Arm to Ambient 
Cold Arm to Hot Arm (exchange) 
1In section I (hot facing felxure) 
2In section 2 (hot facing cold) 
J; 
geometrical factor 
0.65 
0.61 
0.48 
0.90 
h 
geometrical 
exchange factor 
2.14 
2.30 
As can be seen from Fig. 6.34, design 3 at the microscale also appears to be more 
thermally and electrically efficient than an equivalent microscale standard actuator. For 
an input voltage of O.lS V design 3 produces a deflection of 5.63 J..Lm versus a deflection 
of 3.9S J..Lm produced by the standard actuator. In addition this is done at a lower power. 
At the microscale, it is the standard actuator which has overall higher temperatures and 
therefore, even if buckling might occur at a slightly higher voltage (critical buckling at 
0.2 V in standard versus critical buckling at O.lS V in design 3), its performance is 
worse than design 3 at the same scale. 
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6.4.2.3. Discussion 
If we now compare the performance between the meso and micro devices (Fig. 6.35) it 
can be seen that, for this kind of thermal actuator and this application, reducing the scale 
of the device does not translate into a better performance measured in absolute terms 14. 
Fig. 6.36 compares the power, voltage and temperature requirements at both scales. A 
general benefit associated with working at larger scales is that the condition of buckling 
does not limit the actuation of the device, because the device reaches the critical 
temperature before buckling can occur. As can be seen, design 3 at the mesoscale is the 
design that provides the best performance. If we compared the results at the limit of the 
buckling of design 3 micro (V = 0.18 V), it can be seen that design 3 with mesoscale 
dimensions provides at least twice the deflection of the other models and, equally 
important, that it does so at a lower temperature in the hot arm (T hot = 64 K). At low 
deflections it requires a sl ightly larger amount of energy than design 3 micro but, 
overall, it is the best performing design. 
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14 This discussion is based in absolute denection and not dN as defined in section 5.5. 1. 
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6.4.3. Design 1 versus design 3 
One of the reasons for design l (composed of two identical beams) was to maximise the 
volume/area of the cold arm in which to integrate complementary active elements such 
as force sensors or optical waveguides. However it would be interesting to see how this 
simplified geometry (design l) compares with the typical flexure/cold arm actuator 
(design 3). 
From Fig.6.37 it can be seen that design 3 with a flexure length of 360 J..lm will provide 
higher deflections at the same voltage. Thus, for a voltage of 0.3 V and an Thot = 135 K 
design 3 produces a deflection of approximately 40 J..lm, whilst at the same temperature 
and voltage design 1 will only deflects approximately 33 J..lm. 
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Intuitively it could be thought that a reduction of the width of the cold arm of design 1 
will improve the deflection. However, as is shown in Fig.6.38, a reduction of this width 
also increases its temperature, reducing the overall ~T and therefore the deflection. 
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6.4.4. Size of the gap 
• 
0.4 
Another parameter of interest is the size of the gap and how it affects the temperature 
along the arms of the actuators and the deflection. As can be seen from Fig. 6.39 and 
Fig. 6.40 incrementing the size of the gap increases the deflection for a given input 
voltage until a limit is reached at a gap size of approximately 140 J..Lm . For gap sizes 
above 140 J..lm , the higher t1T induced between the arms does not contribute to an 
equivalent increase of the deflection. For an input voltage of 0.2 V the model with a gap 
of 140 Jlm will produce a deflection of 18 J..lm, whilst the model with the smallest gap 
will produce a deflection of I 0 Jlm. These will be done however at the expense of a 
higher temperature in the hot arm, i.e. 83 K (gap = 140 J..lm) versus 67 K (gap =30 J..Lm) . 
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Finally, it is worth investigating what would happen if the size of the gap is large 
enough to prevent the heat exchange between the arms, i.e. a simulation in which fij = 0. 
Fig. 6.41 and Fig. 6.42 show the comparison between the performances of design 3 
when gap = 140 j..lm and design 3 when gap = 300 j..lm and fij = 0. 
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As can be seen, the max1mum deflection that can be achieved with both systems, 
53.5 j..lm, is limited by the maximum temperature that the hot arm can sustain. If the 
results are compared in terms of voltage the design with a 300 j..lm gap which should be 
large enough to prevent heat exchange between the arms performs better in producing 
the highest deflection, only requiring a voltage of 0.25 V compared to 0.31 V in the 
other model. However, if the parameter of interest is the temperature of the hot arm then 
both models have the same performance. From these results it can be concluded that, if 
there is no heat exchange, a gap of approximately 300 j..lm would be the gap that would 
produce the maximum deflection at minimum voltage. The benefits of a larger gap (>60 
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J.lm) for this length scale of actuators are increased in water as reduced thermal coupling 
between the arms is expected (section 6.3 .1), i.e. where fij_water < fij_air· 
(a) 
• design 3 gap = 140 ~-tm 
(b) 
• design 3 gap = 300 ~-tm fex = 0 T .. 220 180 cn!Jcal 
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Fig. 6.42: Design 3 for different gap sizes: 140 Jlm and 300 Jlm (assuming that there is no heat 
exchange between the arms i.e. f.,= 0 (a) Temperature profiles at V = 0.24 V (b) Thot versus AT. 
6.5. Design guidelines 
Different design guidelines can be extracted from the simulations and used for future 
design optimisation processes. For the same total length : 
Design 3 (or equivalently design 2) and design l, actuators that embed the 
resistor only in the hot arm, perform better than a standard actuator with 
equivalent dimensions, at both the meso- and microscale. 
Design 3 and standard with dimensions in the mesoscale perform better than 
design 3 and standard with dimensions in the microscale, measured in absolute 
deflection terms. 
Design 3, with a cold/flexure arm configuration, performs better than design l 
with two identical arms. 
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That the cold arm of design I has to be at least the size of the hot arm if lower 
temperatures are required for the same deflection. 
That there is an optimal gap size for the geometry of design 3 which is between 
140 and 300 Jlm that provides the best deflection per input power. 
6.6. Summary 
In this chapter the two analytical models- electrothermal and thermomechanical -
developed in Chapter 4 have been validated against experimental data obtained in air as 
well as in liquid environments. 
It has been concluded that: 
The electrothermal model defined in Chapter 4 accurately describes the 
temperatures developed along the arms of the actuators of the microgripper 
when 
o The internal beams of the microgrippers lose heat to the environment by 
conduction only. 
o The external beams of the microgripper lose heat to the environment by 
conduction and convection (mass transfer) (see scenario 2). 
o A heat exchange between the arms is considered. This heat exchange will 
be governed by the geometrical factor fu (section 4.3.4.5) and the thermal 
conductivity of the media. When the media is water, it seems that the 
thermal coupling between the arms will be reduced and that fij_water could 
be considered half fij_air· 
o The dependency of the resistivity of the metallisation with temperature is 
included in the simulations in an iterative manner. 
o The dependency of the thermal conductivity of air with temperature is 
included in the simulations in an iterative manner. 
o The heat losses at the anchors are considered. If the insulation induced at 
the anchors is not known, a grounded thermal model (scenario 4) 
provides a reasonable good prediction of the temperature difference 
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between the arms. This is important as this IS one of the main input 
parameters to the mechanical model. 
The thermomechanical model defined in Chapter 4, accurately describes the 
deflection provided by the different microgrippers at low temperatures, but 
requires the inclusion of the dependency of the CTE with T at temperatures 
around the glass transition temperature Tg. 
o The CTE would vary linearly with temperature. 
This chapter also includes the used of the models to compare the performance of the 
design proposed in this thesis with the standard existing design of U-shaped thermal 
actuator. It has been demonstrated that 
Any of the actuators proposed in this thesis, containing the resistor only in the 
hot arm, would perform better than equivalent standard actuators. 
That downsizing the device from the mesoscale to the microscale, does not 
improve the performance of the system in absolute terms. 
That the gap of future actuators with the same overall length should be increased 
to at least a value of 140 jlm to maximise the performance. 
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CHAPTER7 
Cell handling experiments 
This chapter details the first manipulation experiments performed on live cells using the 
microgripper technology. The ultimate aim of this work was to use the microgrippers 
for the manipulation of live cells. The large range of displacements provided by the 
microgrippers make them ideal for the manipulation of large, as well as small, cells. 
Two areas of biology and medicine where this is necessary are In-Vitro Fertilisation 
(IVF) and Stem Cell Research. 
7.1. Cell handling experiments 
Contacts have been established with Dr. Herbert (Scientific director and senior 
embryologist) and her team in the Newcastle Fertility Centre [313]. It has been verified 
that in those areas the biggest cell of the human body, i.e. the egg (oocyte), with a 
diameter between 130-160 j..lm, has often to be manipulated together with smaller cells 
and nuclei, so called donor cells, of diameters between 10 - 20 j..lm. The same is valid 
for research in stem cell areas where initial tests are often performed on mouse egg cells 
with diameters of approximately 100 j..lm. 
The micro gripper model (Fig. 7 .I) used in this experiment operates in a bidirectional 
mode with a particular semicircular jaw design to confine the cell. The driver circuit 
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opens the arms and helps the operator to place the cell between the jaws of the 
microgripper. When the voltage is removed, the arms recover to their initial gap 
separation ( -100 J.tm) and encapsulate the cell. The final force is applied on the cell 
with the secondary circuit that slightly closes the arms. 
Secondary circuit 
Driver circuit 
~ 
Cell 
Jaws close 
when secondary 
circuit is actuated 
Fig. 7.1: Microgripper design using during the manipulation experiments. 
The experiments were conducted in the Newcastle Fertility Centre [313] using mice 
oocytes (diameter= 100 J.tm) in a Petri dish culture. The manipulations were carried out 
on a Nikon Diaphot Eclipse TE300 equipped with Narishige MM0-202N 
micromanipulators and two holding pipettes with a 30 degree bend [314] (see Fig. 7.2). 
Fig. 7.2: Manipulation station used in the Newcastle Fertility Centre. 
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The oocytes 15 [315] were manipulated in a culture Petri dish containing microdrops of 
M2 supplemented with ffiMX under mouse embryo tested filtered oil (Sigma). Images 
were acquired using a Nikon DS Fi-1 CCD camera with a I Ox/0.25 NA objective and 
0.75x relay lens. Fig. 7.3 shows schematically the experimental set-up. 
Fig. 7.3: Schematic experimental set-up. During manipulation the microgripper is submerged in the 
biological drop. 
With this set-up the microgripper has been validated as a complementary and unique 
tool for the single-cell manipulation experiments that are normally carried out by 
biologists. 
Fig. 7.4 shows the images captured during a manipulation experiment where a mouse 
egg cell is held using a standard glass pipette and a microgripper. The microgripper, 
15 For the manipulation we used 12-16 week old CD-I mice from which ovaries were isolated 46-48hrs 
after treatment with 7.5-10 international units of pregnant mares serum gonadotrophin (PMSG). Germinal 
vesicle (GV) stage oocytes were retrieved from the ovaries by puncturing antral follicles with a fine 
needle in M2 medium (Sigma) supplemented with isobutylmethylxanthine (IBMX) from Sigma to 
prevent germinal vesicle breakdown (GVBD) [315] . 
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attached to the holder 1 (see Fig. 7.2) and on the right of the image, is able to grasp and 
detach the mouse cell from the suction of the pipette in holder 2 on the left of the image. 
This demonstrates that the grip generated by this microgripper is enough for standard 
manipulation procedures, or at least the same that are produced by the pipettes. 
1. 2. 
3. 4. 
5. 6. 
I 
Fig. 7.4: Manipulation experiment where the microgripper is able to release a mouse egg ceU 
(diameter of 100 ~ approx.) from the pipette suction. 
As can be seen in Fig. 7 .5, with this technique the micro gripper can hold the cell even if 
it is detached from the bottom of the Petri dish (see cells on the bottom which are out of 
focus in the image). 
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Fig. 7.5: Microgripper holding a cell approximately 1 mm above the bottom of the Petri dish. 
2. 
Grip during transfer 
between fluid droplets 
A liquid meniscus is 
created between the 
microgripper arms during 
the transfer 
Fig. 7.6: Transfer of a cell from one biological drop to another through the oil media. 
The gripping is also strong enough to be able to transport a cell from one drop of 
biological media to another through the oil media (Fig. 7.6). Standard pipettes lose the 
grip when leaving the first drop. This makes the microgripper a unique tool for this 
application. 
The future of the microgripper lies in its effective exploitation in the biological arena. 
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CHAPTERS 
Conclusions and 
future work 
This thesis has presented comprehensive coverage of the development of a polymeric 
micromachined gripper (micro gripper) for the manipulation of biological cells and other 
microsized objects. The microgripper, which represents the first device of this type at 
Durham University, has been entirely designed, fabricated and tested in our cleanroom 
facilities. The device, designed in three different configurations (normally open mode, 
normally closed mode, and normally open/closed model) has been modelled using two 
coupled analytical models which have been custom developed for this application. All 
of the fabrication details have been designed to enable the microgrippers to be released 
successfully from the substrate and obtain practical prototype devices. Electrical, 
thermal and mechanical testing of the different designs has allowed the accurate 
characterisation of the microgrippers as a function of the applied voltage, the induced 
temperature and the output deflection. This has validated the microgrippers for use in 
biological environments where operation at low voltage and low temperature is 
required. 
The key result of this thesis is the production of a set of working microgripper 
prototypes that can be used for the manipulation of biological specimens. As part of 
this, the following important results have been obtained: 
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With the use of polymeric materials and a single heated arm design of a: 
o low voltage in-plane thermal actuator 
o low temperature in-plane thermal actuator 
o bidirectional in-plane thermal actuator 
Design guidelines to produce an efficient in-plane thermal actuator 
The development of cleanroom fabrication techniques for the release of 
polymer-metallic structures and membranes. 
The development of testing methods such as the use of IR thermography to 
measure the temperature of polymeric electrothermally heated structures. 
The development of an analytical electrothermal model and a modelling 
technique that: 
o takes into account the heat losses to the ambient by conduction and the 
heat exchanged between parts at different temperatures 
o adds a convection heat loss to the beams situated in the external part of 
the device 
o integrates the variation of the material properties with temperature in an 
iterative manner. 
The development of an analytical thermomechanical model and a modelling 
technique that takes into account the variation of the coefficient of thermal 
expansion of the structural material with temperature. 
7 journal and conference papers, and a patent. 
8.1. Conclusions 
In recent years, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, research has been increasingly active in 
the area of microgrippers and more than 150 different designs have been proposed. 
However, only very few of them enable the manipulation of biological specimens in 
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liquid environments. This is mainly due to the restrictive operation conditions when 
manipulating biological samples at cellular level which demand low actuation voltages 
for unencapsulated devices ( <2 V), low temperatures ( < 100 °C), and low handling 
forces ( <nN - few J.!N). 
Prior to the start of this work (mid 2004), three mam designs of in-plane 
electrothermally actuated microgrippers had been published and launched to market. 
These are the HexSil 16 microgripper developed by C.G. Keller and R.T Howe [178] and 
commercialised by MEMS Precision Instruments [74], and the two microgripper models 
(BB and SM-BB) developed by T Huang, M. Ellis et al. [175, 176] and commercialised 
by Zyvex Corporation [79]. The three devices, produced in single crystal silicon or 
polysilicon, have demonstrated good gripping capabilities and the manipulation of 
various microsized objects. However they operate at voltages and/or forces and/or 
temperatures unsuitable for biological manipulation. Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 shows a 
compilation of the performance of in-plane electrothermal microgrippers published 
since the launch of the three models cited above. 
Table 8.1: Performance of electrothermal microgrippers produced in Si, Poly-Si and metal 
materials. 
Max 
Ref. Year Material Actuator type Model • 1• 1 Voltage Current Power T F displacement [mAl (a C) [mN) [j.Lm) [V] [mW) 
[178] 1997 Silicon Linear 20 6 18 110 > 250 -25 
[79) 2003 Silicon U-shaped BB 25 10 80 800 -550 
[79) 2003 Silicon V-shaped SM-BB 6 6 10 60 -210 
[125) 2004 Nickel V-shaped SM-BB 20 3.5 16 56 - 120 
[120) 2005 Nickel Circular-shaped linear 16.3 1.9 840 1596 -575 
[122) 2005 Gold U-shaped 2 0.23 146 34 -25 
[125) 2006 Nickel Cascade V -shaped 16.3 1.25 160 200 -350 
[128) 2007 AI+ Poly-Si Bimorph 3.5 6 -220 
[195] 2007 Silicon 2-hot arm U-shaped 7 4.5 40 -200 
c•> Opening/closing mea~ured from initial rest position 
Recent advances in the performance of in-plane electrothermal microgrippers have been 
achieved through the use of: optimised actuation structures (cascaded in-plane V-
actuators [ 125], circular-shaped linear actuators [ 120], in-plane bimorphs [ 128], double 
hot arm U-actuators [195] or a combination of multiple actuators [309]); optimised 
16 HexSil is a microfabrication method of producing high-aspect-ratio parts that involves a combination of 
DRIE and surface micromachining techniques. 
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amplification mechanisms [121], and now implemented in some of the models provided 
by MEMS precision instruments; and finally the incorporation of materials other than 
silicon and polysilicon e.g. metals an polymers. 
Thermal actuators fabricated with metals such as Ni are better than the ones produced in 
Si and Poly-Si films because, due to the larger coefficient of expansion (e.g. 2.6 ppm K 
1 for Poly-Si compared to 12.7 ppm K 1 for Ni), they can be operated at lower 
temperatures. In addition they have electrical properties independent of the doping level 
and with a positive coefficient of resistance. This implies that, at the same power level, 
the metal actuator consumes most of the power in the hot arm increasing the difference 
in temperature between the arms and the overall deflection [310]. An example of the 
incorporation of metals into microgripper designs is [97] where the SM-BB 
microgripper model from Zyvex is fabricated in nickel. As can be seen in Table 8.1, the 
nickel version of the microgripper obtains for approximately half of the applied voltage 
(3.5 V versus 6V) more than double the deflection (20 f.!m versus 6 f.!m). 
Table 8.2: Performance of electrothermal microgrippers produced in metal-polymer material and 
actuated in air. 
Max 
Ref. Year Material Actuator type displacement1'' Voltage 
Current Power T 
[ [V] [mA] [mW] r·q 
[120] 2004 SUS+ Ptffi Double hot arm U-shaped 100 10 5 50 < 100 
[123] 2005 SUS+ Au/Cr U-shaped 12 0.45 10 5 < 100 
[124] 2006 SUS+ Si Bimorph 7 2 20 40 - 130 
[311] 2008 SUS +Si Bimorph + U-shaped 32 4.5 25 114 
-ISO 
2006 SUS+ Au design 1_(30) 175 1.59 36 57 
- 100 
design 1_(100) 120 1.41 3S 54 
- 100 
design 2_(30) ss 1.43 3S 54 - 100 
design 2_( 100) 46 1.21 40 4S -100 
l'l from initial rest position 
However, for displacements larger than a few microns, these optimisation efforts still do 
not correct for the high temperatures and voltages required. In order to reduce these 
parameters and enable the use of microgrippers in liquid environments it has been 
essential to incorporate polymeric materials into the designs. These have larger 
coefficients of expansion than metals (52 ppm K 1 for SUS versus 12.7 ppm K 1 for Ni) 
and therefore require an even lower temperature to produce the same deflection. This 
has been the design approach used in this work. 
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Table 8.2 shows four published 17 polymeric micro grippers based on different thermal 
actuators- double hot arm U-shaped actuator [119], U-shaped [123], and comb-finger 
[ 124, 311] - compared to the four micro gripper designs demonstrated in this work. In 
the case of the microgrippers presented here the maximum displacement denotes the 
maximum distance below 100 oc. As has been shown earlier, failure of these devices 
occurs at slightly higher displacements and powers. 
As can be seen from tables 8.1 and 8.2, all of the microgrippers developed here provide 
larger displacements at lower voltages and lower temperatures than the rest of the 
microgrippers. The only competitive microgripper at low displacements would be the 
one proposed by Chronis et al.[ 123], which is considerably smaller, with a length of 
650 J..Lm compared to a length of 3100 - 3600 J..Lm in the models presented here. 
However, as explained in section 6.4.2.3, smaller designs of thermal actuators are prone 
to failure due to buckling at much smaller displacements. This limits the range of 
actuation possible for this kind of microgripper and makes them suitable only for 
manipulations where the samples have very little variation in size. In the case of big 
cells, e.g. the human egg, the variation in size can reach up to 30 J..lm between samples. 
In those cases, a useful microgripper would require a minimum opening of 20 microns 
(per jaw). As shown in Table 8.3 the models (e.g. design 3_(100)) are also comparable 
to the Chronis model when actuating underwater. As in the air case, at low 
displacements they both produce similar displacements. 
Table 8.3: Performance of electrothermal microgrippers produced in metal-polymer material and 
actuated in water. 
Max 
Ref. Year Material Actuator type displacement1'' Voltage 
Current Power T 
I 
[VI [rnA] [mW] ["C] 
[123] 2005 SUS+ Au/Cr U-shaped 12 2 45 91 < 100 
2006 SUS+ Au design 3 (I 00) 17 2 66 130 
- 100 
l'l from initial rest position 
Finally, the designs in this thesis also offer more flexibility since they can produce 
bidirectional displacements (see section 3.4.2.3) and they offer the possibility to use 
more effiCiently the volume and surface of the cold arm to include active elements such 
17 Zyvex communicated in a note the development of a polymeric model of their MS_BB microgripper 
model [l75].However no quantitative data has been provided. It has never been launch commercially. 
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as force sensors, electrical sensors and light waveguides [312]. Other issues such as ease 
of fabrication or cost are difficult to compare. 
8.2. Future work 
As discussed in Chapter 7, the ultimate aim of this thesis was to provide a reliable and 
cost effective tool for the manipulation of cells and other biological particles. Now that 
the technology has been proven, two main directions should be taken to move the 
development of the microgripper forward: one towards improving manufacturing 
related issues, a second one towards the inclusion of extra sensor/actuating structures 
that would enhance the potential of the microgripper as a substitute for existing 
technologies. 
From a manufacturing point of view, the improvement could entail the adaptation of the 
fabrication flows shown in chapter 3 to a more scalable manufacturing approach. An 
eventual new process should include, for example: 
The incorporation of a robust anchor (in addition to the SU8) that could be used 
at the same time as main mechanical attachment to the manipulation station and 
as robust electrical connection. 
The elimination of the wire bonding step in between the primary device and the 
new robust anchor. 
Easier dicing of the different microgrippers produced on the silicon chip. 
An idea to solve these three problems simultaneously could be the inclusion of a Si02 
layer between the SU8 and the silicon chip. This layer, acting as a mask and patterned 
with HF (Hydrofluoric Acid), would help to protect the silicon substrate in the areas of 
interest. Thus, when finally releasing the micro grippers, the areas of silicon protected by 
the Si02 would define the anchors. Once a silicon anchor is included in the structure, the 
interconnection from the microgripperto the~tontact pads (on the silicon anchor) could 
be achieved with the metallisation step. By using, for example, sputtering techniques the 
step coverage between the gold, thin SU8 could be guaranteed. Finally, the definition of 
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thin lines in the Si02 mask would facilitate the dicing of the different devices in a 
reliable manner. 
From a functionality perspective, three main options should be explored: 
The incorporation of force sensors in the arms or jaws of the micro gripper 
The incorporation of conductive elements in the jaws to eventually apply 
electrical voltage between the samples. This could be of interest in the emerging 
field of cell electrofusion. 
The incorporation of an ablation kit. For example by including waveguides in 
the empty arms that could be used to guide a laser beam. 
Finally, it is worth noting that the models developed during this thesis could also be 
used to further optimise the structure in terms of performance in fluid environments. 
The displacements in water presented in this work cover a range between 20-40 f.!m. 
However, it is my belief that by using the models in combination with optimisation 
techniques, a more universal microgripper could be produced. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A cross-sectional area of the microbeam [m2] 
Bi Biot number 
Cp constant pressure specific heat of the fluid [J kg K] 
C heat transfer coefficients per unit length [W m-1 K 1] 
C1 Planck's first constant [W m2] 
C2 Planck's second constant [m K] 
CTE coefficient of thermal expansion 
d spatial resolution 
dx differential element of the microbeam [m] 
D equivalent diameter of the microbeam [m] 
E Young's modulus [MPa] 
F conduction shape factor to the substrate 
Fhc radiation shape factor 
f conduction shape factor into the ambient from individual beams 
!ex conduction shape factor characterising the intra device heat exchange 
g gravitational acceleration [m s-2] 
gap size of the separation between the hot and cold/flexure arms 
GAP separation between the actuators in the microgripper [m] 
Gr Grashof number 
h convection heat transfer coefficient [W m-2 K 1] 
I intensity of the electrical current [A] 
J current density [A m-2] 
L length of the microbeam [m] 
Lc characteristic dimension of the microbeam [m] 
NA numerical aperture 
Nu Nusselt number 
p perimeter length of the microbeam [m] 
P electrical power [W] 
qcoNo conductive heat rate through the differential element dx of the micro beam [W] 
qcond conductive heat rate into the ambient from the differential element [W] 
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qconv convective heat rate into the ambient from the differential element [W] 
qex conductive heat exchange between closely spaced bodies [W] 
qgen heat generated by Joule heating within the differential element [W] 
qrad radiative heat rate into the ambient from the differential element [W] 
q1h heat generated by Thomson effect within the differential element [W] 
Q volumetric heat generation [W m-3] 
s separation between the actuator and the underneath substrate [m] 
r equivalent radius of the microbeam [m] 
R radius of the air cylinder from which convection takes place [m] 
R electrical resistance [Q] 
Ra Rayleigh number 
Rh relative humidity 
t thickness of the microbeam and differential element dx [m] 
t' effective thickness of the microbeam [m] 
T relative temperature to the ambient [K] 
Tabs absolute temperature [K] 
Tg glass transition temperature [0 C] 
Ts temperature of the substrate [K] 
TCR temperature coefficient of resistance [K1] 
~T temperature increase in the differential element dx [K] 
u velocity component in the x-direction [m s- 1] 
U voltage signal [V] 
V voltage [V] 
w thickness of the microbeam and the differential element dx [m] 
W emitted thermal radiation 
x,y,z cartesian coordinates [m] 
Greek letters 
a coefficient of thermal expansion [ppm K 1] 
~ Thomson coefficient [JlV K 1] 
o deflection [m] 
&r thickness of the thermal boundary layer [m] 
E emissivity 
K thermal conductivity [W m-1 K 1] 
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A wavelength [m] 
cr Stefan-Boltzmann constant [W m-2 K 4] 
t transmittance 
v kinematic viscosity [m2 s-1] 
p electrical resistivity [.Q m] 
Subscripts 
a anchor 
A anchor 
Au gold metallization 
c, cold cold arm 
eff effective 
f flexure 
FEA relative to a finite element analysis 
h, hot hot arm 
integer 
J integer 
I length 
M m1crognpper 
max maximum 
P parasitic 
s substrate 
T total 
th thermal 
SU8 SU8 polymer 
oo ambient 
Superscripts 
" 
heat per unit length [W m-1] 
heat per unit area [W m-2] 
heat per unit volume [W m -3] 
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